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C  0!4 ( 77)  591  fina.lo Article  10  of  Regulation  CEEC)  No  729/70  on  the  financing  of 
the  common  agricultural policy  provides  that  "before  1  July  of  each 
year, the  Commission  shaLL  submit  to the  Council  and  to the  European 
Parliament  a  financial  report  on  the  administration  of  the  Fund 
during  the  preceding  financial  year  and,  in particular, on  the  state 
of  its resources  and  the nature  of  its expenditure  and  the  conditions 
under  which  Community  financing  has  been  effected". 
Accordingly  the  Commission  has  submitted  five  annual  reports  since 
1971  when  the definitive financial  system  came  into  effect.  This 
report  covers  the  1976  financial  year.  The  final  version  was  adopted 
on  21  September  1977,  after  consultation  with  the  EAGGF  Committee  on 
16  September  1977.  · 
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SUMMARY  OF  THe  SIXTH  FINANCIAL  REPORT 
Title I:  The  Guarantee  Section 
1.  The  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  is  responsible  for  financing  expen-
diture  arising  from  the  common  policy on  agricultural  markets  and 
prices,  including  expenditure  resulting  from  currency  fluctuations. 
The  year  1976  was  marked  by  adjustments  in  certain financially 
important  sectors.  In  the milk  and  milk  products  sector,  in parti-
cular,  increased expenditure  in  1976  (over  2  milliard u.a.)  compared 
with  1975  (1150 M u.a.)  and  the  accumulation  of  stocks  of  skimmed  milk 
powder  led  the  Community  td introduce  short-term measures  for  the dis-
posal  of  skimmed  milk  powder  and  to put  forward  a  programme  for  the 
period  1977-80  with  a  view  to  the  progressive  achievement  of  a  balance 
in  this market.  The  rules governing  the  wine  sector  were  substantially 
revised  in  order  to bring  the  intervention  measures  (especially as 
regards distillation)  more  into  line  with  market  needs. 
2.  In  the  other  sectors,  there  was  a  considerable  increase  in 
expenditure  on  fruit  and  vegetables  (244.4 M u.a.  in  1976  compared  with 
88.3 M u.a.  in  1975)  as  the  result  of  a  heavy  crop  of  apples  and  tomatoes, 
and  in  monetary  compensatory  amounts  (505  compared  with  406  M u.a.) 
arising  from  the downward  movement  of  the  pound  and  the  lira.  On  the 
other  hand,  expenditure fell  in  the  sugar,  beef  and  veal  and  pigmeat 
sectors  because  of  an  improvement  in the  markets  in  these products. 
Expenditure  was  also  affected by  the decision to increase agri-
cultural prices for  the  1976/77 marketing  year  by  an  average  of  7.7%. 
3.  Total  provisional  expenditure  in  1976  was,  at  5  570  M u.a.,..  higher 
than  in  1975  (4  718.7 M u.a.).  The  orginal  appropriations  (5  160.3 M u.a.) 
were  increased by  717.4 M u.a.  in  a  supplementary  budget  adopted  in 
September  1976.  How~ver, 265.3 M u.a.  was  still available  at  the  end  of 
the  financial  ye~r because ~f delays  in  execution or  in the  payments  for 
certain operations;  148.6 M u.a. ·were  carried forward  to  1977  and 
116.7 M u.a.  cancelled. - II -
4.  In  spit~ of  the efforts made  there  is  st1LL  a  considerable  back• 
Log  in the  clear~ncP of  accounts.  Pri6rity  has  been  given to dealing 
with  the  periods preceding  the definitive  system  (1967/68 - 70)  and 
then  to  1973,  the  first  year  after the  entry of the  new  Member  States. 
The  work  should  be  completed  in  1977  or  1978. 
Title II: The  Guidance  Section 
5.  The  Guidance  Section  is  concerned ·with  financing  the  Community 
policy of  improvement  of a~ricultural structures.  For  this  purpose  it 
finances: 
a)  common  measures  (Article  6  of  Regulation  No  729/70)  and  certain  special 
measures  which  are  intended,  among  other things, to  improve  the 
functioning  of  certain  common  market  organizations  and  whose  financial 
charact~ristics  resemble  those of  common  measures; 
b)  individual  projects  for  improving  agricultural  structures  (ReguLation 
No  17/64)  through  the  grariting  of  capital  subsidies. 
The  available  appropriations,  325M  u.a.  per  year, go  in the first 
instance to the  financing  of  common  and  special  measures.  The  remainder 
is  used  to  finance  individual  projects  and  in  1976  this still formed  the 
bulk  of  the  work  of  the  Guidance  Serition. 
6.  Expenditure  in  1976  on  common  measures,  at  69.4 M u.a., was  well 
up  on  1975  (33.8 M u.a.).  It  went  mainly  on  hill  farming  and  farming  in 
certain  Less-favoured  areas  (36M  u.a.),  conve~sion in  the  beef  and  veal 
sector  (15M  u.a.) ·and  the modernization  of  farms  (9·;.3  M u.a.).  On  the 
other  hand,  experiditure  on  sp~ciaL ~easures feLL  (6.2 M Uoa.  against 
11.5 M u.a.  in  1975). 
7.  For  1_ndividual  projects  the  Commission  decided to grant  aid  in  1976 
as  follows: 
a)  on  30  A~ril  1976  in  res~ect of  the  second  instalment  for  1975:  a  total 
of  692  p~ojecti obtairied  aid  amouriting  to  212.6 M u.a.  from  the  Fund 
in  1975. 
b)  in  respect  of  the·two  instalments  for  1976  the  Commission  decided on 
29  July  and  30  December  1976  to grant  a  total of  264.2 M u.a.  for  808 
projects. 
.  : 
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- III -
For  the first  time  the  Commiision  was  able  to take  its decisions 
in  due  time  and  thus  make  good  the  lag~ in the  granting  of  aid;  this 
process  necessitated all  the greater effort  on  the part  of the  Commission 
staff  in that the  amounts  granted  were  esp~cially high. 
B.  With  regard to payments  fo~  iridi~idual projects,  the  time  lag 
after  a  decision  is  taken  to  gro;~nt  aid  is of  necessity  long,  but  varies 
according  to Member  State.  The  longest  time  lag  is found  in  Italy, which 
is  also  the  country  with  the  largest  number  of projects  which  are not 
executed. 
With  the  development  of  common  measures,  ther~ is  increased 
activity to prtivide  Community  financing  for  these measures. 
Title III: Verifications  and  irregularities 
9.  The  Guarantee  Se~tion  was  engaged  mainly  on  the  systematic veri-
rications  required  in  preparation  for  the  clearance of  the  accounts  for 
the  periods  1967/68  - 70  and  1973.  It also  made  various  inspection visits. 
Selective  controls  were  also  carried out ·an  problems  specific  to beef  and 
veal  and  on  refunds  varying  according  to  destin~tion. 
In  the  Guidance  Section; inspection ~tsits were  made  in  respect  of 
10  individual  projects.  Other·visits  were  made  in  respect  of  two  special 
measures  and  one  common  measure  in  several  Member  States. 
10.  In  1976  there  was  improved  co-operation  between  Member  States  in 
the  campaign  against  irregularities.  The  effort  undertaken  in this field 
included  the  preparation  by  the  EAGGF  of  a  1 compendium  of  i rregularities• 
distributed tQ.the departments  resp6nsible  in the  Member  States to alert 
them  to  fraudulent  practices  with  w~ich they  might  be  confronted.  The 
terms  of  reference  of  the  Special  Committee  of  Inquiry  were  extended;  it 
devoted  itself to the  wine  sector.  The  measures  taken  and  the  results 
obtained  so  far  in  this  campaign  were  communicated  to  the  Council  and  the 
European  Parliament  by  the  Commission  on  31  December  1976. 
Irregul~rities affecting  the  Guarantee  Section  in  1976  related 
mainly  to  the ·c~reals and  beef  and  veal  sectors,  and  mainly  to  monetary 
compensatory  ,,mounts,  A tt)tal.  of  5~6 M t.!.a,  trf  wh-ich  'L7'  M u.a~  have 
so  far  been  recovered,  was  involved  in  the  258 ·cases. - IV  .. 
Irregularities affecting  the  Guidance  Section  related mainly  to 
premium~ for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and  for  the  conversion  of  dairy 
herds.  One  hundred  of  the  337  cases  reported for  the  years  1971  to 
1976  are  still pendin§  and  represen~ a  total of  0.4 M u.a.  still to  be 
recovered. 
Title  IV:  Financing  of  food  aid 
11.  The  system  for  the  Community  finaricing  of expenditure  arising  from 
the  supply  of  agricultural products  as  food  aid,  as  laid down  in  Council 
Regulation  No  2681/74,  provides  that  all expenditure  shall  be  entered  : 
under  the  chapter  on  food  aid, with  the exception of the  portion  corres-
ponding  to  refunds,  which  continues  to  be  financed  by  the  EAGGF,  Guarantee 
Section. 
The  monthly  advances  which  were  the  subject  of  Commission  decisions 
totalled  138.8 M u.a.  in  1976,  including  20.6 M u.a.  carried forward  from 
1975.  Of  this total, 111.7 ·M  u.a. ·were  committed  in  1976  and  charged  as 
exp~ridiiure, mainly  for  aid  in the  form  of milk  products  from  public stocks 
(64.8 M u.a.), cereals  (44.6 M u.a.)  and  sugar  <2.3  M u.a.).  The  per-
centage  utilization of  appropriations  was  80%  compared  with  87%  in  1975 
due  to the  advances  decided in  Dec~mber 1975  not  giving  risu to expendi-
tur~ in the  same  month. - v -
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TITLE  I 
THE  GUARANTEE  SECTION 
The  Guarantee  Section  finances  expenditure  resulting  from  the  common 
policy on  markets  and  agricultural  prices.  According  to Articles  2  and  3 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70  it  concerns  refunds  on  exports  to  non-member 
countries  (whereby  Community  agricultural  products  are  disposed  of  on  the 
world  market)  and  intervention  intended to stabilize  agricultural  markets. 
1.  DEVELOPMENTS  IN  THE  FINANCING  OF  THE  COMMON  AG~ICULTURAL MARKETS  AND 
PRICES  POLICY 
1.1.  Adjustment  of  market  mechanisms  involving  new  types  of  expenditure 
and  price  changes 
Common  orga~izations of  the  markets  in  sheepmeat  and  in 
potatoes  were  proposed  by  the  Commission  in  1975  but  have  not 
yet  been  adopted  by  the  Council. 
Further,  on  7  December  1976,  the  Commission  forwarded  to the 
Council  a  new  proposal  for  the  common  organization  of  the 
market  in  ethyl  alcohol  of  agricultural  origin to  replace the 
previous  proposal  of  1972.  It  takes  into  account,  among 
others,  the  changed  situation on  the  Community  market  in 
alcohol  since enlargement  of  the  Communhy. - 2 -
1.1.2.  Alterations  in  certain  sectors 
As  in  previous years,  adjustments  have  been  made  to  some 
sectors  which  have  had  financial  repercussions,  the  most  sig-
nificant  of  which  concern  cereals, milk  products, beef  and 
veal  and  wine. 
a)  Cereals  sector 
On  17  May  1976,  the  Council  adopted  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1143/76(1)  amending  the  common  organization of  the  mar-
ket  in  cereals.  The  main  feature of  the  new  system  is the 
di~tinction in  respect  of  common  wheat  between  qualities 
suitable  for  breadmaking  and  those  that  are  not. 
For  the  latter, the  intervention price is set  at  the  same 
level  as  for  feed  grain  (barley, maize).  The  intervention 
system  thus  corresponds  better to  the  end  use  of  the dif-
ferent. qualitie~. 
With  respect  to durum  wheat,  the  system  of  production  aid 
has  been  changed;  henceforth  the  aid  will  be  ·granted on  an 
area-sown  basis  and  will  b~ differentiated by  region. 
The  two  measures  improve  the organization of  the  market  in 
cereals.  They  will  produce  savings  in  experiditure,  not  yet 
quantifiable. 
b)  Milk  and  milk  products  sector 
In ·view  of  the  continuing  high  level  of  stocks  of milk  pro-
ducts  in  the  C~mmunity,  particularl~ skimmed  milk  powder,  the 
Couricil  adopted  on  15  March  1976  a  short-term ad  hoc  measure 
aimed  at  the ·rapid  absorption of part of this stock· 
It notably provides  for  the taking  of  measures  for  the dis-
posal  of  skimmed  ~ilk powder  with  a  view  to  an  increased  use 
· in different  animal  feeds. 
( 1)  OJ  L 130,  19  May  1976,  p.  1 - 3  -
Among  the  other  measures  takenbto  increase  demand  for  milk  products, 
there  was  increased  EAGGF  assistance for  the  grant  of  consumer  sub-
sidies  for  butter  and  the  authorized  level  of  such  aid  was  raised.  The 
use  of  skimmed  milk  powder  for  animal  feed  was  encouraged  by  an  in-
crease  in  the  aid granted. 
( 1  )  To  the  same  end,  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1844/76  was  adopted  on 
22  July  1976  amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2306/7~ on  the  financing  of 
intervention  expenditure  in  respect  of  the  ~nternal market.  The  purpose 
of  the  amendment  was  to  expand  exports  of  skimmed  milk  powder  held  in 
intervention  by  facilitating  deferred  payment  by  the  purchaser  through 
the  interest  costs  arising  from  deferred payment  being  taken  over  by 
EAGGF.  Deferred  payment  may  be  allowed  on  a  case  by  case  basis,  on  a 
decision  by  the  Commission,  for  products  sold  before  1  January  1978. 
No  use  was  made  of  this  facility  in  1976. 
Notwithstanding  the  measures  adopted  in  1976  whose  special  purpose  was 
to  absorb  surpluses,' the  Commission,  looking  to  the  future,  proposed  in 
July  1976  a  programme  for  1977.to  1980  for  the progressive  achievement 
of  balance  in  the  milk  market  (see 3.4, p.  30).  On  26  April  1977  the 
Council  adopted  most  of  the  programme  which  includes: 
- introduction  of  a  co-responsibility  Levy  on  producers,  (Regulation  (EEC) 
1  079177) ( 2) i 
introduction of  a  system  of  premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  mllk 
products  and  the  conversion  of dairy  herds  to  beef  production, 
financed  as  to  60%  by  the  Guarantee  Section,  and  as  to  40%  by  the 
Guidance  Section  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77)(2); 
- the grant  of  subsidies  for  school  milk  (Regulation  (EEC)  1080/77)(2). 
c)  Beef  and  veal  sector 
The  situation on  the  market  made  it necessary  to  continue the  special 
measures,  such  as  the  calving  premium  and  the  premium  for  the  slaughter 
of  beef  animals  instituted  in  1975(3).  In  1976,  the protective  clause 
continued  to  be  applied to trade 'with  non-member  countries. 
(1)  OJ  L 204,  30  July  1976,  p.  1 
(2)  OJ  L  131,  26  May  1977, 
(3)  See  Fifth  Financial  Report,  p.  3 - 4 -
The  effects of  the  drought  were  severe  in this sector  and  Led  to 
such  massive  slaughterings that measures  were  taken  to  increase 
temporarily the.intervention buying-in  of  meat  derived  from  dairy 
cows.  By  Regul?tion  CEEC)  No  1500/76(1)  the  Commission  also pro-
vided  for  the  grant  of  private storage  aid  at  pre-set  rates. 
d)  Wine  sector 
The  basic  regulation  has  been  radically  revised  (amendments  in 
j  (2)  . 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1160/76  ,  mainly  to  make  intervention  more 
complete  and  better suited to  market  needs. 
Firstly, optional  preventive distillation Qefore  the beginning  of 
the  wine-growing  year  has  been  introduced  in the event  of  large 
quantities being  under  storage  contract. 
In  addition,  guarantees  have  been  introduced through provision for 
the distillation of  wine  after prolonged private storage. 
With  respect  to the  present  by-products  deliveries  system- the 
obligatory distillation of the by-products  of  wine-making  - it  has 
been  provided that  the present  percentage of  alcohol  (107.  maximum) 
may  under  certain  conditions  be  increased by  up  to  6?.. 
In  the medium  term,  an  improved  market  control  may  be  expected  which, 
in  the  event  of  a  big  harvest,  would  be  likely to  result  in  a 
favourable  financial  effect. 
The  Council  normally  adopts  the decisions  on  agricultural prices after 
adoption  of  the  Budget  and  the  impact  of  the  deci~ions upon  it begins 
to  be  felt  as each  sector's marketing  year opens. 
On  6 March  1976,  in  the  framework  of  an  overall  agreement,  the  Council 
took  decisions  on  prices for  the  1976/77 marketing  year,  certain agri-
monetary  measures  and  a  number  of related measures.  The  price agree-
ment  represented  an  average  increase of  7.7%. 
(1}  OJ  L 167,  26  June  1976,  p.  31 
(2)  OJ  L 135,  24  May  1976,  P•  1 - 5  -
As  regards  agri-monetary matters,  adjustment  of the  representa-
tive  rates  made  possible  a  minor  dismantling  of monetary  com-
pensatory  amounts.  The  related  measures  mainly  concerned  the 
continuance  of  certain premiums  in  the  beef  and  veal  sector, 
and  in  the  ~ilk products  sector  a  scheme  for  the  incorporation 
of  skimmed  milk  powder  in  animal  feed,  with  the  introduction of 
and  an  increase  in the quantities of this product  allocated to 
the  food  aid programme  i~  1976. 
The  total  effect of these  arrangements  on  the  1976  Budget  was 
comparatively  small.  It  was  consistent  with  the  statement  made 
by  the  Commission  at  the  time  of their  adoption  that, subject 
to the  usual  economic  uncertainties,  and  excluding  the  supplemen-
tary  food  aid  programme,  existing  appropriations  would  cover 
them.  As  it  turned out,  economic  developments  in  certain  sec-
tors  (e.g.  fruit  and  vegetables),  but  in particular the  monetary 
situation, made  a  supplementary  budget  necessary. 
~ 
1.2.  Additions  to  the  principal  regulations  governing  the  EAGGF  Guarantee 
Section 
The  following  amendments  to  the  principal  regulations  governing 
the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  were  made  without,  however,  sub-
stantially affecting  the  content. 
a)  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2824/72  Laying  down  general  rules  for  the 
financing  of  intervention 
In  1976,  two  amendments  were  made  to the  above  Regulation: 
- on  25  March  1976,  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  709/76(1)  entry 
into  force  of the  definitive  rules  for  financing  second 
category  interverition - buying-in,  storage  and  sale  - was 
deferred to the  end  of  1977.  In  the  meantime,  transitional 
financial  rules  by  sector, that  provide  for  some  standardiza-
tion  of  cost  components,  remain  in  force. 
(1)  OJ  L 84,  31  March  1976,  p.  5 - 6 -
- on  23  November  1976,  by  Regulation  (EtC)  No  2917/76(1)  which  amends 
the  Annex  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2824/72  listing  the  measures  con-
sidered  as  intervention  intended to stabilize agricultural  markets. 
In  view  of  the  new  measures  adopted  and  the  many  amendments  since 
1972  to this  Annex,  it  has  become  necessary  to  consolidate  existing 
intervention  measures  in  a  single  list. 
b)  Transfer  of  agricultural  products  between  intervention  agencies. 
By  analogy  with  the  transfer  of  cereals  in  1973  (see  Financial  Report 
1973,  1.3.1)  and  in order to facilitate  the  supply  to  Italy of  certain 
agricultural products,  the  Council  in  1976  adopted  regulations  transfer-
ing  400  000  t  of  cereals,  10  000  t  of  skimmed  milk  powder,  10  000  t  of 
butter  and  40  000  t  of  beef. 
Financially,  the  same  Community  solution  was  adopted  as  in  1973:  transfer 
at  zero  cost. 
This  means  that  the  issuing  intervention  agency  enters  the outgoing 
merchandise  in the  accounts  as  if it  were  a  gift,  while  the  receiving 
" 
agency  enters  the  goods  to  the  EAGGF  account  either  at  the  intervention 
price,  if the  product  is still in  stock  on  31  December,  or  at  the  sell-
ing  price if the product  has  been  disposed of. 
For  transfers  decided  in  1976,  intervention  receipts  thus  transferred 
amount  to  125  M u.a.  mainly  originating  in  Germany  and  France. 
c)  On  20  December  1976  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3180/76(2), amending  Regulations 
(EEC)  Nos  786/69,  787/69,  788/69  and  2334/69  on  the  financing  of  inter-
vention  expenditure  i~ respectively, oils and  fats,  cereals  and  rice, 
meat  and  sugar,  was  adopted.  Its purpose  is to  align  from  1  January  1977 
in these  sectors  the  method  of  calculating  interest  on  funds  immobilized 
through  intervention buying-in  on  the method  applied  in other  sectors 
[ 
where  interest  (at  present  8%)  is  calculated  apart  from  storage  costs 
proper. 
(1)  OJ  L 333,  2  December  1976,  p.  1 
(2)  OJ  L 359,  30  December  1976,  p.  11 - 7 -
d)  On  21  December  1976  Regulation  CEEC)  No  3139/76(1)  was 
adopted;  this  amends  Regulation  CEEC)  No  2306/70  on  the 
financing  of  intervention  measures  in  the  milk  and  milk  pro-
ducts  sector  by  providing that  on  31  December  1976  skimmed 
milk  powder  held  in  intervention  for  one  year  would  be 
written  down  by  30%  compared  with  the  intervention price. 
This  measure  was  considered justified  as  the  value  of  the  pro-
duct  is  in  fact  considerably  less  than  the  intervention price 
and  appropriations  available  to  cover  the operation.  The 
depreciation  concerns  600  000  tonnes  of  skimmed  milk  powder. 
It  entailed  a  supplementary  expenditure of  156M  u.a.  in  the 
1976  budget,  thus  reducing  the potential debt  of  the  Community. 
In  July  1976  the  Commission  adopted  the  standard  amounts  for  the 
storage  and  processing  of  agricultural  products  bought  in  for 
intervention  as  fixed  by  the  Commission  Decision  of  19  December 
1974.  This  adjustment  came  into  effect  on  1  January  1976,  account 
being  taken  of  changes  in  costi.  During  1976  these  intervention 
measures  were  app:ied to:  cereals,  butter,  skimmed  milk  powder, 
che•  se, olive oil, rape  seed,  sugar,  beef  and  veal  and  tobacco. 
Total  expenditure  by  Member  State  is  shown  at  the  end  of  Annex  G 
III. 
1.3.  Changes  in  expenditure  in  1976 
1.3.1.  General 
Expenditure  by  the  Guarantee  Section  is  by  its  nature  unpredictable. 
Firstly, there  are  agricultural  factors  (production,  internal  and 
world  prices)  requiring  the  Community  to  take  appropriate  measures 
during  a  budgetary  year  which  sometimes  falsify  budget  assumptions 
(see  also  1.3.2).  But,  as  shown  in detail  in the  Financial  Report 
for  1975,  certain non-agricultural  factors  tend to  aggravate  the 
uncertainty,  namely: 
(1)  OJ  L 354,  24  December  1976,  p.  3 - 8  -
a)  monetary  factors,  which  have  a direct effect  on  monetary  compen-
satory' am·ounts,  the  tatter being  fully  financed  by  the  Community. 
Although  alignment  of the  representative  rates on  the  actual  rates, 
by  means  of  a  Council  Regulation,  reduces  the  amounts,  it in-
creases  the effect of the  dual  conversion  rate  (see p.  12)  which 
is  felt  when  it  is  charged  to  the  budget; 
b)  the time  lag  between  operations  and  payments  by  the  paying  agencies; 
with  the  exception of  Italy, this  is  usually one  to two  months  and 
it  represents  over  one  ~illiard u.a.;  needless  to  say,  if payments 
are  slightly speeded  up, particularly  in  Italy,  the effect on  the 
use  of  appropriations  is  considerable; 
c)  the  fairly  long  interval  between  preparation of  the  budget  esti-
mates  and  implementation. 
The  attached table  compares  i~itial  budget  appropriations  with  actual 
expenditure  by  the  end  of  the  financial  year, after adjustment  of 
availabilities by  Supplementary  Budget  No  2/76,  appropriations  brought 
forward  from  1975  and  transfers of  appropriations.  For  comparison, 
payments  in  1975  are  also  shown. 
A.  The  agricultural  sectors 
A detailed examination  of the different  sectors  call  for  several 
explanations: 
a)  Cereals.  Overall expenditure  was  105  M u.a.  less  than the  initial 
appropriations.  This  redu6tion  is  Largely  accounted  for  by  the 
fact  that,  with  respect  to durum  wheat,  the  acceleration of  pay-
ments  in  Italy  assumed  in  the  budget  and  representing  about 
60  M u.a.  did  not  occur.  Further,  the  delay  in  carrying  out  the 
1976  food  aid  programme  meant  that  expenditure  on  refunds  was 
28M  u.a.  less  than  estimated.  In  addition,  because  of the 
drought,  the  question  of disposing  of  common  wheat  through  its 
incorporation  in  animal  feed  did not  arise,  so  that  the  appropri-
ations of  26.6 M u.a. were not  used.  Other  savings  were  made  under 
the  heading  of  public storage  and  carry-over  payments. Tebli!!  I 
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On  the other  hand,  expenditure  on  export  refunds  was  53  M u.a.  more 
than the  initial  appropriation, mainly  because  of  the  decline  in 
prices on  the  world  market.  However,  since  the  second  half  of 
1976,  the  grant  of  refunds  has  been  practically  restricted to  flour. 
In  this  way,  while  maintaining  certain traditional  trade  flows,  a 
substantial  increase  in expenditure  was  avoided. 
b)  Expenditure  was  110  M u.a.  more  than  the  initial appropriation  '· 
(1  941  M u.a.)  for  the  milk  products  sector  as  a  whole.  This  was 
mainly  due  to  the  very  large  stocks  and  the  measures  taken  to 
prevent  stocks  from  increasing  further. 
World  prices  were  unfavourable  to  exports  and  the  level  of  refunds 
had  to  be  raised  at  an  extra  cost  of  79  M u.a.  merely  to  keep 
quantities exported  at  their  existing  Level.  Expenditure  on  aid 
for  skimmed  milk  powder  used  for  animal  feeding  was  47  M u.a.  above 
the  initial appropriation  due  to  aid  being  granted  for  400  000  t  of 
skimmed  milk  powder  disposed  of  under  the  compulsory  incorporation 
scheme. 
Expenditure  on  public  storage  and  on  special  measures  for  the  dis-
posal  of  this  product  was  much  as  estimated.  In  this  connection,  it 
should  be  noted that, as  a  result  of  the  compulsory  incorporation 
scheme,  special  measures  for  the  sale  or  prolonged  storage  of 
400  000  t  of  powder  were  not  needed.  On  the other  hand,  the  30% 
writing  down  of  a  certain quantity of  powder  cost  an  additional 
156M  u.a.  (see  1.2.1.  d,  p.  7). 
Finally,  there  was  a  profit  of  about  16  M u.a.  on  the  sale  of  Long-
keeping  cheese  held  in  intervention, due  to the  change  in  prices 
on  the  internal  market. - 11  -
c)  with  respect  to  .oils  and  fat~,  in  particular olive oil, the  pay-
ments  Lag  continued  in  1976  with  the  result  that  expenditure  was 
114M  u.a.  l~ss than  the  initial appropriation.  On  the other  hand, 
the fall  in  world  prices  for  oil  seeds  raised expenditure  on  aid  by 
about  20M  u.a.  compared  with  the  initial estimate. 
d)  with  respect  to  sugar,  the  downtrend  of  world  prices  continued even 
more  markedly  in  1976,  thereby  raising  expenditure  on  export  refunds 
by  21  M u.a.  above  the estimate.  Moreover,  in  1976  there  was  a 
renewal  of  intervention  buying.  To  enable  the  Member  States  con-
cerned  to  make  the  last  outstanding payments  under  the  IM-EX  system 
(import  subsidy  applied during  the  1974-76  period of  shortage  - see 
previous  report)  there  was  further  expenditure  of  19  M u.a.  under 
this  heading  in  the  1976  budget. 
e)  in  the  beef  and  veal  sector  expenditure  in  1976  (643 M u.a.)  was 
considerably  less  than  in  1975  (980  M u.a.)  and  even  slightly  less 
than  the  initial estimate  thanks  to the  improvement  of  the  market  and 
a  reduction  in  expenditure  on  public  storage. 
f)  in  the jruit  and  vegetables  sector expenditure  was  111  M u.a.  up  on 
the  initial appropriation of  112  M u.a., mainly  due  to  a  heavy  crop 
of  apples  and  tomatoes  which  led to  massive  withdrawals  of  these 
products. 
B.  Accession  compensatory  amounts 
The  increase  in  expenditure  compared  with  estimates  (+  98  M u.a.)  seems 
due  to  two  factors:  an  increase  in  intr~-Community trade  and  an  increase 
in  the  rates  compared  with  tho~e assumed  in the  budget  because  of  the 
price  increases decided  in March  1976. - 12  -
C.  Monetary  compensatory  amounts  (MCAs) 
The  difference between  the estimates  (260  M u.a.)  and  expenditure 
(505  M u.a.)  is mainly  accounted  for  by  the  fact  that  the  actual  Level 
of  MCAs  during  the  financial  year  differed from  the  basic  assumptions. 
The  downward  movement  of  the  pound  and  the  Lira  in particular  caused 
a  substantial  increase  in  MCAs  which  was  not  followed  by  a  change  in 
agricultural  rates despite the efforts of  the  Commission  to diminish 
MCAs. 
Table  1a:  MCA  Market  Levels 
Sept ember  1975  Maximum  indicated  rates 
Currency  (aate of estab-
l ishing  the 
1976  budget)  First  half  Second  half 
1976  1976 
DM  +  10  +  10  +  7  .• 5 
FB/FLUX  +  2  +  2  +  1.4 
FL  +  2  +  2  +  1.  4 
FF  0  - 2.6  - 17.5 
LIT  0  - 20.5  - 21.9 
i  UK  - 8  - 20.9  - 45 
~  IRL  - 2.4  - 16.8  - 29.3 
D.  The  effect  of  the  dual  conversion  rate 
Alignment  of the  representative  rates  (used  for  the  conversion  into 
national  currencies  of  the  agricultural  monetary  amounts  expressed  in 
units  of  account)  on  actual  market  rates  increases  the  difference 
between  representative  rates and  the  budgetary  rates  (used  when  changing 
expenditure  in  national  currencies  against  the  budget  expressed  in  u.a.) 
The  finaricial  effect  of  this difference  (usually  known  as  the effect  of 
the  dual  conversion  rate)  is  consequently  augmented.  This  effect, which 
until  1976  was  not  charged  as  a  separate  item,  but  was  distributed  when 
different  budget  headings  accounted  for  expenditure  of  400  M u.a.  in  1976. 
In  the  1977  financial  year,  the effect  will be  charged  separately  in the 
budget. - 13  -
However,  in  1976,  for  certain expenditure  connected  with  MCAs  and  aid 
for  skimmed  milk  powder,  the effect  of  the  dual  conversion  rate  was 
avoided  by  the  exporting  Member  State  whose  currency  did  not  give  rise 
to this  effect  agreeing  to pay  the  MCAs  or the  aid that  an  importing 
Member  State  would  otherwise  have  paid.  In  this  way  there  was  a 
saving  of  100M  u.a.  on  the  dual  rate  effect  in  the  1976  budget. 
This  system,  of  course,  alters the breakdown  of  expenditure  between 
Member  State.  At  the end  of  Annex  G III the  dual  rate effect  is 
eliminated  from  this breakdown. 
For  this  reason  table  1~ below,  shows  the  corrections  in  the breakdown 
of  Member  State  expenditure  resulting  from  the  application  of this 
system. 
. .  Table  1b  M u  c  -· 
Breakdown  of  Corrected 
Member  state  expenditure  Corrections  breakdown  of 
without  cor- expenditure 
rections 
Belgium  337.2  - 9.8  327.4 
Denmark  432.4  - 76.5  355.9 
Germany  880.0  - 29.8  850.2 
France  1,408.8  - 42.3  1,366.5 
Ireland  225.1  - 58.6  166.5 
ItaLy  1,053.4  +  56.5  1,109.9 
Luxembourg  8.1  - 8. 1 
Netherlands  756.8  - 60.7  696.1 
United  Kingdom  468.2  +  221.2  689.4 
EEC  Total  5,570.0  0  5,570.0 
====================================================================== 
1.3.3.  ~r~E~22~D-2f_~~~~o9i!~r~-E~-~£2Q2IDi£_£2!~92£~ 
a)  breakdown  by  economic  category- The  table  at  Annex  G IV  shows  that: 
- expenditure on  refunds  which  amounted  to  967.5  M u.a.  in  1975  con-
tinued  to  grow  in  1976  and  amounted  to  1  666.1  M u.a.  as  a  result  of 
the fall  in  world  prices  in  several  sectors,  in  particular  cereals, milk 
ahd  milk  products,  and  sugar  (see  also  1.3.2, p.  8). 
- intervention  ex~enditure on  market  support  mainly  involved the pay-
ment  of  price  subsid1es  (1  705.4 M u.a.)  in  1976  compared  with  1  933.2 
M u.a.  in  1975)  and  increased storage  operations  for  milk  products 
(617.8 M u.a.  in  1976  compared  with  196.1  M u.a.  in  1975)  and  for  sugar. 
- as  from  the  1976  financial  year, monetary  compensatory  amounts 
granted  on  trade  with  non-member  countries ffor  the  fraction  in  excess  of 
levies)  are  no  Longer  entered  with  refunds  by  sector, but  separately 
(191.7  M u.a.). 
b)  changes  in  agricultural  Levies 
The  table below  shows  fhat  receipts  from  Levies  in  the  sugar  sector 
are  up  on  previous  years. - 14  -
.  d  h  .  L  L  L'  (1)  Table  2:  Lev1es  un  er  t  e  common  agr1cu  tura  po  1cy 
Nature 
Import 
Sugar 
Total 
of  agricultural  levy  1971  1972  1973  1974  1975  1976 
Levies  595  618  447  289  551  1,066 
production  Le'vy  109  181  104  75  80  128 
704  799  551  364  631  1,194 
The  amounts  for  import  Levies  include  amounts  collected  in respect  of 
accession  and  monetary  compensatory  amounts. 
Receipts  from  levies  in  1976  doubled  compared  with  1975  mainly-~due to 
changes  in  world  market  prices,. but  also  to the  drought  in  1976  which 
Led  to  an  increase  in  agricultural  imports. 
c)  comparison  of  overall  cost  with  the  Community's  gross  domestic 
product  at  market  prices  (GDP) 
Since  1973,  net  expenditure  by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  has 
represented  about  0.4%  of  Community  GDP.  The  relative  increase  in 
expenditure  in this  sector  remains  roughly  in  Line  with  the overall 
economic  developments  of  the  Community  despite  the  "monetary  factor" 
<see  Annex  G VI). 
2.  FINANCIAL  ADMINISTRATION  OF  AGRICULTURAL  MARKETS 
2.1.  General  features  of  1976 
In  the  1976  financial  year  appropriations  under  Titles 6  and  7 of  the 
Budget,  proved  to  be  well  short  of  requirements. 
The  shortfall  was  met  by  a  supplementary  budget  of  717.37  M u.c.  By 
the  end  of  the  financial  year  5. 676.2  M u.c.  out  of  the  total  appro-
.  .  .  ( 1) 
priations made  available  (5  835.27 M u.c.)  ,  had  been  put  at  the 
disposal  of  Member  States. 
2.2.  Cash  position 
Member  States  communicate  to  the  Commission  each  month  information 
prepared by  the  departments  and  agencies  authorized to  make  payments 
concerning  the  cash  position, the payments  made  in the  previous  month 
and  estimated expenditure  for  the  current  and  following  two  months. 
On  the basis of this  information  the  Commission,  after  consultation 
with  the  EAGGF  Co~mittee, determines  and  pays  out  each  month  to  the 
Member  States  the  advances  required  by  the  paying  departments  and 
agencies  until  the  end  of the  following  month,  i.e. the  Last  month  for 
which  expenditure  has  been  e~timated. 
If the  funds  made  available  to  a  Member  State  are  Likely  to  be  exhausted 
before  the  date  on  which  ihe  next  advance  is  due  to be  made,  a  special 
advance  may  be  decided  on. 
(1)  See  under  2.2.3 - 15  -
The  Member  States  allocate the  funds  received  between  the  paying  depart-
ments  and  inform  th~  Co~mi~sion thereof  by  weekly  telex. 
2.2.1.  Advances  to Member  States  (Annex  G I)  -------------------------
Under  Articles  4  and  5  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70  and  Regulation 
CEEC)  No  2697/70  the  Co~miisiori de6ided on  16  advances(1), three 
6f  which  ~er~  ~p~cial;.in  res~ect of  the  1976  financial  year.  The 
reason  for  the  latter  was  the  under-estimation  of  expenditure to 
be  paid out  in March,  October  and  December. 
2.2.2.  f~a2~-~~~ils£1~_io_!b~-~~m£~r-2!~!~~-2~ring_!b~_fio§Dfi21_t~§r 
Apart  from  the  balance  of  8.6 M u.a.<1> on  1  January,  the  Member 
States  had  at  thei~  ~isposal a  total of  5  667.6 M u.a.  of  advances 
approved  adainst  the  1976  b0dget. 
Total  funds  available  were  5  676.2  M u.a., of  which  5  570.0  M u.a. 
(2)  were  used,  leavirig  ~  balance of  106.2 M u.a.  on  31  December  1976. 
A comparison  of  expenditure  in the  1976  financial  year  with  the 
funds  a~ailable to Member ·states for  that  ye~r show  that  98.1%  of 
the  funds  made  available  were  used  (Table  3,  Column  h).  A compari-
son  of  the  funds  available each  month  in  Member  States  with  the 
funds  remai~ing after payment  of  expenditure  (Table  4)  reveals  an 
average  utilization of  about  84%.  The  percentages  for  Denmark  and 
Ireland  are ·abnormally  high  due  to the  immediate  use  of part of 
the ·advances  intended to  cover  the  needs  of  the  month  following 
that  of  the  re6eipt  of  funds.·  By  this procedure  recourse to 
applications  for  spicial  advances  was  restricted. 
The  percentage  for  Ireland  was  further  affected by  the  inclusion 
in the  accounts  of  19.9 M u.a.  of  expenditure  from  the  1974 
financial  year  which  had  been  provisionally  covered  out  of national 
resources  <see  2.4.22  c). 
~ith respect  to  Italy, .the  rate  is  lower  due  to  transfers  at  zero 
value  of  produ~ts  h~ld in  intervention  in other Member  States. 
(1)  of  which  2  were  in  December 
(2)  See  Table  2  ~nd explanatory note TABLE  5 
FUNDS  AVAILABLE  TO  AND  EXPENDITURE  BY  THE  MEMBER  STATES  IN  1976 
- Advances  for  Total  availabFe  Expenditure  Ut 1 L i  !  Fund'  •v•  H•b liCorroct  ioM  Corrected  on  Available  on 
-t--
the  financial  for  financial  between  1.1.7c  Member  States 
I{Jear  1976  :)  on  1.1.76  year  1976  and  31.12.76  1.1.76  Annex  G- I 
(a)  (b)  (c)  =  (;-;.~+fo)  (d)  !(e)  = (c)+(d)  ( ~) 
BELGIUM  1,8  - 1,8  335,5  337,3  337,1 
DENMARK  0,4  - 0,4  432,6  433,- 432,5 
GERMANY  22,6  - 22,6  857,5  880,1  830,-
FRAHCE  31,9  1)- 7,2  24,7  1. 384,6  1.409,3  1.403,8 
IRELAND  - 6,4  l2)  -19,9  - 26,3  252,1  225,8  l  225,1 
ITALY 
I 
• - 36~6  (3)  +  3,7  - 32,9  1.186,1  1.153,2  1.053,4 
LUE:-:BOURJ  p.m.  - p.m.  8,2  8,2  8,1 
NETHERLANDS  16,7  16,7  740,3  757,- 756,8  -
UNITED  KINGDOr~  1,6  1,6  470,7  472,3  .-!68,2 
TOTALS 
(1) -+  1,4 
8,6 
(2) -19,7 
(.))  l- 7 ,2 
-
32,- -23,4  8,6  5.667;6  I 
5.676,2  I  5.570,-
compensation  for  MCAs  collected on  non-Annex  II  products 
charging  of  net  Losses  for  beef  and  veal  in  1974  against  1975  appropriations  brought  forward 
charging  of  net  Losses  for  beef  and  veal  in  1974  against  1975  appropriations  brought  forward 
reduction  of  AlMA  category  1  expenditure  in  1975 
of- ad 
31.12.76 
( ~)  (h )=t  -
0,2  9'- /  l 
0,5  99, 
0,1  100, 
0,5  100, 
0,7  99, 
99,8  91, 
0,1  98, 
0,2  100, 
4,1  99, 
106 ,2(4)  98, 
- 0,6 
- 2,9 
charging  of  expenditure  on. publicity  campaign  for  beef  and  veal  in  1974  against  1975  appropriations  brought  forward 
charging  of  net  losses  on  tobacco  in  1974  against  1975  appropriations  brought  forward 
(~)  This  balance  will  be  changed  following  corrections  to  be  made  to declared expenditure,  particularly by  Italy  (AlMA) 
n( 
·-
9 
9 
7 
3 
8 
1 
1 
- ""' ··-· 
M~;.  :r States 
BELGIUM 
DENMARK 
GERMANY 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
LUXEMBOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
EEC 
- 17  -
TABLE  4 
AVERAGE  PERCENTAGE  UTILIZATION  OF  COMMUNITY  FUNDS 
IN  THE  1976  FINANCIAL  YEAR 
(in  M u.a.l 
Average  amount  of  Community  Average  balance  available  Average  percent-
funds  available  in  the  Mem- after one  month's  expenditure  age  utilization 
ber  States for  one  month's  (see  Annex  G II line  E) 
expenditure  <see  Annex  G II 
line  Cl 
(a)  (b)  ( cl  a  - b  =-- .100  a 
28.6  0.5  98  % 
32.7  - 3.3  110  % 
92.9  19.6  79  % 
149.6  32.2  78  % 
1.8  - 17.- - (1) 
134.3  46.5  65  % 
0.74  0.07  91  % 
64.- 0.9  99  % 
50.6  11.6  77  % 
555.3  91.1  84  % 
2.3.  Appropriations 
Initial  ap•ropriation  estimated  at  42.4 M u.a.  because of  the 
obligatirn to  'reimburse'  to the  Food  Aid  Chapter  the transfer 
receive~ from  the  1975  financial  year.  The  Council  decided  on 
the  re'mbursement  transfer on  8  April  1976(2). 
The  shortfall  in  initial appropriations  was  made  good  in  the 
Second  Supplementary  and  Amending  Budget  adopted  on  16  September 
1976(3). 
(1)  The  figures  would  give  an  anomalous  rate  of  1  044  % which  affects 
coverage  of  certain expenditure  from  national  financial  resources  (see 
2.4.22  c).  Otherwise  the  rate  would  have  been  86.6%. 
(2)  See  2.3.2 of  the  Fifth  Financial  Report. 
(3)  OJ  L  322  of  22.11.1976. - 18  -
Initial  budget 
Transfer  to  Chapter  92  (8.4.76) 
(Food  aid) 
Supplementary  and  amending  budget 
(22.11.76) 
Total 
2.3.4.  Ir2D§fgr§_Qf_2~Qr2~ri2!i20§ 
5,160,300,000 u.a. 
42,400,000 u.a. 
717,370,000 u.a. 
5,835,270,000 u.a. 
In  addition to the transfer to  Chapter  92, development  of  expendi-
ture  in the  financial  year  led the  Commission  to propose  a  three-
stage  transfer of  appropriations between  the  chapters  of  Titles 6 
and  7 of  the  Budget: 
a)  After  the  Commi~sion  had  received  the  statements  of  expenditure 
up  to  31  March  1976  and  estimates  for  the  following  three  months, 
it  appeared  that  appropriations  would  be  insufficient  in  certain 
sectors. 
On  a  proposal  from  the  Commission  the  Council,  on  22  July  1976, 
decided on  the transfers  needed. to  meet  expenditure  in  the  follow-
ing  sectors:  sugar  (+  12M  u.a), fruit  and  vegetables  (+  15M  u.a.) 
and  fisheries  (+  2M  u.a.). 
In  Table  5  these transfers are  included  in the  amounts  under 
Column  c. 
b)  The  second  supplementary  and  amending  budget  included  the  trans-
fers  between  chapters  which  are  shown  under  column  b  in  Table  5. 
c)  In  the  light  of  total expenditure  incurred  in  1976,  a  last  series 
of transfers  was  decided on  by  the  Council  on  31  March  1977. 
Apart  from  the  transfer  of  42.4 M u.a.  to  Food  Aid,  the  transfers 
referred  t~ in  subparagraphs  a)  and  c)  above  are  shown  in  Column  c 
of  Table  5. 19. 
TABLE  -5 
Tr~nsfers of ~ppropriations 
1000  u.a.  -- Initial  Transfers  of appropriations  I - appropriations  _ Amending  and  FinaL  Ch.  SECTORS  for  1976  su~plementar2  Others  Appropriations  ...  udget  no 
a  b  c  d 
60  Cereals  714.800  - 23.000  - 51.940  639.860  . 
61  Rice  24.000  +  6.000  - 1.580  28.420 
62  Milk  and  milk prod  •  1.941.100  +  41.370  + 132.240  2.114.710 
63  Oils  and  fats  411.300  +  30.000  - 130.700  310.600 
64  Sugar  170.400  +  88.000  ...  29.600  228.800 
65  Beef  and  veal  679.400  +.  71.000  - 103.000  647.400 
66  Pig meat  69.000  - - 25.320  43.680 
67  Eggs  an?  poultry- 24.000  - meat 
4.000  - 6.500  13.500 
68  Fruit  and'vege- 112.800  + 
tables 
45.000  +  89.000  246.800 
69  Wine  196.100  - 45-000  +  23.000  174.100 
70  Tobacco  203.300  +  5.000  +  23.000  231.300 
.. 
71  Fishery products  4.000  +  2.000  +  5.000  11.000 
72  Alcohol  p.m.  - - p.m. 
73  Other  sectors  62.400  +  6.000  +  6.000  74.400 
74  Non-Annex  II  25.000  +  15.000  +  28.000  68.000 
products 
75  Accession  compen- 262.000  + 130.000  - 392.000 
satory amounts  . 
'"  76  MCAs  in  Intra-Com- 260.700  + 350.000 
,, 
610.700  - munity  trade 
IOTALS  5.160.300  + 717.370  - 42.400  5.835.270 
92  . 'Food  aid - 20  -
2.4.  Payments 
Member  State 
BELGIUM 
DENMARK 
GERMANY 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
LUXEMBOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
EEC  TOTALS 
Expenditure  declared  by  the Member  States  as  having  been.paid 
up  to  31  December  1976  and  charged  against  the  1976  financial 
year  by  the  Guarantee  Section  amounts  to  5  570  018  335.45  u.a. 
Of  this total 918  179  873.23 u.a.  (16.48%)  represent  net  Losses 
by  intervention  agencies  and  4  651  838  462.22  u.a.  (83.52%) 
export  refunds  and  other intervention  measures. 
A detailed analysis  of  expenditure  by  sector is given  in the 
first part  of this  report  in  Table  1  and  Annex  G III.  The  break-
down  of  expenditure  by  Member  State  is given  in the table below. 
Table  6 
Breakdown  of  1976  expenditure  by  Member  State<1> 
M u.c. 
Refunds  Intervention  Totals  % 
1976  1975  (2)  1976  1975  (2) 
164.4  172.8  337.2  176.7  6.05  3.74 
142.2  290.2  432.4  312.4  7.76  6.62 
167.5  712.5  880.0  596.3  15.80  12.64 
486.6  922.2  1  408.8  1  174.0  25.29  24.88 
103.7  121.4  225.1  245.3  4.04  5.20 
115.9  937.5  1  053.4  921.7  18.91  19.53 
2.5  5.6  8.1  5.4  0.15  0.12 
290.3  466.5  756.8  472.3  13.59  10.01 
193.1  275.1  468.2  814.6  8.41  17.26 
1  666.2  ;s  903.8  5  570.0  4  718.7  100.- 100.-
(1)  Without  taking  into account  corrections for  the  breakdown  by  Member  State  under 
the  system  'Exporting Member  State  pays  intra~MCA for  the  importing  Member 
State'  (see table  1b, page  13). 
(2)  Including  corrections made  to  expenditure declared  by  France  <-1.4 M u.a.)  and 
Italy  C-7.2  M u.a.). - 21  -
After  scrutiny of  the  statements of  expenditure  by  Member  States up  to 
31  December  1976  by  the  staff of  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  charged 
commitments  and  payments  against  the  budget. 
2.4.21  Commitments 
Amounts  committed  globally 
Periodically two  types of·commitment  are  made:  global  commit-
ments  for  funds  made  available to Member  States for  payments 
and  sp~cific commitments  by  budget  item  based  on  payments  by  the 
paying  departments.  At  the  end  of  the  financial  year  usually 
a  balance of  global  co~mitments  re~ains which  is  used  to  cover 
payments  charged  in  respect  of  certain  expenditure  which  could 
not  be  incurred  in good  time,  this balance  is  released  in 
respect  of  the  current "financial  year ·and  recommitted  in  the 
next  financial  year. 
-Amount  available  to Member  States at the 
beginning  of the  1976  financial  year 
- Advances  to  Member  States  for  1976 
Total  global  commitments 
Specific  commitments  by  budget  item 
Balance  of global  commitments: 
of  which:  carried forward  globally to 
the  1977  financial  year 
(1) 
released 
8  628  975.92  UA 
5  667  570  879.25  UA 
5  676  199  855.17  UA 
5  570  018  335.45  UA 
1  06  181  519 • 72  UA 
56  181  519.72  UA 
50  000  000.- UA 
(1)  Appropriations  to  be  used  to  cover  any  payments  ar1s1ng  pursuant 
to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1608/74  in the  1976  financial  year. - 22  .. 
2.4.22 Payments 
a)  1976  Experiditure 
Amount  of  expenditure  co~mitted by  budget 
item  5  570  018  335.45  UA 
Amount  of payments  charged  5  040  821  949.06  UA 
The  balance of  529  196  386.39  UA 
was  carried forward  to  the  1977  finaricial  year  (specific  commitment) 
and  will  be'used  for  the  subsequent  charging  of  expenditure  notified 
by  the  Italiari interverition  agency  AIMA  which  is subject  to  modi-
ficatiori after  re6eipt  of data  conce~ning payments  actually  made 
to beneficiaries. 
b)  Expenditure  in  1975  and  1974 
ba)  against  autom~tic carry  forward  of  appropri~tions (Article 6(1) 
of  the  Finaricial  Regulation) 
Total  appropriations  carried forward 
Payments  charged  in  respect  of  corrected 
AIMA  expenditure  in  1975 
Appropriations  unused  and  therefore 
Lapsed 
bb)  against  appropriations  automati ':ally 
carried forward  (Article  111  of  the 
Financial  Regul~tion) 
Total  appropriations  carried forward 
globally 
- Expenditure  correctly declared by  two  Member 
States for  1975  which  could  not  be  charged 
before  31  March  ·1976 
- Expenditure  correctly declared by  one  Member 
State  for  1974  which  could  not  be  included  in 
the accounts  for  the  1974  financial  year 
- Expenditure  in  respect  of  1974  charged  against 
1976  pursuant  to the  Commission  Decision  of 
15  December  1976 
Total  appropriations  used 
Apprcipri~iions unused  and  therefore  Lapsed 
299  232  312.21  UA 
291  950  191.78  UA 
7  282  120.43  UA 
33  620  435.42  UA 
916  787.09  UA 
2 932  895;. 92  UA 
28  423  896.91  UA 
32  273  579.92  UA 
1 :546  S55.50  UA - 23  -
c)  SpeciaL  Commission  Decision  of  15  December  1976 
Expenditure  of  28  423  896.91  u.a.  was  not  declared  by 
France  and  Ireland before the time  limit  (20  February 
1975)  and  therefore  could  not  b~ included  in the  accounts 
for  the  1974  financial  year. 
It  concerns  net  losses  in the  beef  and  veal  sector  cal-
culated by  means  of  annual  accounts  whose  complexity, 
combined  with  the  large  numbers  of  warehouses  involved, 
made  precise  assessment  impossible. 
The  Commission  Decision  made  it possible to  include  this 
expenditure  in  the  accounts  even  though  it  had  been  de-
clared after the  time  limits  fixed  in  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1823/72,  thereby  avoiding  the  major  repercussions  on 
the  cash  p6sition of  the  intervention  agencies  that  would 
have  been  caused  by  postponement  until  the  clearance of 
accounts. 
2.5.  Appropriations  carried  forward 
The  appropriations  autom~tically carried forward  from  1975  to  1976 
were  used  as  follows: 
Appropri~tions carried  forward  <specific  299  232  312.21  UA 
commitment) 
Appropri ~tions carried forward  globally  33  620  435.42  UA 
332  852  747.63  UA 
Payments  charged  324  223  771.70  UA 
Appropriations  lapsed  8  628  975.93  UA 
As  mentioned  1n  2.4.21  and  2.4.22,  automatic  carry-overs  amount  to: 
529  196  386.39  UA  for  payments  charged  (specific  commitment) 
56  181  519.72  UA  for  appropriations  committed globally,  a  total  of 
585  377  906.11  UA - 24  -
The  Commission  requested the budget  authority  to  carry over 
92  355  265.43  u.a.  of  the  appropriations out  of  the 
209  070  144.83 u.a.  remaining  unused  on  31  December  1976.  This 
carry-ove~  i~ intended to  cover  in part  the expenditure  on  refunds 
for  deliveries  connected  with  the  implementation  of  pre-1977 
Community  food  aid programmes. 
The  carry-overs  requested by  the  Commi~sion consist  of  all  the 
unused  appropriations  on  31  December  1976  under  the  following  items, 
in units of  account: 
6001  and  6002  - Cereals 
6101  and  6102  - Rice 
6201  and  6202  - Milk  and  milk 
products 
2.6.  Summary  of  the  implementation  of  the budget 
27  995  985.10 
1  144  486.53 
63  214  793.80 
Briefly,' implementation of  the budget  for  the  1976  financial  year, titles 6 
and  7  CEAGGF  Guarantee  Se~tion) is as  follows: 
Available  appropriations  <see  2.2.3) 
Payments  charged 
Appropriations  charged  (sp~cifically committed 
and  automatically  carried over  to  1977) 
Appropriations  committed  globally  and  auto-
matically  carried over  to  1977 
Unused  appropriations 
Unused  appropriations  whose  carry-over  to 
1977  is  req~ested 
Appropriations  unused  and  therefore  lapsed 
5  835  270  000.-
5  040  821  949.06 
794  448  050.94 
529  196  386.39 
265  251  664.55 
56  181  519.72 
209  070  144.83 
92  355  265.43 
116  714  879.40 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA ...  25  -
2.7.  Clearance  and  closure of  accounts 
It is  recalled that  th~payments charged  by  the  Commission,  as 
referred to  in  2.4, are  without  prejudice to the  annual  clearance 
of  accounts. 
For  this purpose,  the  Commission  receives  annual  statements 
which  are  more  detailed than the monthly  statements.  Scrutiny 
of  these on  the  basis of  the documents  provided followed  by  in-
spection  ~isits give  rise, after a  bilateral  and  then  multi-
lateral  procedur~ in the  EAGGF  Committe~, to  Commission  decisions 
for  the  clearance· of the  accounts.  These  decisions  constitute  . 
recognition of  the  correctness of  Community  expenditure paid out 
by  Member  States,  subject  to subsequent  appeal  to the  Court  of 
Justice,  o~ comments  by  the  budgetary authorities at  the  time  when 
the  Commission's  management  is subjected to  the  annual  discharge 
procedure. 
As  mentioned  in the previous  report, the  final  clearance of  accounts 
is  for  various  reasons  subject  to  a  corisiderable  backlog  which  can-
no~  be  eliminat~d rapidly  without  largely  abandoning  the  ~udit  work 
proper. 
In  1976,  the  Commission  gave  prio~ity to  the  work  on  the  clearance 
of  the  accounts  for  the  periods  prior to 1  January  1971,  then  to 
to the  work  on  the  1973  accounts. 
2.1.2.  e~ri29~-~riQr_!Q_1-~sDYsr~-12Z1 
The  accounts  relate to  four  periods  - 1967/68,  1968/69,  second  half 
of  1969,  1970  - which  gave  rise to  payments  on  account  completed 
by  paymehts  based on  provisional  accounts.  A number  of  inspection 
visits took  place  in the first: half of  19?6.  In  the  autumn  they 
were  followed  by  a  general  report 'that  wai  forwarded  for  comments 
to the  ~ix  ~ember States concerned  in  December. - 26  -
All  these  comments  had  been  received by  April  1977.  The  time 
is drawing  near  for  the  definitive  closure of these  accounts  for 
which  an  ad  hoc  solution, taking  the  form  of  a  special  regulation, 
will  probably  be  n~eded. 
2.7.3.  ~!:!:~~!:!!~-f~r:_!~~-12.?J_~!:!9_12Z~-1i!:!~!:!Ei~Ll~~!:~ 
The  final  d~cisions adopted  by  the  Co~mission on  2  December  1975 
gave  ~ise to  appeals  to the  CoJrt  of  Ju~tice of the  European 
Commtinities  in  February  1976  by  Germany,  the  Netherlands  and 
France  in  respect  of  a  total of  24.6 M u.a.  of  corrections not 
accepted by  these three  countries. 
At  the  request  of  the  German  authorities the  Commission  agreed 
to the  suspension  of  l~gal  proce~dings, this  suspension  being 
subsequently  extended  to the other two  countries  concerned,  with 
a  view  to  arriving  at  an  arrangement  as  to principle  and  content 
in direct  discussion  with  Commission  Representatives.  In  the 
second  half of  1976  several  bilateral meetings  took  place which 
led  to better  mut~al  understanding  and  alignment  of  points  of 
view,  and  in  particular  an  undertaking  by  the  Representatives of 
the  Commission  to  fu~ther reinforce  contacts prior to  Commission 
decisions  regarding  the  clearance of  accounts.  However,  it  was 
not  possible to arrive at  agreements  which  would  render  appeal 
to the  Court  of  Justice unnecessary. 
One  of  the  main  difficulties  concerns  the  degree  of  responsibility 
of  the  Community  and  of  the  Member  States  respectively in the 
case  of  experiditure that  is not  in  accordance  with  Community 
regulations. 
Verification of the accounts  for  the  1973  financial  year, which 
for  the  first'time  concerns  the  nine  Member  States;  was  actively 
pursued  in  1976  and  should be  near  completion  in  1977.  This 
work  is descdbed  in  the "Verifications"  section  (6.2.1). - 27  -
2.7.5.  ~£E2~D!§_fgr_1b~_121~~-1212_2n9_12Z2_finso£isi_~~sr~ 
a)  Scrutiny of  the  accounts  for  the  1974  financial  year  could  not 
be"started due  to other  work,  in particular that  relating to 
the periods  prior to  1  January  1971  and  to the  year  1973. 
b)  With  respect  to the  accounts  for  1975,  it  was  agreed  at  the 
EAGGF  Committee  me~ting on  11  May  1976  that  the  statements 
would  be  sent  between  the  end  of  July  and  the  end  of  October 
1976.  Six  Member  States  have  more  or  less  adhered  to this 
time  limit  but  three  sent  the  documents  several  months  late. 
Table  7:  Oates  of  dispatch of  documents  concerning 
the  clearance of  accounts  for  1975 
Belgium  29.10.1976  Italy  19.03.1977 
'  Denmark  28  .• 10.1976  Luxembourg  23.08.1976 
France  23.02.1977  Netherlands  03.11.1976 
Germany  05.11.1976  United  Kingdom  29.07.1976 
Ireland  22.07.1977 
2.8.  Paying  departments 
Since  payments  are  made  by  national  departments,  the  Commission's 
management  of  the iinances  depends  on  a  number  of  paying  departments, 
whose  operation  is governed  by  the  laws,  regulations  and  administrative 
provisions of  the  Member  States.'  The  existence of  43  paying  departments, 
within the  meaning  of  Article  4 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70,  not  count-
ing  the  technical offices and  other national  or  regional  departments  con-
cerned  with  the process of  payment  or  inspection,  constitutes one  of  the 
difficulties of  operating  the  Guarantee  Section.  This  is  so  in the 
Federal ·Republic  of  Germany,  which,  as  a  result  of  the  federal  structure, 
accounts  for  the greatest  number  of  departments. 
Commission  is grateful  for  reforms  such  as  that 
merged  the  four  intervention  agencies  as  from  1 
organization,  and  is  following  with  interest  the 
the  operation of  its  intervention  agency  CAlMA). 
For  this  reason  the 
which,  in  Germany  has 
July  1976  into  a  single 
work  in  Italy to  improve 
On  the  other  hand,  the 
Commission  observes Mith  regret  an  opposite  tendency  developing  in  France 
where  in the  last  two  years  two  new  intervention  agencies,  one  for  beef 
and  veal  (ONIBEV)  and  one  for  wine,  have  been  invested  with  the  function 
of  paying  departments  for  the  Guarantee  Section. - 28  -
T I  T L E  I  I 
THE  GUIDANCE  SECTION 
The  Guidance  Sectiori  is  concerned 'with  the  financing  of  the  Community 
policy on  agricultural  structures.·  Since  the  adoption  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  729/70(1), its financial  resources  for this purpose  cover: 
- the  financing  of  common  measures  decided on  by  the  Council  to  achieve  the 
aims  defined  in Article  39(1)(a)  of  the  Treaty; 
the  financing  of special measures  adopted  by  the  Council  prior to the 
adoption  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70; 
the grant  of  capital  subsidies  for  projects  to  improve  agricultural  struc-
tures pursuant  to  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC(2). 
The  common  measures  and  special  measures  have  prio.rity in  the  allocation of 
appropriations.  Individu.al  projects  are  financed  within  the  ceiling of 
325  million  u.a.  allotted to the  Guidance  Section  for  common  measures. 
3.  Finaricing  of  common  measures  and  special  measures 
3.1.  Common  measures  decided  on  by  the  Council  in  1976 
In  1976,  the  scope  of the Guidance  Section  was  considerably  enlarged 
by  the  adoption  of: 
-Council  Regulation  No  (EEC)  794/76  of  6  April  1976(3)  laying  down 
furthe~  meas~res for  r~organizing Community  fruif production.  As 
there is still an  i~b~larice between  supply  and  demand  on  the 
Comm~nity market  in  certain varieties of  apples  and  pears, the  Regu-
lation provides  ari  incentive to producers,  in the  form  of  a  grubbing 
premium  of  up  to  1100  u.a./ha, to  abandon  production of the varieties 
in  question.  The  estimated  cost  chargeable  to the  Guidance  Section 
is 8.55 M u.a. 
(1)  OJ  No  L 94,  28  April  19701  p.  13 
(2)  OJ  No  L 34;  27  February  1964,  p.  586/64 
.(J)  OJ  No  L 93,  · 8  April' 1976,  p.3 - 29  -
- Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1163/76  of  17  May  1976(1)  on  the granting 
of  a  conversion  premium  in the  wine  sector.  This  measure  which  intro-
duces  a  differentiated system  of premiums  for  grubbing  certain 
varieties of  inferior quality  in the  1976/77,  1977/78  and  1978/79 
wine-growing  years,  is  intended to encourage  the  conversion of 
vineyards  whose  production  is particularly difficult'to dispose of 
and  to  reduce  the  wine-growing  potential.  The  estimated  cost  charge-
able  to the  Guidance  Section  is  78  M u.a. 
The  rate  of  financial  participation of  the Guidance  Section  in  eligible 
expenditure of  Member  States on  the above  two  measures  is fixed  at  50%. 
- Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1795/76 of  20  July  1976(2)  concerning 
the  application of Article 40(4)  of  the Treaty  to the  French  Over-
seas  Departments.  These  Departments  may  receive aid from  the 
Guidance  Section  to  improve  their agricultural  structures,  thereby 
integrating their economies  more  closely with  that  of  the  Community. 
3.2.  Existing  common  measures  amended  in  1976 
Article  15  of  Directive  75/268/EEC  on  mountain  and  hill-farming  and 
Farming  in  certain  less  favoured  areas  has  been  redrafted and  is  con-
tained  in  Council  Directive  76/400/EEC  of  6  April  1976(3).  The  amend-
ment  raises the  rate  of  reimbursement  of eligible expenditure  charge-
able  to the  EAGGF  for  the  compensatory  allo~ance from  25%  to  35%  in 
the  case  of  Ireland and  Italy as  areas  in these  two  Member  States are 
among  the  least  favoured. 
With  respect  to  Directive  72/159/EEC  on  the modernization  of  farms, 
there  have  been  two  amendments  following  the  adoption  of: 
- Decision  76/402/EEC  of  6  April  1976(4)  which  authorized the  Italian 
Republic  to  raise the  level  of the  allowance  of the  interest  rate  in 
respect  of  investment  for  development  plans to  11%  in the Mezzogiorno 
and  less  favoured  regions  of  northern  and  central  Italy, and  to  9% 
in the  other  regions;  and 
- Directive  76/837/EEC  of  25  October  1976(S)  which  foresees  an  increase 
in  the amounts  given  in articles 9  and  11  of  Directive  72/159/EEC  in 
light  of  the  inflation rate. 
(t)  OJ  No  L 135  of  24  May  1976,  p.  34 
(2)  OJ  No  L 201  of  27  July  1976,  p.  5 
. (3)  OJ  No  L 108  of  26  April  1976,  p.  21 
(4)  OJ  No  L 108  of  26  April  1976,  p.  39 
(5)  OJ  No  L 302  of  4  November  1976,  p.  19 - 30  -
3.3.  Financing  of  comm9n  measures  in  1976 
In  1976,  the  Guidance  Section  conti~ued to grant  aid  under  Directives 
72/159-16Q-161/EEC  on  the  reform of  agricultural  structures.  The  seven 
Member  States received 11.09 million  u.a.  Expenditure  for  the other 
common  measures  based  on  the  system  of  reimbursement  of expenditure  by 
Member  States for  an;  amount  of  57.4 million  u.a.  are  specified in  the 
section on  payments  in  respect  of  common  measures  (see  5.3, p.  55  and 
Annex  O.X). 
Under  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2722/72  of  19  December  1972  on  the 
financing  of  conversion  projects  in the  salt  cod-fishing  industry,  no 
application for  aid  was  submitted by  Member  States  in  1976.  In  all, since 
1972,  twelve  individual  conversion projects - this measure  being  based  on 
the  same  financing  system  as  set  out  in  Regulation  17/64/EEC  - received 
aid  amounting  to 9  582  916  u.a. 
3.4. Main  common  measures  proposed  by  the  Commission  to  the  Council  in  1976 
The  most  imp~rtant measure  was  that  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77(1), 
adopted on  15  February  1977,  on  the  common  measures  to  improve  the  con-
ditions under  which  agricultural products  are processed  and  marketed,  for 
which  it  is proposed to  allocate 80  M u.a.  per  year  for  five  years. 
The  1977-80  action  programme  for  the progressive  achievement  of  balance  in 
the milk  market  proposed  by  the  Commission  in  July  1976  (see  also  1.1.2.b) 
was  largely  adopted  on  26  April  1977  and  entails: 
-introduction of  a  system  of  premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and 
milk  products  and  the  conversion  of  dairy  herds  to  beef,  to  be  financed 
at  6~1.  by  the  Guarantee  Section  and  at  40%  by  the  Guidance  Section 
(Regulation  EEC  No  1078/77)(2); 
- introduction of  Community  action to eradicate brucellosis,  tuberculosis 
and  Leucosis  in  bovine  animals; 
-temporary suspension  of  certain national  and  Community  aid for  milk 
production. 
3.5.  Special  measures  adopted by  the  Council  in  1976 
As  an  expression of  Community  solidarity with  the populations  that  suffered 
from  the  earthquake  in  May  1976  in  the  Friuli/Venezia Giulia  region,  pro-
vision  was  made  by  Couricil  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1505/76(3)  of  21  June  1976 
foreseeing  a  Community  contribution  of  45  M u.a.  which  was  written into 
~rticle 580  of .the  supplementary  budget  for  the  1976  financial  year. 
(1)  OJ  No  L  57  of  23  February  1977,  p.  1 
(2)  OJ  No  L 131  of  26  May  1977,  p.  1 
(3)  OJ  No  L  168  of  28  June  1976,  p.  9 - 31  -
These  credits  were  managed  by  the  EAGGF  services,  Guidance  Section, 
who  have  also  applied  by  analogy  certain provisions  of  Regulation  No 
17/64/EEC  for  the  financing  of  97  individual  projects  to  repair  damage 
caused  to  agriculture  by  the  earthquake  in the  provinces  of  Udino  and 
Pordenone. 
4.  Financing  of  projects  for  the  improvemen!. of  agri cultura~ structures 
<' 
Capital  grants  for  projects  for  the  improvement  of  agricultural  structures 
within the  framework  of  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC  are  authorized to  continue 
pursuant  to  Article  6(4)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70,  within  the  annual 
appropriation  ceiling  of  325M  u.a.  for.:  common  measures. 
4.1.  Financing  of projects  for  1975 
In  view  of  the great  number  of  proje~ls submitted  tor  1975,  the  Council 
decided  to  increase  from  145.1  M u.a.  to  212.6  M u.a.  the  1975  appro-
priations ear-marked  for  the  financing  of  individual  projects  under 
Regulation  No  17/64/EEC  by  drawing  on  the  chapter·s  relating  to  common 
measures  and  special  measures  for  which  all  the  appropriations  had  not 
been  used  (Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3309/75  of  16  December  1975)(1). 
A  speedier  processing  of  app1.ir.r.ttl(1ns  enablsd  the  Commission, 
at  its meetings  on  19  December  1975(ZJ  and  30  April  1976(3), to 
approve  aid totalling  212  )99  ;'')8  .,_a.  for  !)'t?  individual projects. 
The  breakdown  is  as  follows: 
(1)  OJ  No  L  328  of  20  December  1975,  p.  10 
( 2)  OJ  No  C  26  of  6  February  1976,  p.  2 
(3)  OJ  No  C 123  of  4  June  1976,  p.  2 32. 
Table  8 
Granting  of  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section of  the  Fund  for  1975 
-
Number  of  ,  '\••" 
Member  Stat~  projects  Amount  of  aid 
.. 
Amount  of  total  Percentage of 
financed  granted  (u.a.)  i(lvestment  (u.a.)  aid granted 
- ·-
.Germany  171  45.273.095  190.986.272  21,3 
'Belgium  62  11.525.508  68.054.825  5,4 
Denmark  21  8.964.284  41.346.972  4,2 
France  63  38.846.065  191.669.624  18,3 
Ireland  37  10.886·.037  54.144.702  5,1 
Italy  155  59.122.422  262.731.000  27,8 
Luxembourg  1  15.070  60.280  0,0 
Netherlands  56  12.806.120  91.172.360  6,0 
United 
Kin1dom  126  25.161.397  131.461.154  11,8 
i.otals  692  212.599.998  1.031.629.549  100,0 
The  692  projects granted  aid  from  the  Fund  represent  a  total  investment  of 
1  031  629  549  u.a.,  an  average  investment  of  1  490  794  u.a.  per  project; 
the  average  aid per  project  is 307  225  u.a. ~.1.2.  Qualitative analysis of the  projects  financed  1975 
4.1.2.1.  Improvement  of production  structures 
Member  State 
.Germany 
Belgium 
Denmark 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
No 
of 
pro-
ject 
40 
30 
7 
1 
Land 
improvement 
Hydraulic 
works 
Aid 
granted 
Cu. a.> 
10.080.188 
4.509.  77 2 
5.173.719 
No 
of 
pro-
j .. ct 
16 
2  ! 
I  I  I - I 
6 I 
- .I  3 
234.894  I  15 
- I  2 
Aid 
granted 
(u.a.) 
6.234.379 
71.252 
1.  723.944 
966.33:5 
3.39".125 
155.172 
TABLE  9 
A f fore.stat ion 
~~ 
l?rc.-
i ects 
133 
I - ~  .  ! 
i  1  ' 
I  6 I 
2  I 
I 
~  I 
Aid 
granted 
(u.a.) 
5.350.514 
.  I 
862.500  ! 
I 
961.449  i 
742.559 
Miscellaneous 
No 
of 
pro-
jec<: 
4 
Aid 
granted 
Cu. a.). 
4.561.206 
151.822  21 
1 !  I  66.667  . 
4! 
! 
2.122.319  : 
! 
18  3.407.477 
511  18.566.240 
21  264.105 
681  7.595.131 
Totals  78  19.998.573  I  44  12.545.207  I  42  7.916.992  !  150!  36.734.967 
(25,9%)  ( 16,2%)  (10,3%)  (47,6%) 
Total  aid 
granted 
<u.a.) 
26.226.287 
4.  732.851 
929.167 
9.981.401 
3.407.477 
20~275.134 
3.893.124 
7.750.303 
77.195.744  • 
( 100i:) 
Total 
investment 
(u.a.) 
104.652.480 
21.154.384 
3.754.387 
39~938.3So 
16.998.841 
86.094' 332 
.18.69.S.846 
35.852.319 
~27.140.948 
t.l 
t.l  . - 34  .. 
a)  Land  improvement 
The  projects  financed  relate to rural  road  networks  (71  projects), 
and  projects  covering  land  and  hydraulic  development  work  (7 
projects). 
b)  Hydraulic  works 
This  heading  covers  drainage  (20 projects),  combined  hydraulic  and 
agricultural  projects  (11>,  irrigation projects  (7)  and  construction 
of  five  water  storage  areas and  one  pumping  station. 
c)  Miscellaneous 
This  sector  covers  projects  for: 
- the  construction of  fishing  vessels  (85); 
- the  reorganization of  vineyards  (16); 
- the  provision of drinking  water  and  related  work  (15); 
- land  improvement  and  internal  improvement  of  farm  structures  (11); 
- the provision of  facilities  for  research, marketing  and  vocational 
training  ( 1  0) ; 
- rural electricity supply  (8); 
- the  development  of  meat  production  (3); 
- the  reorganization of  olive growing  (1); 
- fish  and  shellfish farming  (1). - 35  -
Table  10 
4.1.2.2  Improvement  of  combined  structures  in  1975 
--
Member  State  No  of  projects  Aid  granted  Total  investment 
financed  (u.a.)  <u.a.) 
Germany  4  275  177  1  255  572 
Belgium  4  269  947  1  111  322 
Denmark  2  691  256  4  171  867 
France  6  4  014  808  21  216  124 
Ireland  1  186  919  828  854 
Italy  11  4  270  99l  17  967  614 
Luxembourg  - - -
Net her lands  - - -
United  Kingdom  /16  3  438  835  23  791  975 
-· 
Totals  44  13  147  9.W  70  343  328 
--· 
The  projects  included  under  this  heading  relate to  both  production  and 
marketing  structures. 
Proje(ts  relate to the  production of  feedingstuffs  (18),  market  preparation 
and  treatment  of  seeds  ( 13), the  reorganization of  vineyards  ( 5), the 
improvement  of port  facilities  with  fish  processing  plants  attached  (6) 
and  two  projects  to  improve  milk' collection  and  refrigeration  equipment 
on  farms. 4.t.2.:S._:_zmprovement  of marketing  structures 1975 
..  ..  l'lilk  ·-·-
- Products 
Member 
state  Nb. I  Aid  jNb. 
of  Granted  of 
proi.  (u.a.>  IProj 
Germany  9  4.026.843  18 
Belgium  4  772.001  9 
Denmark  7  797.295  8 
France  6  3.849.247  9 
Ireland  7  2.601.209  4 
Italy  4  923.758  4 
Luxembourg  - - -
Nethert:ands  7  1.158.249  5 
United  15  5.346.778  9 
Kingdom 
Totals  59  19.475.380  66 
(15,9%) 
l'leat 
Aid 
Granted 
(u  a  ) 
5.468.845 
2.136. 526 
5.425~  161 
6.794.567 
3.648.890 
2.402. 329 
-
·528.·361 
5.148.492 
31.553.171 
• 
<25,SX>_ 
Fruits and 
veaetables 
Nb.  Aid 
of  Granted 
1nf"ni  (  "  l 
6  1.859.400 
5  322.530 
1  813.245 
2  1.675.146 
1  70.690 
14  5.532.350 
L  - - ' 
5  1.662.450 
5  1.522.568 
. 
39  1l.458.379 
(11,0X> 
TABLE  NO  11 
-. 
Wine  C"'rP.-"ls 
Nb.  Nb.  Aid 
Aid  of  Granted  of  ~ranted 
pro;.  , 
' 
proi.  Cu.a.> 
29  6.516.982  7  263.525 
- - 2  1.825.484 
- - - -
9  3.779.404  4  3.901.604  . 
- - 2  67.474 
~ 
27  13.103.752  4  983.503 
·- - - - - .  . 
- - - -
- - 4  403.461 
65  23.400.138  23  7.445.051 
(19,1X>  <6, 1X> 
~. 
Miscellaneous 
Nb.  Aid 
of  Granted 
proj  Cu. a.) 
5  ;  636.036 
4  1.466.169 
1  308.160 
4  4.849.888 
r.  903.378 
35  11.630.599 
. 1  15.070 
21  5.563.936 
7  1.550.960 
82  26.924.196 
c22,mo 
Total  Aid 
granted 
Cu.a.) 
18.;771.631 
6.522.710 
7.343.861 
24.849.856 
7.Z91.641 
'  34.576.291 
15.07( 
8.912.99t 
13.972.25CJ 
122.256.31~ 
(1007.) 
Total 
- ... 
Investment_ 
; 
85~078.220 
45.789.119 
33.420.718 
I 
130.-515.502: 
;  I 
36.317.007 
158.669.054 
.  60.280 
72.476.514 
71.816.920 
634~142.334 
• 
""  o- . - 37-
a)  Milk  products  sector 
The  projects financed  relate to the modernization  and  rationalization 
of dairies  (35),  the  setting  up  and  enlargement  of  cheese-making 
plants  (19>,  the  enlargement  of milk  bottling  units  (2)  and  the  con-
; 
struction of  two  milk  products  insp~ction centres. 
b)  Meat  sector 
In  this  sector, the  Fund  granted  aid  for  slaughterhouses  (30  projects>, 
processing  plants  (17 projects>,  cutting  rooms  (8 projects>,  cold 
stores  (6 projects)  and  five  livestock  markets. 
c)  F~uit  and  vegetable  sector 
The  projects financed  include  21  processing plants,  9  market  preparation 
and  storage  centres, and  9  sales and  marketing  installations. 
d)  Wine  sector 
In  this  sector the  Fund  granted aid  for  55  projects  for  the  construction 
or  improvement  of  wine  co-operatives,  2  bottling  and  market  preparation 
centres,  2 plants  for  the distillation of  the  by-products of  wine-
making  and  6  wine-making  plants~ 
e)  Cereals  sector 
The  23  projects  financed  related to  centres  for  the  conditioning  and 
storage  of  grain. 
f)  Miscellaneous 
The  project~ related to: 
- fish  processing  plants  with  cold  stores  (21>; 
co-operative oil mills  (16); 
- procesiing  cent~es for  a~ricultural products  with  annexed  multi-
purpose  markets '(15); · · 
- tobacco  manufac~uring plants  (8); 
malt  houses  (7); 
- plants  for  the  production  of proteins  and  secondary  protein-rich 
products  (5). - 38  -
- egg  and  poultry  ma~keting centres  (3); 
-flower markets  (3); 
- lastly, the  construction of  a  centre  for  the market 
preparation of  seed  potatoes,  a  maize  starch factory  and 
annexed  potato starch  works  and  a  fishing  vessel  equipped 
with  processing facilities. 
4.2.  Financing  of projects  for  1976  . 
In  the  1976  budget,  141.2 million u.a.  were  allocated for  the 
financing  of  individual projects.  To  this  amount  were  added 
appropriations  reassigned pursuant  to the provisions of 
Article  2 of  Regulation  (~EC)  No  3171/75  of  3  December  1975< 1>, 
amounting  to  28  724  544  u.a.,  and  unused  appropriations  from 
other  chapters  relating to  EAGGF  Guidance  Section expenditure, 
amounting  to 94  270  000  u.a.;  this transfer  was  approved  by 
the  Council  of Ministers  on  23  November  1976. 
Thus  at  its meetings  on  29  July  1975( 2)  and  30  December  1976(3) 
the  Commission  granted aid totalling  264  194  544  u.a.  for  808 
individual  projects  in  respect  of the  two  instalments  for  1976. 
The  breakdown  is as  follows: 
(1)  OJ  No  L 315,  5  December  1975,  p.  1 
(2)  OJ  No  C 206,  1  September  1976,  p.  2 
(3)  OJ  No  C  41,  18  February  1977,  p.  2 - 39-
Table  12 
Aid  granted  from  the  Guidance  Section of the  Fund  for  1976 
Number  of  Aid  granted  of  which  amounts  TotaL  invest-
Member  State  projects  (u.a.)  reassigned  in  UA  ment 
financed  (*)  Cu. a.) 
Germany  177  49  001  953  4  023  654  212  418  558 
Belgium  76  14  309  614  2  190  571  63  919  453 
' 
Denmark  33  10  360  037  13  043  48  005  926 
France  82  43  571  391  2  387  400  236  350  338 
Ireland  96  22  699  287  615  000  121  820  340 
Italy  203  85  258  284  18  003  527  383  079  321 
Luxembourg  2  159  739  950  784  420 
Netherlands  35  12  213  964  1  435  972  58  788  761 
United  Kingdom  104  26  620  275  54  427  133  139  860 
Totals  808  264  194  544  28  724  544  1  258  357  977 
(*)  Article  2 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75. 
As  in  previous  years,  many  more  projects  were  submitted  than  were  financed. 
The  Commission  staff examined  1  051  projects  from  the  legal,  economic,  technical 
and  financial  aspects.  One  hundred  and  twenty  projects  were  rejected  as 
inadmissible or not  in  accordance  with  the  conditions  of  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC. 
Of  the  remaining  projects,  123  could  not  be  accepted  because  of  Lack  of  funds. 
The  808  projects  aided  from  the  Fund  represent  a  total  investment  of 
1  258  357  977  u.a., an  average  of  1  557  374  u.a.  per, project;  average  aid per 
project  is 326  973  u.a. 4.?.2.  Qualitative  analysi~ of the orojects  financed  -1916  ·· 
4.2.2.1.  Improvement  of production structures 
T A B l  E  1 3 
land  Hydraulic  ·  Afforestation  Improvement  works 
•  -Member  State 
No  Aid  No,  Aid  No  Aid 
of  granted  of  granted  of  _ granted 
ero- Cu.a.)  J;~ro- Cu. a.)  pro- <u~  a.) 
feet  1ect•  )ect 
Germany  50  14.770.775  36  8.047.113  1  494.044 
Belgium  34  5.710.132  2  132.095  - -
•  Denmark  - - -.  - - -
France  5  2.088.244  5  1.832.761  2  260.943 
Ireland  -·  - - - - - -
Italy  - - 3  366.969  9  3.483.681 
; 
Luxembourg  .  - - - - - - . 
~ether  lands  -
I  - 9  1.591.793  - -
United  Kingdom  - - 7  2.137.304  - -
Totals  89  22.569.151  62  14.108.035  12  4.238.568 
--···----
(19,5X)  (12,2X>  (3,6X) 
Miscellaneous 
No  Aid  . 
of  granted 
J;~ro-
J ect  Cu.a.> 
8  8.516.448 
2  123.375 
2  421.574 
30  16.708.625 
60  9.716.934 
57  24.534.807 
- -
6  5.849.371  . 
47  8.875.039 
169  74.746.173 
-- -----
(64,7X> 
Total aid 
granted  --
Cu. a,> 
31.828.380 
5.965.602 
421.574 
20.890.473 
9.716.934 
28.385.457 
-
7.441.164 
11.012.343 
115.661.727 
--- - -
.•·  .. 
(100i0 
Total 
investment 
-·  (u.a.) 
I 
127.947.12f 
25.290.726 
I 
1.972.000 
10?.669.49>7 
50.387.724 
127.261.02~ 
.  -
30.557.306 
60.246.48~ 
'  .  . 
529.331.88~ 
' 
I 
I 
.,... 
0  • .. 
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a)  Land  development 
The  projects  relate to  rural  road  networks  (73)  and  works  concerned 
with  water  supply,  drainage  and  roads  (16). 
b~ Hydraulic  works 
This  heading  covers  combined  hydraulic  and  land  development  projects 
(24>,  drainage  (17>,  irrigation (9)  .~ew pumping  stations  (6)  and  flood 
prevention  (6). 
c)  Miscellaneous: 
The  following  projects fall  under  this  heading: 
- construction of  fishing  vessels  (67); 
·- drinking  water  supply  and  related works  (38); 
facilities  for  research  and  vocational  training  in agriculture  (18); 
- rural electrification (12); 
- improvement  of  vineyards  (10); 
- land  development  and  rural  road  networks  (8); 
- artificial  insemination  c~ntres (6); 
reorganization of olive growing  (4); 
•  internal  improvements  of  farm  structures  with  hangars  for  machinery  (2); 
-installation for  the pregermination of  seed potatoes with  facilities 
for  health  inspection  (2); 
- development  of  fish  farming  (2) • - 42  -
Table  14 
_) 
4.2.2.2  Improvement  of  combined  structures  in  1976 
Number  of  Aid  granted  Total 
Member  State  projects  (u.a.)  investment 
financed  (u.a.) 
Germany  3  300  280  1  240  784 
Belgium  1  21  338  128  351 
Denmark  2  1  853  299  8  622  639 
France  6  4 978  770  26  043  969 
Ireland  5  2  303  455  12  185  934 
Italy  12  5  583  331  25  098  759 
Luxembourg  2  159  739  784  380 
Net her Lands  3  1 605  199  6  449  848 
United  Kingdom  6  3  141  137  13  166  420 
Totals  40  19  946  548  93  721  084 
This  heading  covers  projects  concerned  with  both  production  and  market-
ing  structures.  In  1976,  the  Fund  granted  aid for  13  projects for 
feedingstuffs  factories,  12  projects  for  installations for  the  market 
preparation  and  treatment  of  seeds,  5 projects  to  improve  the 
collection of  milk  and  its  refrigeration on  the  farm,  4 projects  for 
the  reorganization of  vineyards,  3  centres  for training  and  experi-
mentation  in  fish  farming  and  the preservation of  fisheries  products. 
This  heading  includes  2  Italian projects  for  the  study  and  dissemination 
of  a particular breed of  cattle, the  construction of  rural  waterlines 
and  a  ham  processing plant, and  one  German  project  for  the dehydration 
of  sugarbeet. H 
4. 2.2. 3.; _Imp~ovement o (marketin_g -~t..r:uctures_ 1976 _ 
TABLE  No  15 
..  Fruits  and  -
--- Meat  Wine  Milk  Products  vegetables 
Member  Nb.j  - state  Aid  Nb.  Aid  ~  Nb.  Aid  Nb.  Aid 
.of  Granted _  o.f  Granted  of  Granted  of  Granted  -
proj  (u.a.)  proj  Cu. a.}  roj.  CU.a.}  proj.  (u.a.) 
Germ~ny  11  2.936.439  19  4.730.694  9  2.132.929  22  3.842.071 
Belgium  4  914.913  16  2.663.99~  9  1.788.894  - -
--
Denmark  _  7  1.036.729  13  5.593.394  3  505.080  - -
France  6  3.088.938  11  5.342.442  3  1.185.239  6  3.074.638 
8  2.815.829  16  6.971.704  3  437.227  - -. 
Ire.land 
.. 
Italy  8  2.967.615  9  4.266.44~  22  6.878.639  39  19.407.032 
Luxembourg  - - - - - - - -
Netherlands  2  417.105  6  1.215.94( .  4  479.417  - -
~ 
United  8  1.796.9CO  14  5.793.68(  3  403.814  - -
Kingdom 
Totals  54  15.974.468 104  36.57"8;302  56  13.811.239  67  26.323.741 
' 
(12,4%)  (28,5%)  (10,8%)  (20,5%) 
Cereals  Miscellaneous 
Nb.  Aid  Nb.  Aid 
of  Granted  of  Granted 
lo ro j.  Cu. a.}  )roj.  (u.a.) 
8  483.648  10  2.747.512 
4  2.220.957  4  733.911 
2  260.878  4  689.153 
3  1.444.243  5  3.566.648 
- - 4  454.13~ 
14  4.263.283  30  13.506.478 
- - - -
- - 5  1.055.139 
6  931.703  13  3.540.698 
37  9.604.712  75  26.293.677 
(7  ,5:0  (20,3:0 
Total  aid  .  Tntal 
granted  --- ~ 
Cu. a.)  Investment 
.• 
16.873.293  83.280.646 
8.322.674  38.500.376 
8.085.234  37.41·2.287 
17.  702.14E  104.63'6.872 
10.678.89  59.246.681 
51.289.49!  230.71'9.540 
- '-
3.167.601  21.781.607 
12.466.79  59.726.955 
l 
128.586.139  635. 3q4. 964 
C100iD 
I 
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a)  Milk  products  sector 
The  projects  financed  relate to the modernization  and  rationalization 
of dairies (30),  the  setting  up  and  enlargement  of  cheese-making 
plants  (16)  and  the enlargement  of milk  supply  networks  (8). 
b)  Meat  sector 
In  this  sector aid  was  granted for  slaughterhouses  with  adjoining pro-
cessing  plants  (44  project~), processing plants  (31  projects),  live-
stock  markets  (10 projects>,  11  cold  stores  for  meat,  and  8  de-boning 
facilities. 
c)  Fruit  and  vegetable  sector 
The  projects  financed  include market  preparation  and  storage  centres 
(34), processing  plants  (15>,  installations for  selling  and  marketing 
(5)  and  2 packaging  centres. 
d)  Wine  sector 
Fund  aid  was  granted  for  62  projects  for  the  construction or  improve-
ment  of  wine  co-operatives; 3  centres  for  marketing  and  market 
preparation of  ~ine and  two  bottling plants. 
e)  Cereals  sector 
Financing  was  provided for  37  projects  relating  to market  preparation, 
dehydration  and  storage of  cereals. 
f)  Miscellaneous  sector 
These  projects  include: 
- fish  processing plants  (17); 
- egg  and  poultry marketirig 'centres  (18); 
- co-operativ~ oil mills  C13>; 
- proces~ing  cent~es f6r ~ifferent agricultural products  (8); - 45  -
- flower  and  plant  markets  (6); 
- tobacco  manufacturing  (3); 
- centres  for  refining fats  and  protein  substances  (2); 
- 2 fishing  vessels  equipped  with  processing plants  (2); 
- 5 projects  for  the  construction of  a  potato starch plant, the 
enlargement  of  an  oil mill  with  adjoining  co-operative,  the  pro-
vision  of  a  sugar  refinery,  the  provision of  a  rice plant  with  a 
fodder  establishment  and  the  improvement  of  loading  equipment  for 
boats  from  a port  silo. - 46  -
5.  Implementation  of the  decision_s  to grant  aid 
5.1.  Individual  projects 
In  1976  the  Commission  received 1  411  applications  for 
payment.  Taking  into account  the  286  applications  received 
in  1975  which  could  not  be  processed before  31  December 
1975,  EAGGF  staff had  to  handle  1 697  applications  for 
payment  in  1976. 
By  31  December  1976  1  428  applications  had  been  examined, 
of  which  1  112  gave  rise to payment  of  aid;  of the  latter, 
447  related to  completed projects. 
Payments  totalled 142  598  887.98 u.a., of  which  the  break-
down  by  Member  State  is as  follows: 
Table  16 
Member  State  Amount  Cu. a.) 
Germany  35  947  823.85 
Belgium  10  238  458.72 
France  27  813  893.25 
Italy  30  116  322.54 
Luxembourg  300  561.36 
Netherlands  12  983  954.89 
Denmark  4  967  319.45 
Ireland  4  962  939.25 
United  Kingdom  15  267  614.17 
A detailed breakdown  of projects by  year  and  by  Member 
State  is  giv~n in Annex  O.VI. - 47  -
By  31  December  1976  the  Commission  had  actually paid  out 
642  502  736.19  u.a.  since  the  beginning  of  EAGGF  operations. 
The  breakdown  of  this amount  by  year  of  commitment  and  by  Member 
State  is given  in  Annex  O.VII. 
EAGGF  aid  is paid  in  several  instalments  depending  on  the  progress 
of  work.  The  rate  of  disbursement  of  aid  therefore depends  on  the 
date  when  the  work  begins,  the  time  needed  to  carry it out  and  the 
time  taken  by  the  administrative processes of  preparing  and  forward-
ing  applications  for  payment-to  the  Commission. 
As  the  table below  shows,  the percentage  of  disbursement  varies  from 
one  Member  State  to  another  and  also  according  to the period  in 
which  the  aid  was  granted. 
Payments  as  % of  Aid  granted  Aid  granted  Aid  granted 
commitments  for  (1)  1965  to  1971  1972  and  1973  1974  to  1976 
all Member  States 
81.9  48.4  16.1 
Germany  94.5  70.7  22.3 
Belgium  84  64.3  16.8 
France  85.5  51.6  14.2 
Italy  61.9  18.8  1.2 
0 
Luxembourg  100  27.5  17.5 
Netherlands  99.2  72.3  30.9 
Denmark  - - 36.8 
Ireland  - - 17.1 
United  Kingdom  - - 26.2 
(1)  Commitments  minus  cancellations 
It  should  be  noted that: 
- for  aid granted between  1965  and  1971,  the  percentage  of  disburse-
ment  is  over  84%  for  all Member  States except  Italy,  where  it is 
61.9%.  As  the  figures  in  5.1.6 show,  Italy is also the  country 
with  the  highest  percentage  of  unused  appropriations  compared 
with  appropriations ·committed. - 48  -
•  For  aid granted  in 1972  and  1973.  The  projects  are  under  way. 
There  is a  lag  in  Italy once  again  where  only  18.8%  of the  aid 
has  been  disbursed. 
- For  aid granted between  1974  and  1976.  Only  16%  of the aid  has 
been  disbursed  as  projects are generally  in their early ~tages. 
Since  delays  in  carrying out  projects or their  cancellation 
reduces  the effectiveness of  intervention  by  the  EAGGF  Guidance 
Sectfon,  on  3  December  1975  the  Council  adopted  Regulation  CEEC) 
No  3171/75(1)  which  in  Article  2  lays  down  that  sums  not  used, 
either because  the beneficiary  has  cancelled the project  or  because 
work  on  the project  has  not  begun  within  two  years  of the date of 
notification of  its approval,  may  be  assigned to other projects. 
5.1.3.  B~~~~igom~o!_Qf_s~~rQ~ris!iQD3-~~!3Y2D!_!Q_!b~-~rQ~i3i2o.!!_Qf 
fQ~D£il_B~9~l~!iQD_Sggfl_~Q-~111Ll2_Qf_2_~~£~m£~r-1212 
The  provisions of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75  were  applied  by  the 
Commission  for  the first  time  in  1976.  By  this means 
28  724  543.56  u.a.  were  released from  the  years  1965  to 1975  and 
recommitted  in  1976. 
The  breakdown  of this  amount  is given  in Annex  O.VIII,  Column  4. 
In  1976,  771  969.61  u.a.  were  disbursed  in  respect  of projects  for 
1976,  thus  using  up  the  recommitted  appropriations  from  1965  and 
1966. 
5.1.4.  E2~i1igo_QD-~1-~~£~ID£~r-12l§_gf_~r2i~£1§_seer2~~9-ID2r~_!b~o_fiv~ 
t~~n-12r~~i2~.!!1:t 
Of  the  2  209  projects 'financed betweel"  1964  and  1970,  1  635  have 
been  completed,  323  are  under  way  and  251  will not  be  executed. 
(1)  OJ  No  L 315  of  5  December  1975,  p.  1 Year 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969  1st instal. 
1969  2nd,3rd,4th 
instal. 
I! 
1970 
- 49  -
Appropriations  committed  for  the  years  in  question total 
508  714  296  u.a.  The  position  is  as  follows: 
~ 366  477  171.08 u.a.  were  disbursed  for projects  in the years  in 
question, 
53  645  714.64  u.a.  were  not  used, 
88  591  410.28  u.a.  have  yet  to  be  disbursed. 
It  should  be  pointed out  that  the  unused  appropriations 
(53  645  714:64  u.a.)  include the  18  841  975  u.a.  recommitted  in 
1976,  of  which  771  969.61  u.a.  were  disbursed  in  1976. 
Details  for  1964  to  1970  are  given  in  Annex  O.IX  from  which  the 
following  percentage  figures  may  be  derived: 
Appropriations  committed  Aid  Unused  Appropriations 
actually  appropriations  to  be  carried 
in  amount  disbursed  over  to  1977 
1965  9  056  922  83.90  16.10  -
1966  17  134  258  77.92  22.08  -
1967  41  586  875  76.73  20.83  2.44 
1968  26  039  369  84.80  12.90  2.30 
1968/69  94  897  375  75.64  16.91  7.45 
1970  8  472  837  84.10  13.10  2.80 
1970  151  527  163  76.10  8.60  15.30 
1971  159  999  497  60.80  3.90  35.30 
a)  Amendments  to projects 
In  1976,  the  Commission  received  177  requests  for  amendments  in 
addition  to  the  51  from  the  previous  year  for  which  additional 
information  had  been  requested;  this meant  there  was  a  total  of 
228  requests  for  amendments  to  be  dealt  with. 
Of  this total,  55  were  agreed to  with  no  change  to the  decision, 
the  amendments  being  of  minor  importance  and  entailing only 
slight  increases or  reductions  in  costs  compared  with  the esti-
mates. Total  unused 
appropriations 
64.7 M u.a. 
= 100 
- 50  -
In the  case  of  106  applications the decisions  had  to  be  revised, 
the  amendments  being  such  that the projects  could  no  longer  be 
financed on  the basis  of  the original  decision.  Some  of the 
revised decisions  involved  reductions  totalling  755  936  u.a. 
in the  aid granted.  Sixty  applications  could  not  be  dealt  with 
for  lack  of  the  additional  information  requested.  Seven  appli-
cations  were  withdrawn  or  rejected. 
b)  In  1976,  116  beneficiaries decided to  forego  the  aid granted.  As 
a  result  17  213  429  u.a.  were  not  used,  namely  13  478  641.14  u.a. 
for  Italian projects,  1 966  340.68  u.a.  for  German  projects, 
934  276.20  u.a.  for  Belgian projects,  719  826.25  u.a.  for 
Netherlands  projects  and  114  345.29 u.a.  for  French  projects. 
Further, pursuant  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75,  the  Commission 
cancelled the  aid granted for  13  projects  <12  Italian  and  1 
French)  amounting  to  2  580  780  u.a. 
c)  Projects  carried out  in breach of  the  conditions  laid down 
In  1976  the  Commission  cancelled  the  aid granted for  19  projects 
<totalling  1'  109  196.70 u.a.)  and  aid  was  reduced  for  5 projects 
(a  re.duction  of  289  838.51  u.a.)  because  the  work  had  been  carried 
out  eithe'r entirely or partly  in  disregard of the  conditions  laid 
down. 
d)  Projects  carried out  at  lower  cost  than  estimated 
In  1976  an  amount  of  9  020  395.16 u.a.  was  not  used  since the  actual 
eligible expenditure  proved  to be  less  than  the estimates on  which 
the  aid  decision  had  been  based. 
Taking  into  account  the  factors  described  above  under  5.1.5, a  total 
of  31  969  575.37 u.a.  will  not  be  used  in  the year of  appropriation 
as  a  result 'of  circumstances  arising  in  1976. 
Since  the  start of  the  EAGGF  Guidance  Section  64.7  M u.a.  have  been 
cancelled in their year  of  appropriation  as  follows: 
0  B  DK  F  IRL  I  L  N  UK 
17.1%  5.9%  Token  16.4%  0.9%  56.3:<  Token  3.1Y.  Token 
entry  entry  entry - 51  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75  has  so  far  allowed  28  724  543.56  u.a. 
(included  in  the  above-mentioned  64.7 M u.a.)  to  be  recommitted 
in  1976. 
5.2.  Special  measures 
In  1976  the  EAGGF  Guidance  Section  granted  aid for  the  following 
measures: 
a)  Premiums  for  the  slaughter  of  cows  and  non-marketing  of  milk 
and  milk-products  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/69) 
Reimbursement  of  50%  of  the  expenditure  incurred from  1972 
to  1974  by  Italy  (818  400  u.a.),  in  1975  by  Germany 
(453  116.33 u.a.),  Belgium  (50  541.95  u.a.),  France 
(659  984.84 u.a.),  Luxembourg  (4  716.66  u.a.)  and  the 
Netherlands  (51  316.09 u.a.).  The  latter payments,  which 
total  2  038  075.87 u.a., terminate this measure.  The  results 
are  summed  up  in  the table below: 
Slaughter  Premiums  Premiums  for  the  non-marketing 
Member  State  of  milk  and  milk-products 
number  number 
holdings  cows  holdings  cows 
Germany  36  501  149.875  5  872  115  278 
Belgium  4  415  19  760  826  15  463 
France  9  349  42  494  5  880  115  350 
Italy  1  91~  8  187  - -
Luxembourg  196  777  48  795 
Net her lands  2  097  12  672  596  10  650 
Totals  54·  469  233  765  13  222  257  536 
b)  Pr~miums for  grubbing  fruit  trees  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  2517/69) 
Reimbursement  of  50%  of  the  expenditure  incurred by  France  in 
1976  <t  520  u.a.)  and  by  Italy  in  1975  (191  822.70 u.a.). 
The  latter paymehts  which  total  193  342.70 u.a., terminate 
this measure. - 52  -
The  results  are  summed  up  in the table  below: 
Member  States  Number  of  Area  grubbed 
holdings  ( ha) 
Germany  34  827  26  094.8890 
Belgium  11  828  9  007.1070 
France  12  600  22  459.0800 
Italy  10  068  19  388·.8845 
Luxembourg  409  227.7200 
Netherlands  9  970  11  404.6761 
Total  79  702  88  582.3565 
c)  Aid  to fruit  and  vegetable  producer~ organizations  (Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1035/72) 
- Reimbursement  of  50Y.  of  the expenditure  incurred  in  1974  by  Germany 
(51  119.26 u.a.>,  Denmark  (15  953.83 u.a.),  France  (18  577.84  u.a.>, 
Italy  (1  690  770.49  u.a.). 
- Reimbursement  of  50%  of  the expenditure  incurred  in  1975  by  Belgium 
(251  490  u.a.>  and  the  United  Kingdom  (51  656.37 u.a.) 
2  079  567.79  u.a. 
Applic~tions for  reimbursement  relating  to expenditure  in  1975  were 
submitted  by  Denmark,  France  and  Italy at  the end·of  1976;  the decisions 
c~nnot be  taken  until  1977. 
To  date this measure  has  involved  244  organizations - 78  in Germany,  one 
in  Belgium,  2  in  Denmark,  129  in  France,  30  in  Italy and  4  in the 
United  Kingdom. 
The  application of this measure  is  coming  to  an  end  in  Germany  and  France; 
it is  continuing  in  Italy and  is expanding  in  Denmark  and  the  United 
Kingdom. 
d)  Aid  to  producer~ org~nization~ in  the  fishing  industry  (Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2142/70) 
Reimbursement  of  50%  of  the  expenditure  incurred  in  1975  by  Germany 
(23  798.02  u.a.), France  (49  237.65  u.a.)  and  the  United  Kingdom 
(68  629.35  u.a.). 
141  665.02  u.a. 
To  date this measure  has  involved  11  organizations- 3  in  Germany,  5  in  . 
France  and  3  in  the  United  Kingdom. - 53  -
e)  Improvement  of the production  and  marketing  of  Community  citrus 
fruit  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69) 
Reimbursement  of  50%  of  expenditure  incurred  in  1975  by  France 
(163  939.30 u.a.)  and  Italy  (1  614  229.89 u.a.) 
1  778  169.19 u.a. 
The  e~penditure incurred  in  Italy  in  1975  represents  only  1.12% 
of  the  total  expenditure  provided  for  by  Italian  legislation 
(Law  No  317  of  6  June  1974  in the  citrus fruit  sector).  The  low 
level  of  expenditure notified by  the  Italian Government  compared 
with  estimates is accounted  for  by  the  delay  in  implementation 
of  the national. plan  for  improvement  of the production  and  mar-
keting of  citrus fruit. 
The  delay  is due  in  large  part to  the  restrictive criteria for 
granting  supplementary  aid  laid down  in Article  4  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2511/69  relating to the  area  of  holdings  to  be  converted. 
Accordingly,  a  proposal  for  a  Regulation  was  presented to the 
Council  by  the  Commission  on  10  November  1976  and  was  adopted on 
(1)  14  February  1977 
In  1976,  payments  by  the  Fund,  implementing  the  decisions ·referred 
to  under  5.2.1,  amounted  to  6  230  820.57 u.a., of  which  0.53 M u.a. 
goes  to  Germany,  0.30 M u.a.  to Belgium,  4.3 M u.a.  to  Italy, 
4  716.66  u.a.  to  Luxembourg,  0.05 M u.a.  to the  Netherlands  and  0.12 
M u.a.  to the  United  Kingdom  (see  total  B in  Annex  O.X).  Since  1966, 
a  total of  281  925  841.31  u.a.  of  appropriations  has  been  committed 
for  special  measures.  The  position as  of  31  December  1976  as  regards 
appropriations  committed  and  payments  made  for  special measures  is 
shown  in  Annex  O.XI. 
(1)  Regulation  (EEC)  340/77- OJ  L 48  of  19  February  1977,  p.  6 - 54  -
Supporting  evidence  for  lump  sum  aid 
1.~ 
On  31  December  1976  payments  of  aid on  the basis  of  reports  received 
from  Italy stood  as  follows: 
M u.a. 
Aid  granted on  the basis of 
R.130/66  R/130/66  R.159/66 
Art.  4  Art.  12 
a)  Aid  paid  by  the  EAGGF 
Guidance  Section to 
Italy  45  15  87.3 
b)  Value  of  investment 
implemented  or  in 
progress  76.3  34.1  134.9 
c)  Aid  paid  by  the 
Italian  Government 
to beneficiaries  42.1  15  36.3 
d)  Amount  not  disbursed 
(a  - c)  2.9  - 51 
The  infringements  procedure  initiated by  the  Commission  under  Article  169 
of  the  Treaty  has  been  pursued. 
After  requesting  Italy for  comments  on  the  delay  in  using  the  funds  in 
question,  the  Commission  issued a  reasoned opinion  dated  11  November  1976. 
2.  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg 
After verification of the additional  documents  forwarded  in  1976,  the 
case  conceining  ~id of  7.5 M u.a.  granted for  measures  to  integrate 
Luxembourg  agriculture  ~ith the  Common  Market  was  closed. - 55  -
5.3.  Common  measures 
5.3.1.  fgmmgo_m~~§~r~§_go_!b~-r~fgrm_gi_29ri£~11~r~!_§!r~£!~r~§ 
In  1976  the  Commission  adopted  29  decisions  on  the  reimburse-
ment  of  expenditure  amounting  to 47.1  M u.a.  under  the  follow-
ing  Directives: 
72/159/EEC:  modernization  of  farms 
72/160/EEC:  cessation of  farming 
72/161/EEC:  socio-economic  guidance  and  acquisition of 
occupational  skills 
75/268/EEC:  aid for  farming  in  less  favoured  areas. 
Payments  on  account  of  75%  of  eligible expenditure  by  Member 
States  in  1975,  plus  final  payments  for  previous  years  reached 
the  following  country  totals (in M u.a.):  Germany  12.1; 
Belgium  0.1;  Denmark  0.7;  France  11.3;  Ireland 3.6; 
Netherlands  1.0;  United  Kingdom  18.3. 
Applications  for  reimbursement  for  expenditure  by  the  Member 
States under  these  Directives  concern  the  following  aid  measures. 
Under  Directive  72/159/EEC,  16  418  farmers  received  aid pro-
vided  for  under  Article  8  for  the  preparation of  a  development 
plan  for  the  farm. 
Four  hundred  and  twenty  beneficiaries  turned over  to  beef  or 
sheepmeat  production  with  the  help  of  the  premium  specified in 
Article  10.  Fourteen  thousand  six  hundred  and  forty  farmers 
received  aid  for  the  keeping  of  accounts  in  accordance  with 
Article  11.  Launihing  aid under  Article  12  was  granted  in 
respect  of  110  recognized groups  and  240  reparcelling projects; 
aid  was  granted for  6  irrigation projects  under  Article  13. 
Two  hundred  and  sixty-two farmers  ceased  farming,  and  received 
annuities pursuant  to  Directive  72/160/EEC. - 56  -
Under  Directive  72/161/EEC,-socio-economic  guidance  was  improved 
through the  recruitment  of  498  counsellors and  the  initial or 
further  training of  765  counsellors. 
About  17  750  persons  engaged  in  agriculture attended further train-
ing  courses. 
The  compensatory  allowances  provided  for  unde~ Title  II of  Directive 
"  75/268/EEC  on  mountain  and  hill farming  and  farming  in certain  Less 
favoured  areas  were  paid to  239  981  beneficiaries, and  12 
collective  schemes  for  the  improvement  and  equipment  of grazing  land 
and  mountain  pastures  were  financed  under  Title  IV. 
5.3.2.  Q!b~!-£QIDIDQQ_ID~s~~£~~ 
a)  Aid  to  hop  producers'  organizations  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1696/71) 
- reimbursement  of  50%  of  expenditure  incurred  in  1974  by  Germany 
4  74  041 • 66  u. a. 
- reimbursement  of  50%  of  expenditure  incurred  in  1975  by  Germany 
811  270.49  u.a. 
To  date this measure  has  concerned  three producers'  groups  in 
Germany,  four  in  Frar1ce  and  about  a  thousand  individual  producers 
in the  United  Kingdom.  A total of  about  3  200  ha  has  been  con-
verted  and  reorganiz~d. 
b)  Measures  to  encourage  the  development  of  beef  production 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1353/73) 
Reimbursement  of  50%  of  expenditure  incurred  in  1975  by  Belgium 
(317  119.26 u.a.>;  Denmark  (663  213.85  u.a.),  Frani~ 
(3 095  015.83 u.a.),  Ireland  (516  060.81  u.a.>,  Luxembourg 
(46  381.08 u.a.), the  Netherlands  (656  224.45  u.a.)  and  the 
United  Kingdom  (9  717  197.59 u.a.). 
15  011  212.87 u.a. 
The  application for  reimbursement  from  Germany  was  received  Late 
and  cannot  be  dealt  with  until  1977.  The  reimbursement  in  respect 
of  the  United  Kingdom  covers  only the first instalment  of the 
premium,  a  decision on  the  second  instalment  will  be  made  later. - 57  -
The  progress  made  is  shown  in the  following  table: 
Member  St,ate  Number  of  holdings  hl  of milk  qualifying 
granted premiums  for  the premium 
Germany  7  209  4  107  860.94 
Belgium  682  357  636.00 
Denmark  619  565  063.00 
France  5  719  (1)  3  702  344.03 
Ireland  527  314  768.75 
Luxembourg  47  35  490.83 
Netherlands  570  502  169.81 
United  Kingdom  6  639  9·717  116.00 
Totals  22  012  19  291  893.36 
(1)  Plus  84  holdings  in the  department  of  Corsica  which  received 
premiums  for the development  of  specialized stockfarming. 
c)  Survey  on  the structure of  agricultural  holdings  (Directive  75/108/EEC) 
Payments  on  account  in  respect  of  expenditure  incurred by  Belgium 
(190  617.98  u.a.),  Denmark  (194  004.74  u.a.),  France  (730  238.32 u.a.>, 
Ireland  (195  427.04  u.a.), Italy  (3  420  325.76 u.a.), Luxembourg 
(20  610.57 u.a.), Netherlands  (226  656.80 u.a.),  United  Kingdom 
(102  856.53  u.a.  and  23  535.22  u.a.) 
5  104  273.96  u.a. 
The  position on  31  December  1976  was  as  follows: 
Member  State  Number  of  holdings  Number  specified 
surveyed  by  the  Directive 
Germany  100  000  80  000/100  000 
Belgium  20  000  15  000/20 000 
Denmark  20  000  15  000/20 000 
France  157  600  120  000/150  000 
Ireland  40  000  30  000/40  000 
Italy  259  834  200  000/270  000 
Luxembourg  1  730  1  500/2  000 
Netherlands  25  000  20  000/25  000 
United  Kingdom  29  274  27  000/33  000 
Total  495  838 - 58  -
d)  Conversion  projects  in the salt  cod-fishing  industry 
(Regulation  EEC/2722/72) 
Two  part-payments  were  made  for  two  French  projects: 
863  366.22  u.a.  but  no  new  aid  was  granted  in  1976. 
5.3.3.  !::~t!!.'~!:!!~ 
In  1976  payments  by  the  Fund  implementing  the  decisions  referred 
to  under  5.3.1/2 amounted  to 69  369  232.83  u.a., of  which  13.46 M u.a. 
were  to Germany,  0.57 M  u.a.  to Belgium,  1.54 M u.a.  to  Denmark, 
16M  u.a. to  France,  4.29 M u.a. to  Ireland,  3.42 M u.a.  to  Italy, 
0.07 M u.a.  to  Luxembourg,  1.89 M u.a. to the  Netherlands, 
28.12 M u.a.  to the  United  Kingdom  (total A Annex  O.X). 
Since  1973,  the  appropriations  committed  for  common  measures  total 
107  313  905.88 u.a., of  which  the  breakdown  is  as  follows: 
Member  State  Appropriations  committed 
Germany  23  292  795.89 
Belgium  1  139  550.53 
Denmark  2 329  119.44 
France  29  118  314.51 
Ireland  4  979  798.49 
Italy  3  861  926.76 
Luxembourg  108  120. 11 
Netherlands  2  589  665.43 
United  Kingdom  39  894  614.72 
The  position on  31  December  1976  of  appropriations  committed 
and  payments  made  for  common  measures  is  shown  in Annex  O.XII. 
• - 59  -
5.4.  Position on  31  December  1976 -of  appropriations of the  Guidance  Section 
The  table  at  Annex  O.XIII  shows  that: 
of  the  325  M u.a., 89.5  M u.a.  was  used to  finance  common  and 
special  measures  instead of  the  183.8 M u.a.  scheduled 
initially.  It  should  be  noted  here  that  the  45.3 M u.a. 
originally provided  for  the partial financing  of  calving 
premiums  in the  1976/77 marketing  year  was  by  Council  Decision 
taken over  by  the  Guarantee  Section. 
- appropriations totalling  235.5  M u.a.  (originally 141.2  M u.a.) 
remain  for  the financing  of  individual  projects within  the 
meaning  of  Article  13  of  Regulation  17/64/EEC. 
- During  the  financial  year  302.8 M u.a.  were  committed,  of 
which  67.4 M u.a.  were  disbursed.  In  1976  22.2  M u.a.  should 
be  committed. 
The  position on  31  December  1976  of  appropriations  relating to 
years prior to 1976  is given  in  Table  O.XIV  annexed.  This  shows 
that  of  a  total of  951.5  M u.a.  of  appropriations  committed, 
150.8 M  ·u.a.  were  disbursed  in  1976.  Disbursement  of  the  remain-
ing  800.7 M u.a.  should  take place  in  1977  and  subsequent  years~ 
On  31  December  1976  appropriations  amounting  to  1  058  325  698.49 
u.a.  had  still to  be  disbursed.  This  amount  is  composed  of 
1  036  161  ,804. 70  u.a.  representing  aid granted  in the  1976  and 
previous  finan~ial years  but  not  yet  paid to beneficiaries, and 
22  163  893.79 u.a;  represeriting  appropriations  for  1976  which 
could  not  b~ committed  before 31  December  1976.  These  appro-
priations are to  be  carried forward  to  1976. 
Appropriations  for  payments  not  yet  made  in  respect  of  commit-
ments  entered ini6  between  1  January  and  31  December  are auto-
matically  carried forward  for  a  period of  five  years  (first sub-
paragraph of  Article  6(5)  of  the  Finaricial  Regulation)~ - 60  -
The  amount  carried forward  to the  1977  financial  year  consists 
firstly of  appropriations  amounting  to  926  555  425.16  u.a. 
relating to  aid  granted  for  projects  in  1971,  1972,  1973,  1975 
and  1976,  the  commitments  for  which  were  charged between  1972 
and  1975. 
Secondly,  there are appropriations  amounting  to  2 944  963.87 u.a. 
for  aid granted  for  common  measures  relating to  conversion 
projects  in the  salt  cod-fishing  industry. 
a)  Appropriations  committed  more  than  five  years  ago  which  require 
the  Council's  authorization  to  be  carried forward 
At  the  end of  the  five-y~ar period  referred to  above,  the 
Commission  may  submit  each  year  a  list of  the  appropriations 
which  are still committed  and  for  which  carry  forward  is  requested 
(the  second  subparagraph  of  Article  6(5)  of  the  Financial 
Regulation). 
The  amount  carried forward  for  the  1977  financial  year  concerns 
appropriations  relating to aid  granted for  projects  in  1966,  1967, 
1968,  1969  and  1970  for  which  the  commitments  charged  in  1967, 
1968,  1969,  1970  and  1971  had  not  been  disbursed by  31  December 
1976,  either because  part  of  the  aid  had  yet  to  be  paid for  323 
projects  (88  951  410.28 u.a.>, or  because  the  amount  of 
18  070  005.39  u.a.  carried over  from  1965  to  1970  and  recommitted 
in  1976  could  not  be  disbursed  by  31  December  1976.  This  makes 
a  total of  106  661.67 u.a. 
b)  Appropriations  not  committed  by  31  December  1975  and  which 
require  the  Council's authorization  to  be  carried forward 
Appropriations  not  committed  by  31  December  may  be  carried for-
ward  but  only  to the  next  financial  year.  The  Commission  sub-
mits  this  carry-forward  request  to the  Council  (Article  6(1)  and 
(2)  of  the  Financial  Regulation).  A total of  22  163  893.79 u.a. 
from  the  1976  financi~L year  could  not  be  committed  by 
31  December  1976.  These  appropriations are  intended to finance 
common  measures  and  special  measures  for  which  no  commitment 
could  be  made  in  1976  although  applications  for  reimbursement 
were  submitted.  In  their  case,  the  Commission  could  not  take 
a  decision  by  31  December  1976  on  account  of  the provisional 
nature  of  the  application,  its  late  submission  or  the  need  to 
obtain additional  information. - 61  -
The  measures  involved  are  the  following: 
Common  measures 
Modernization  of  farms 
Guidance  and  vocational  training 
Hop  producers•  organizations 
Conversion  to beef  production 
Structures  survey  1975 
Salt  cod-fishing  industry 
Less  favoured  regions 
Cessation  of  farming 
Special  measures 
Fruit  and  vegetable  producers' 
organizations 
Slaughter  of  cows  and  non-
marketing  of  milk 
For  commitment  u.a. 
2  863  001.69 
967  015.02 
996  029.51 
11  489  287.13 
2  534  507.03 
600  000.00 
835  845.56 
15  447.71 
1  696  853.63 
165  906.51 
22  163  893.79 
5.4.6.  §~~£~!i2n_gf_!b~_fir2!_2~ee1~m~n!2rl_~o9_2m~o9ins_Q~99~!-f2r 
121Q_iii11~-Y-~2~ig1_9n9_B~gjgog!_£ya9> 
No  payment  was  made  by  31  December  1976.  The  entire amount  of 
45  M u.a.  earmarked  for  projects to  reconstruct  and  improve  the 
agricultural potential of the  Friuli  disaster area  was  auto-
matically  carried over  to the  1977  financial  year. 
5.5.  Contributions 
Appropriations  committed  between  1964  and  1971  are  covered by  contri-
butions  by  the Member  States  calcul~ted on  the  basis of  specific  cost-
sharing  formulae.  By  previous  agreement  these  contributions are only 
called for  as  and  when  required. 
On  31  December  1975,  total expenditure by  the  Guidance  Section for  the 
years  from  1964  to ·1971  w~s 683  290  879.88  u.a~, and  Member  States 
contributions totalled 725  241  694.62 u.a.  The  breakdown  of  contri-
butions  by  Member  States  i"s  as  follows: - 62  -
Germany  224.686. 524 t 55  u.a. 
Belgium  58. 580. 4 51 '7  0  u.a. 
France  224.703.714,35  u.a. 
Italy  152. 536.443' 24  u.a. 
Luxembourg  1. ,502.058,34  u.a. 
Netherlands  63.232.502,44  u.~. 
It  is  recalled that  expenditure by  the  Guidance 
Section  is  covered by  the  new  system  of  resources  and 
contributions applied to the entire budget  as  from 
the  1972  appropriations. - 63  -
T I  T L E  I  I  I 
VERIFICATIONS  AND  IRREGULARITIES 
6.  VERIFICATIONS 
6.1.  Characteristics 
It  is  recalled that  Member  States are  responsible  for  putting 
into  effect  Community  rules and  that  they  keep  the  accounts  and 
detailed supporting  evidence  relating  to  most  EAGGF  expenditure. 
For  this  reason  the  inspection visits that  the  Commission  has 
made  an  effort  to  continue  and  deve~op in  1976  are of particular 
importance. 
In  this  connection  the  Commission  staff  have  organized various 
control  mechanisms  for  EAGGF  expenditure,  initiated either  by  the 
authorizing  department  (EAGGF  Directorate of  the  Directorate-
General  for  Agriculture)  or  by  the  Financial  Controller,  both  of 
whom  jointly carry out  the  controls. 
6.2.  Guarantee  Section 
a)  The  authorizing  department  is  responsible  for  the  docu-
m~ntary verifications and  inspection  visits pursuant  to 
Article  9 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70~  The  purposes 
of  such  inspection  are: 
- to  prepare  Commission  decisions  on  the  clearance of 
accounts,  constituting  acknowledgement  of  the eligibility 
of  expenditure by  Member  States for  funding  by  the  EAGGF 
Guarantee  Section; 
- to  make  s~re that  Member  States are  correctly applying 
provisions  under  the  common  markets  and  prices policy 
which  have  financial  implications. 
Because  of  the  magnitude  and  the  diversity of  expenditure 
, by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  and  the  multiplicity of 
national  d~pa~tm~nts  ~hich take part  in  various  capacities 
in the  payment  process,  these  verifications must  be  of  a 
systematic kind. - 64  -
The  methods  used  by  the  authorizing  department  entail 
verifications either  by  random  sampling  of the  expendi-
ture  declared by  Member  States  with  a  view  to the 
clearance of  accounts, or by  probing  into one  operation 
or one  specific  irregularity in one  or  more  Member 
States. 
b)  Selective  controls  relate to subjects of  a  general  type 
concerning  one  or  more  agricultural  sectors  and  are  carried 
out  on  the  responsibility of the  Financial  Controller, 
again  pursuant  to Article  9  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70. 
These  controls  are  designed to detect  general  defects  in 
the  application or  the  interpretation -notably from  a  con-
trol  point  of  view  - of  Community  agricultural  rules. 
They  lead to  remarks  in  respect  of the  implementation  of 
these  rules and/or  recommendations  relative to the  improve-
ment  of  the  control  measures  foreseen.  Where  appropriate 
they  give  rise to  recommendations  for  the  clearance of 
accounts  and  can  also  uncover  irregularities. 
6.2.2.  In~e~£!lQO_Yi~i!~_iO_£QOO~£!iQO_~i!b_!b~-~00~21_£1~2£~0£~-2f 
.§!£.£Q~D!~ 
a)  Inspection visits  in  connection  with  accounts  between 
1967/68  and  1970 
Visits  begun  in May  1975  were  completed  at  the  end.of  May 
'  \ 
1976,  the  last visit taking  place  in  Italy.  The  EAGGF  staff 
spent  a  total of  150  inspection  days,  of  which  32  were  in 
1976.  Including  the participation of  staff of  the  Commission's 
financial  control  and  of the Audit  Board  of the  European 
Communities  C12  days)  and  external  control  staff  (14  days), 
inspection visit.s  accounted  for  150  working  days. 
Although  inspection  covered  four  periods,  the  limited number 
of  inspection days  is accounted for  by  the  short  time  avail-
able  and  the  fact  that  inspection  concentrated on  accountancy 
as~ects.  In  view  of the  time  that  has  elapsed  since the 
operations  systematic  examination of  the  supporting  documents 
would  have  been  extremely difficult  and  could  not  have  been 
undertaken  excepf  iri  case of  nece~sity (doubtful  cases  and 
errors). - 65  -
b)  Verification of  the  a~counts for  1973 
Inspection visits undertaken  for  the first  time  in  the  nine  Member 
States began  in  1976  and  will  continue  in  1977.  Nine  inspection 
visits  (out  of  an  estimated total  of  20  needed  in  respect  of  1973) 
were  carried out  in  1976.  They  represent  212  inspection  days  (of 
which  195  days  by  EAGGF  and  17  days  by  Financial  Control). 
The  fact  that  mQre  inspection  time  is  required than  was  originally 
estimated  and  that  the number  of  inspections  has  had  to be  increased 
is due  to  the difficulties encountered necessitating further  visits 
to  four  Member  States to  check  documents  that  were  not  available 
at  the time  of  the first visit, or  to  check  over  the  corrections 
requested. 
Many  of  the problems  encountered  in  the  course  of  inspection  were 
due  to differences  in  the  systems  and  procedures  used  by  paying 
departments  in  the  Member  States  for  the  administration  and  control 
of  expenditure.  Examination  of  internal  controls,  which  are 
frequently  based  on  well-established national practice,  showed  in 
certain  instances  that: 
- more  thorough  verific~tion is  required to  make  sure that  expendi-
ture  is justified anr:  that  Community  rules are correctly  interpreted; 
- it  is  not  possible to  check  that  the  supporting  documents  tally 
with  declared expenditure,  either because  they  are  not  kept  by 
the  paying  departments  or  because  they  cannot  easily be  found  at 
the  time  of  the  inspection visit; 
- administrative practices are  not  in  accord  with  financial  or  mar-
ket  regulations,  for  example,  the  need  to  keep  separate  accounts 
for  EAGGF  expenditure,  the  designation  of  products  according  to 
the  nomenclatu~e of  the  common  organization of  markets. 
The  procedural  changes  or  amplifications needed  to deal  with  certain 
of these problems  were  impeded  by  the  late verification of  accounts 
by  the  Guarantee  Section;  but  it is  important  that  they  should  be 
put  in  hand  in  order  to facilitate the  clearance of  accounts  in 
future  years. - 66  -
The  Commission  staff  (Directorate-General  for  Agriculture)  spent 
70  working  days  carrying  out  controls of other  kinds.  The  time 
was  divided  as  follows: 
20  days  were  spent  examining  second  category expenditure.  This 
entailed checking  the  costs of  intervention  in different  sectors, 
such  as  milk-products,  tobacco, olive oil, etc. 
The  fixing  of  standard  amounts  callsc for  prior detailed exami-
nation of the  components  of the expenditure actually incurred by 
the Member  States  in  respect  of operations  concerning  entry, 
storage, processing  (where  appropriate)  and  removal  (see  1.2.2., 
p.  7). 
- 10  days  were  spent  with  the departments  concerned of  a  Member 
State  ..  checking  a  complaint  by  the national  authorities  regard-
ing  the presence of  KN03  (Potassium nitrate)  in  skimmed  milk 
powder  imported  from  other Member  States.  This  complaint  held 
up  imports  of the product  and  Led  to  the  return of  several  con-
signments  at  the time  of  clearance through  customs  stage. 
The  examination  in question  revealed,  among  other things,  that 
frauds  detrimental  to  EAGGF  were  possible  in  connection  with 
skimmed  milk  powder  bought  in  for  intervention. 
- 3~ days  were  spent  on  a  detailed  investigation of  certain 
irregularities detrimental  to  EAGGF  notified under  Articles 3, 
4  and  5 o!  Regulation  No  283/72. 
The  most  typical  of the  cases  recorded  will  be  included  in the 
"Compendium  of  irregularities" prepared by  the  Commission  staff 
for  the  informaticin  of officials responsible  for  making  investi-
gafions  in the Member  States  (see  7.1.1., p.  73). - 67  -
- 4 days  to  check  the  correct  application of monetary  compensatgry 
amounts  in  trade  between  two  Member  States. 
6.2.4.  ~~i~£1iY~_£QO!rQ1§ 
In  1976  a  total  of  145  days  were  spent  on  this  work  (110  by 
Financial  Control  and  35  by  the  Directorate-General  for  Agriculture). 
a)  Differentiated  refunds 
Regulation  ( EEC)  No  192/75  of  1.7  January  1975  laying  down 
detailed rules  for  the-application of export  refunds  in  respect 
of  agricultural  products  contains  restrictions on  the  granting 
of  the  refund  where  this  is  varied according  to the  destination 
of  the product. 
As  difficulties arose  in  applying  these  measures  in  some  Member 
States,  certain amendments  were  made  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2818/75  of  30  October  1975(1)  relaxing the provisions  as  to the 
proof  of  arrival  at  destination to be  furnished  by  the operators. 
To  check  the  uniform  application  of the  new  system  the  Commission 
staff made  a  number  of selective  controls over  71  days  in eight 
Member  States. 
(1)  OJ  No  L 280  of  31.10.19'75,  p.  23 - 68  -
Member  States  were  informed  of the  results of  the  controls  and 
the  Commission  staff are  studying  ways  of  ensuring  more  uniform 
interpretation of  the  rules, and  are  considering  the  introduction 
of  a  single  form  suitable  for  providing  proof  of  export  to non-
member  countries  and  the  jntroduction of  a  provision  authorizing 
Member  States to  require  additional  proof of  import  into the 
non-member  country. 
b)  Premiums  for  beef  cattle farmers 
Regulations  (EEC)  No  464/75  of  27  February  1975  and  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  848/75  of  1  April  1975  on  granting  premiums  to producers 
of  bovine  animals  have  given  cause  for  concern,  as  certain indi-
cations  reaching  the  Commission  give ground  for  suspecting that 
irregularities have  been  committed  in this field. 
In  order  to  check  the  correct  application of  the  rules  in the 
Member  States,  the  Commi~sion staff visited the  national depart-
ments  responsible  for  payment  of  the  premium. 
These  inspection visits to all the  Member  States took  up  74  working 
days. 
Member  States  were  informed  of  the  results of  the  controls  which 
revealed  certain  weaknesses  in the past,  which  were  inherent 
the  system.  The  Commission  staff  is  taking  account  of  these 
lessons  from  the past, both  as  regards  future  legislation  and 
clearance of  accounts. 
The  reasons  for  problein-s-1n ~trade \iitfi- several  Member  States 
were  examined  by  the  departments  concerned. 
in 
the - 69-
6.3.  Guidance  section 
Since  Community  rules on  the  financing  of  expenditure 
incurred by  the  Guidance  Section  differ  from  those 
applicable  to the  Guarantee  Section,  there  are  also dif-
ferences  in  the  time  of  inspection  in  relation to payment, 
the proportion of  expenditure  financed,  and  the  conditions 
imposed  on  beneficiaries where  the  financing  of  individual 
projects  is  involved. 
These,differences  are  reflected  in the  controls  employed. 
Since  the  Guidance  Section does  not  pay  advances,  support-
ing  documents  are  checked  and  any  necessary  inspection 
visits made  before  disbursement.  Thus  the  decision  regard-
ing  expenditure  is taken  after  a  thorough  examination  of 
supporting  documents  which  reduces  the  likelihood of  expen-
diture not  being  in accordance  with  Community  regulations. 
Representatives of  Financial  Control  and  the  Audit  Board  can 
take part  in  inspection visits. 
The  Guidance  Section  reimburses  only part of  the  expenditure 
incurred  by  Member  States and  in the  case  of  individual  pro-
jects  finances only part  of  the  expenditure  incurred  by  the 
beneficiaries. 
The  conditions  imposed  on  beneficiaries of  aid granted for 
individual  projects ensures effective  control;  the  decisions 
on  aid  are  clear  and  precise  and  payment  only  takes  place 
after  thorough  scrutiny. 
With  respect  to  common  measures  and  special measures,  the 
fact  that a  substantial proportion of  the expenditure  is 
chargeable  to national  budgets  makes  for  stringent  control 
by  the  n~tional authorities. - 70  -
In  1976,  inspection visits  were  made  in  respect  of  10  projects 
2  in  Germany,  1  in  Belgium,  3  in  France,  1  in  Italy,  1  in 
Luxembourg  and  2  in the  Netherlands.  This  represents  about  2.2% 
of  the projects  completed  in  1976.  Due  to  the  increase  in  the 
number  of  applications  for  payment  which  the  EAGGF  staff  had  to 
examine  in  1976,  it was  impossible  to  carry out  more  inspection 
visits than  in  1975  when  13  were  made,  representing  2.5%  of  the 
projects  completed  in  1975. 
The  inspecti,ons  showed  that  payment  of  aid  was  justified in  all 
cases  except  for  projects  F/95/73  and  F/146/69  for  which  the 
Commission  intends  to  reduce  the  aid. 
In  1976,  inspection visits  were  made  in  connection  with  the 
following  measures: 
a)  Premiums  paid for  the  slaughter  of  cows  by  Italy between 
1972  and  1974  (Regulation  EEC/1975/69) 
Regulation  (EEC)  1975/69  was  applied  in  Italy after  a  consider-
able  Lapse  of  time  and  only  as  regards  the  premium  for  the 
slaughter of  cows.  Long  delays  arose  in  connection  with 
adoption  of the  law  and  before  appearance  of the  ministerial 
implementing  decree.  On  the other  hand,  the  "Ispettorati" 
rapidly  implemented  the  decree  so  that  the  dates  fixed  by 
Community  rules  were  strictly observed. 
Examination  of  supporting  documents  in the Milan,  Trento  and 
Balzano  regions  in  the  course  of  inspection visits  showed 
that  the  regulations  had  been  correctly  applied  at  all  stages, 
in  particula~ the  controls  carried out  by  the  Italian Government. - 71  -
The  lists of  projects  in  the three  provinces  were  examined. 
They  related to  575  farms,  representing  (1.  of  such  farms  in 
Italy.  Twenty-one  projects  were  examined  and  four  farms  were 
visited.  These  inspection visits did not  give  rise to  any 
particular  comment. 
With  respect  to  the  premium  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk,  the 
absence  of  applications  is due  to  the  fact  that there  is  a 
shortfall  in  milk  production  in  Italy and  there  are  no  farms 
primarily  concentrating  on  milk  production. 
b)  Launching  aids  for  fruit  and  vegetable  producers'  organizations 
granted  in  1975  by  Belgium  (Regulation  (EEC)  1035/72) 
For  the first  time  Belgium  submitted  an  application  for  reimburse-
ment  for  aid  granted to fruit  and  vegetable  producers'  organiza-· 
tions.  The  inspection visit  took  place at  the  Haspengouw  market 
at  St  Truiden,  the  only  organization that  received  aid  in  1975, 
which  showed  that  the  provisions~of Title  II of  Regulation 
No  1035/72  had  been  observed. 
After  checking  the  calculation  o~ the  aid  some  corrections  were 
made  without,  however,  affecting  the  amount  to  be  reimbursed  by 
the  EAGGF.  Lastly,  a  visit  of  the  installations  showed  that the 
organization  was  competitive. 
Common  measures 
In  1976,  an  inspection visit  was  made  of  the  following  measure: 
Premiums  for  the  conversion  of  dairy  herds  to  meat  production 
granted  in  1975  by  Ireland  (Regulation  EEC/1353/73).  Expenditure 
incurred  in  respect  of the  common  measure  was  inspected for  the 
first  ~ime in  Ireland. 
The  supporting  documents  from  5  counties out  of  20  were  checked  at 
random,  representing  about  7.5%  of  the total  amount  disbursed  by 
Ireland  in  1974/75.  ·six  holdi.ngs  were  visited.  No  special 
comment  arose  in  connection  with  these  inspection visits. - 72  -
7.  IRREGULARITIES 
7.1.  Implementation  of  Regulation  (EEC).  No  283/72< 1> 
7.1.1 •  .§~!}~.!:.21 
The  principal of  Community  responsibility  for  the  financial 
consequences  of  irregularities  was  laid down  in Article 8 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70  concerning  the  financing  of 
the  common  agricultural policy.  Member  States  are obliged, 
for their part,  to take the  measures  necessary  to prevent 
and  deal  with  irregularities and  to  recover  the  sums  due. 
The  base  of  Regulation  (EEC>  No  283/72  is  found  in  that 
Article;  it has  already been  described  in the  Second 
Financial  Report,  1972  (paragraph 6.1). 
The  report  presented by  the  Commission  to the  Council  in 
1975(2)  showed  that  the difficulties  involved  in the 
centralization of  data, as  required  by  Articles 3  and  5 of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  283/72,  had  been  largely  resolved. 
These  difficulties  n~vertheless still exist  and  are  over-
come  only  through  the  constant  vigilance of  the  Commission 
staff  (see 7.1.3.). 
1976  saw  a  distinct  improvement  in  co-operation  with  the 
authorities of  the  Member  States  with  regard to  the  appli-
cation  of  Articles  4  and  7 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  283/72 
(see  7.1.5,  7.1.8 and  7.1.9).  This  improvement,  for  which 
the  EAGGF  staff  has  striven,  is  in  Line  with  the  reports  of 
the  Special  Committee  of  Inquiry  which  have  shown  the  need 
for  a  stricter application of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  283/72, 
this being  the  main  Community  instrument  for  the  detection 
of  irregularities detrimental  to the  EAGGF. 
(1)  of  7.2.1972,  concerning  irregularities and  the  recovery  of  sums  wrongly 
paid  in  connection  with  the  financing  of  the  common  agricultural  policy 
and  the organization  of  an  information  system  in  this field  (OJ  No  L 36 
of  10.2.72.,  p~ 1> 
(2)  Document  COM(75)507  final  of  15.10.1975 - 73  -
As  an  aid to national departments  in this  campaign  against 
irregularities, the  EAGGF  has  under  preparation - and  nearing 
completion  - a  compendium  of  irregularities which  wilV include 
an  introductory section, a  description of  the  most  instructive 
cases  communicated  pursuant  to Articles 3  and  5 of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  283/72  and  observations  on  control  methods.  It  will 
list the officials of  the Member  St~tes and  the  Commission 
responsible  for  liaison pursuant  to Article  4 of  Regulation 
( EEC)  No  283/72.  This  compendium  will  be  regularly updated. 
The  measures  taken  and  results obtained in the  campaign  against 
irregularities gave  rise to a  communication  from  the  Commission 
to  the  Council  and  the  European  Parliament  dated 31  December  1976 
(doc.  COM(76)'704  final>. 
1.1.2.  fgmm~Di£~!i2o_Q!_!b~-1~si~1~!i~~-~o9_~9mioi~!r~!i~~-er2~i~i2D~ 
~o2~~1~2-2I-~-li~!_Q!_!b~-~~!b2ri!i~~-r~~ega~i21~-12r_!b~-er~: 
~~o!i2D-~o2_r~er~~§i2D-2!_irr~s~l~ri!i~§_18r!i£1~-~-2!_B~s~l~!ign 
~SL~§2Ll~> 
The  Member  States  have  so  far  communicated  regularly all pro-
visions  introduced since their first  communications  were  sent 
and  all new  services brought  into being  for  the prevention  and 
repression  of  irregularities.  This  information  is analysed to 
the  extent  that  staff  are  available  to do  so.  Priority must 
always  be  given  by  the  Commission  staff to  the  immediate  task  of 
preventing  irregularities.  The  information  provided  is made  use 
of  in this  context  in  dealing  with  specific problems. 
7.1.3.  B~e2r!~_ex_~~m2~r-~!~!~~-£QO£~roios_irr~s~l~ri!i~~-i8r!i£1~~-~ 
~n2_~_Q!_B~s~l~!iQa_f§2LZf> 
The  information  system  prrivided  fo~ in Articles 3  and  5  is  working 
in  a generally  satisfactory manner.  It  is  sometimes  necessary to 
remind  certain Member  States of  the  deadlines to be  met. - 74  -
The  data  received  also  tend to omit  detail~ sometimes  of  an 
elementary  type,  and  the  Commission  staff  is  obliged to  ask  for 
these details  in  order  to  be  ab~e to analyse  the  cases  reported 
for  the  information  of  national  authorities,  for  example  by 
mentioning  them  in  the  Compendium  of  lrregularities.<1> 
The  infringements  procedure  which  had  been.initiated by  the 
Commission  against  Italy  in  1973  with  regard  to failure  to  report, 
is under  discussion  between  the  Commission  and  the  Italian 
authorities  in  order  to  examine  if the  conditions  have  been  met 
to definitively file the  question. 
7.1.5.  f2~~~DiEe!i2Q_Qf_i[£~9~l2£i!i~2-~biEh_EQ~l9_beY~-i~~~9i2!~-££Q~£: 
£Y~~igo~_in_g1b£r_~~m££c_~tst~§_so9_og~_frsY9Yl£o!_Q£s£!i££§ 
S.~r!i£!!L!t  > 
This  form  of  co-operation  between  national  services  and  with  the 
(1) 
Commission  has  been  much  strengthened. 
Rapid  reciprocation  of  information  through  the  use  of  the  List  of 
officials to  be  contacted  contained  in  the  "Compendium  of 
Irregularities"  is now  standard practice  and  plays  its part  in 
protecting  the  financial  resources  of  the  EAGGF. 
In  1976  the  following  new  cases  were  notified.  Some  gave  rise  sub-
sequently  to  reports  pursuant  to  Article  3  inasmuch  as  they  had 
been  the  subject  of  preliminary  administrative or  judicial 
investigations. 
Beef  and  veal 
- beef  in transit  outside  the  Community  in  a  sealed  container.  An 
empty  unsealed  container  was  substituted for  the first  and  the 
meat  was  released on  the  Community  market  with  stolen veterinary 
stamps; 
- change  of  destination of  frozen  intervention  beef  after obtain-
ing  refunds  for  the  original destination.  Probable  return to 
the  Community  for  subsequent  re-exportation. 
(1)  Member  States  were  also  requested  to  communicate  attempted  irregu-
larities, even  if detection  by  the  national  authorities of  the  Member 
States  had  prevented  the  loss  of  Community  funds. - 75  -
- false  declaration of  destination to avoid  payment  of  the monetary  com-
pensatory  amounts; 
- non-payment  of monetary  compensatory  amounts  to  the  intervention  agency  -
exporter disappeared; 
and  as  in previous years: -use of  false or  stolen official  stamps; 
- false declarations of  weight  and  quality; 
- forged  health  certificates; 
-forged import  licences. 
Cereals 
- Abnormal deflections of  trade  in  a  Member  State  in  durum  wheat  imported 
from  non-member  countries  and  previously  put  into  free  circulation  in 
another  Member  State.  Possible  incidence on  intervention expenditure. 
Milk  and  milk-products 
-Suspected  addition  of  powdered  whey  to  skimmed  milk  powder  intended for 
animal  feed or  for  intervention. 
- Butter  on  the  free  market  used  instead of  intervention  butter for  pro-
cessing  into  butteroi l  in  connection  with  food  ai'd. 
Fruit  and  vegetables 
Preserves exported by  one  Member  State  and  imported  by  another  Member  State 
after  repackaging  in  a  non-member  country  where  the  customs  formalities  for 
free  circulation were  not  completed.  Danger  of  undue  refunds  being  granted. 
Fisheries 
Sale  in excess  of the  withdrawal  price in  one  Member  State of  fish  origi-
nating  in  another  Member  State. 
Beef  and  veal,  pigmeat  and  cereals  sectors 
Several  legal  export  operations  between  two  Member  States  followed  by 
illegal  reimportation  in order  to  avoid  monetary  compensatory  amounts  (see 
7.2.2.). - 76  -
7.1.6.  l~i!i~!i2~-2f-~9~iQi~!r~!iY~_in9~iri~~-~!_!h~-!~9~~~!-21~!b~ 
~2~~i§§ign_i~r!i£l~_§) 
The  Commission  staff  have  continued to use  the  "Pre-6"  procedure 
whereby  information  is obtained  from  the  Member  States  about  sus-
pected  irregularities or  attempted  fraud  before  a  formal  inquiry 
under  Article  6  is  initiated. 
This  preliminary procedure  has  been  used  in  the  following  cases: 
tobacco- declared  as  a  variety for  which  premiums  were  higher 
than  for  the  actual  quality; matter  settled;  identical  financial 
arrangements  for  both  varieties. 
- cereals 
•  "Triangular"  trade  in  fodder  bar•ley  between  two  Member  States of 
the original  Community  and  a  new  Member  State;  matter  settled  and 
closed  following  inquiries  carried out  by  the  Member  States  con-
cerned  at  the  request  of  the  EAGGF • 
•  Exportation  from  one  Member  State  to  another.  Statistics  which 
did  not  tally for  the  same  period;  matter  settled:  different 
accounting  system. 
- frozen  meat  damaged  in  cold  storage  plants;  matter  settled:  false 
allegation. 
Still to  be  settled: 
-premiums  for  slaughtering  heifers; 
- a  suspected  irregular-ity  in  the  wine  sector; 
-milk  and  milk-products  sector:  butter exports  attracting  consumer 
subsidies. 
The  EAGGF  Irregularities  Group  set  up  under  Article  7 of  Regulation 
EEC  No  283/72  met  four  times.  As  in  1975  the  analysis  of  cases  com-
municated  under  Articles  3  and  5 of  Regulation  No  283/72  was 
accompanied  by  study  of  special  problems  such  as: 
- operations detrimental  to the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  through  abuse 
of  Community  rules  and  the question  of  developing  at  Community  Level 
the  concept  of  the  abLISe  of  law; - 77-
-draft  Council  directive  relating to  control  by  the Member  States of 
operations  financed  by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  (see  7.2.4). 
-work  on  the  compendium  of  irregularities;  (see  7.1.1). 
- loopholes  in  Community  rules prejudicial to  EAGGF  interests 
(Article  7(4)  of  Regulation  No  283);  (see  7.1.9). 
- training  at  Community  and  national  levels of national officials 
responsible  for  monitoring  expenditure  financed  by  the  EAGGF 
(see  7.1.8). 
- danger  of  irregularities through  the  addition  of  powdered  whey  to 
skimmed  milk  powder  offered for  intervention. 
7.1.8.  E2~~~~i!~-~~~§Y.C~§_r~l~!i~s_!Q_!b~_!r~ioios_Qf_E~§§f_io§e~£!2r§ 
i8r!i£l~_liJ> 
The  first  two  reports  of  the  Special  Committee  of  Inquiry  suggested 
several  Community  measures  to provide better  information  and  training 
of  national  inspectors  responsible  for  checking  operations  financed 
by  the  EAGGF.  The  Council  Resolution  of  16  December  1975  stressed 
the  need  for  this  action,  the principle of  which  had  already  been 
approved  by  the  Commission  on  5 March  1975.  Article  315  "Training 
of  national  officials  responsible  for  monitoring  EAGGF  expenditure" 
was  added  to  Chapter  31  of the  General  Budget  of  the  European 
Communities  in  1976. 
On  25  and  26  November  1976,  the  DG  for  Agriculture organized  a  seminar 
on  the  campaign  against  fraud  and  fraudulent  declarations  in  the  wine 
sector.  It  was  attended  by  officials responsible  for  inspection  in 
that  sector.  The  meeting  highlighted the  need  for  closer  co-operation 
between  the  special  fraud  prevention  services  in this sector. 
On  15  and  16  December  1976  a  study  seminar  was  organized  by  the  DG 
for  Financial  Control  and  the  DG  for  Agriculture  for  national officials 
responsible  for  planning  and  supervising  scrutiny  functions  at  national 
Level.  Among  the  subjects to  be  studied  at  forthcoming  seminars  it 
was  decided to give priority to "documentary  proof  in agricultural 
trade". - 78  -
In  addition to the measures  currently applied  with  a  view  to 
the  improvement  of  Community  agricultural  rules,  Regulation 
No  283/72  makes  provision  for the  reporting  of  loopholes. 
In  connection  with  Article 7(4),  two  loopholes  were  notified 
in  1976,  namely: 
- a  loophole  in the  provisions  relating to the  advanced  fixing 
of  the  levy  applicable  to exports  of  certain agricultural 
products;  it  was  closed by  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3186/76 
of  22  December  1976(1) 
- a  Loophole  concerning  the  non-collection of  monetary  compensatory 
amounts  on  table  wine  which,  throu~h carbon  dioxide  being  added 
to them  and  then  removed  from  them,  could  be  used  for  circular 
trade  between  two  Member  States.  This  loophole  was  closed  by 
(2)  Regulation  (EEC)  No  397/77 of  25  February  1977  • 
7.2.  Irregularities relating to  the  Guarantee  Section 
~ 
7.2.1.  1976 
Most  cases  occurred  in  the  beef  and  veal  sector  followed  by  the 
cereals  sector.  r 
Of  the  258  cases  communicated,  of  which  148  relating  to Monetary 
Compensatory  Amounts,  136  concerned  beef  and  veal, mostly  in 
connection  with  compensatory  amounts,  81  cereals,  16  pigmeat, 
15  milk  and  milk-products,  3  eggs  and  poultrymeat,  2  sugar,  2 
non-Annex  II products  and  1  fruit  and  vegetables.  Certain  cases 
also  involved  monetary  or  accession  compensatory  amounts. 
1.2.2.  5~QQ£!_r~f~o9~~so9_~QIDQ~O~~!QIY-sm2~D!~ 
The  majority of  the  fraudulent  practices  found  in·this field  con-
sisted, as  in past  years, of false declarations as  to  the  desti-
nation,  the nature, .the quantity, the quality or  the tariff  ·. 
heading  of  the  goods. 
(1)  OJ  L  352,  30.12.1976,  p.  23 
(2)  OJ  L  54,  2q.02.1977,  p.  28 - 79  -
The  compensatory  amounts  pose  a  problem  for  the  Commission  staff  in 
view  of the  increase  in  the  number  of  irregularities  committed 
through  advantage  being  taken of  differences  in  the  rates of  exchange 
or  through  false  declarations. 
Another  method  was  to  arrange  a  meat  carrousel  between  the Member 
States  by  modifying  the  goods  in  motion  in  such  a  way  as  to  alter 
the  incidence  of  the  monetary  compensatory  amounts.  These  operations 
were  countered  by  the  adoption  of  Commission  Regulation  3092/76(1). 
Smuggling  <live  pigs  and  cattle)  across  borders  to avoid  monetary 
compensatory  amounts  was  more  serious.  The  United  Kingdom  and  Irish 
authorities  who  were  mainly  concerned  have  taken the  necessary 
measures  to deal  with  this. 
Considerable  administrative difficulties also  arise  when  a  Member 
State  applies  a  system  of  recovery  of  amounts  due  only after  the 
goods  have  passed through  customs. 
Administrative  changes  concerning  the  payment  of  compensatory  amounts 
consisted of  requiring  the  exporting  Member  State to  make  payments 
instead of  the  importing  Member  State;  introduced  in  April  1976, 
this  has  aided  the  fight  against  irregularities in  intra-community 
trade. 
As  in  the past,  the  cases  reported  in  connection  with  intervention 
expenditure  concern  mainly  the  cereals and  milk-products  sector; 
this year, they  also  concern  the  wine  sector.  No  cases  were  reported 
in the oils and  fats  sector. 
In  the  cereals sector,.· ii~egul~rities -were  detected-concerning 
carry~over payments  and  premiums  for  cereals  in  stock  (false 
declarations of  quantities). 
(1)  OJ  No  L 348,  18.12.1976,  p.  18 - 80  -
In  the milk-products  sectorr the  irregularities  consisted  above 
all of  false  declarations of quality. 
In  the  wine  sector, wines  benefiting  from  stor~ge were  sold 
as  quality wines  (seven  cases). 
More  than  ever  the quarterly reports  submitted pursuant  to 
Article 3 of  Regulation  No  283/72  show  that  the  best  means  of 
detecting irregularities  remains  the  scrutiny of the books  and 
commercial  documents  of  firms. 
Most  of  the  irregularities were  discovered through  these  con-
trols which  in  addition  enable  the  financial  scale of  certain 
irregularities to be  determined. 
On  2 August  1976,  after)discussion  by  the  EAGGF  Irregularities 
Group,  the  Commission  staff  submitted to the  Council  a  proposal 
for  a  directive  relating to  control  by  the  Member  States of 
operations  financed  by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section.  This  proposal 
was  the  subject  of  an  opinion ~f the  European  Parliament  and  the 
Economic  and  Social  Committee  and  it was  studied at  a  number  of 
.  fC  "lbd"  (1)  meet1ngs  o  ounc1  o  1es. 
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Table  17  below  show~ by  year  and  by  sector, the  cases of  irregu-
larities noted  by  the  Member  States and  the position  as to 
recovery  at  31.12.1976. 
The  increase  in the  number  of  cases  in the  last  four  years  deserves 
attention.  The  marked  increase  in  1976,  however,  is  due  to the 
Large  number  of  cases  (148)  involving  monetary  compensatory  amounts. 
Leaving  aside  the  latter  cases  the number  of  cases  reported  has 
been  increasing  steadily:  151  in  1973,  89  in  1974,  119  in  1975 
and  109  in  1975.  This  developmeht  is  probably  the  result  of  a 
more  intensive ·seeking  ~ut of  irregularities  in  the  Member  States 
and  a  stricter application of  Regulatiorl  No  283/72. 
(1)  Directive  77/435/EEC  adopted  27  June  1977  (OJ  L 172  of  12.7.1977,  p.  17) - 81  ·~ 
Table  18  also gives  a  breakdown  by  Member  State of the 
irregularities noted  by  sector or  measure  in  1976. 
Some  attempted  irregularities were  also  communicated. 
The  Commission  staff examine  them  carefully  and  include 
them  in the  "compendium  of  irregularities"  when  they 
are  of  special  interest.  It  is  highly desirable that 
these  attempted  irregularities be  communicated  more 
frequently. 
The  following  tables do  not  include  them  since  they did 
not  have  any  financial  implications. TABLE  17  - -
1971  1972 
Sectors  NO  NO  NO 
of 
Amount  in  of 
Amount  in  of  u.a.  u.a. 
ases  ases  t;.a~e 
Cereals  Rest.  1 
Int.  9  16  445  25 
Total  9  16  44'j_  ~ 
Beef  and  Rest.  4  1  349  541  veal  Int •. 
Total 
Pigmeat  Rest.  2  14  111  1 
Int. 
Total  ·2  14  111  I  1 
Milk  Rest.  4  8  216  671  1  701  400  , 
products  Int.  4  6  231  17 
I  Total  4  8 ill.  671  5  707  631  18  I  Wi:ne  Rest. 
Int. 
Total  I 
Non-Annex 
II  prod. 'Rest.  ,  1  407  2 
Sugar  Rest.  t. 
Int. 
Fats  &  o1l Int.  1 
Eggs  and  Rest.  2  3  654  1  poultry 
Deshydr. 
fodder  Int. 
trUltS  IS.  Rest.  1  2  538 
vegetable; Int. 
Total 
Total  i'lest.  8  8  234  436  7  2  054  886  8 
Int.  13  22  676  43 
Total  t.U  ?_077  562  51 
Monetary  compen 
satory amounts 
Ac~cess  ion  com-
pensatory  amo~~ 
Grand  total_  _§_  8.234  436  20  t..0((.)6t.  )1 
Of  which  recove  6  8  009  459  14  662  .991  21  1  r~d at  31/12/76 
BREAKD0\4N  BY  SECIQJLOLCASES  N!UED  BFTkiFFM  1971  H•r.  1o-,.;  -
1973  1974  1975  1976 
NO  NO  NO 
Amount  in  of  Amount  in  of  Amount  in  of  Amount in 
u.a.  Ci,lses  u.a.  u.a.  u.a.  ases  cases 
11  960  5  156  173  2  343  209  4  56  220(1 
84  000  58  429  066  65  694  850  72  1 .601  640(' 
't)  YOU  0.)  :>0)  (..)'/  or  I  U.)O  U:>'f 
,,  8.400  5  198  966  6  10  614(  ( 
1  _a  determiner  2  101  351(2  2  8  466(  ( 
2  7  8  19  080 
13  742  4  61 .582  10  ~5 081  1  6  ?44 
2  5 238  1  6  851 
13  742  4  61  582  12  60  319  I  2  13  795 
240  000  4  1  977  272  1  2 932  2  57  529( 1 
512  908  7  283  622  6  166  514  9  432  655 
752  908  11 I  2  260  894  .. 7  169  446  I  11  490_~ 
.  1  5 007  2  11  087 
8  147. 230 
1  5  007  10  158'317 
19  782  2  317.492  1  14  345  j 
I ..  ~- 2  ~  determmer 
)lj 51U  I  t.  l'>'t.  '>'16 
-11  933 I  1 
1  '5~.)  t.  5.'>'6~  16  11 t.  t.()  I 
2.744  3  255  786  5  109.482 
2  4  575 
I 
~Ul  55~  t.1  t.  '16'1  6t.l  '-'  ft.'i  Ut.t.  If  '14(.  5'14 
598  291  68  716  656  94  1  096  736  92  2  196  842 
1  3'1'1  ~2'1  8'1  .)  000  c. ((  11'1  1  ot.)  f)6  1UY  (.  .).)'1  (..)0 
3  48.057  23  710  847  148  2 798  563(6 
(4)  <5> 
1  288  432  3  10.977  9  423  030(9 
(7)  (8) 
1  . 5'1"1  {!, t.'i  "15  4  ua t66  15"1_  t.  :>4  )/$(.  t.>b  OL  Ot.Y 
571.738  53  518 .·973  70  622 .332  89  1  66.4  465 
-- ---
3 
2 
co 
N  . - 83  -
Table  17 
( 1)  One  case  also  concerns  MCA's. 
( 2)  The  amount  has  still to  be  determined  in one  case. 
(3)  The  amount  has  still to  be  determined  in three  cases. 
{4)  One  case  concerns  bee·f  and  veal, one  pigmeat  and  one  milk-
products. 
(5)  Four  cases  concern  eggs  and  poultrymeat  and  also  refunds; 
14  beef  and  veal  with  one  also  involving  ACA's;  one  case 
concerns  cereals  and  also  involves  refunds;  one  case 
concerns  non-Annex  II  products  and  three  cases  concern 
pigmeat.  The  amount  has  still to  be  determined  in  four 
cases. 
(6)  The  amount  has  still to  be  determined  in  forty  cases- 5  con-
cern  both  MCA's  and  ACA's- ten  involve  pigmeat,  four  cereals 
of  which  one  also  involves  refunds,  125  beef  and  veal  of  which 
two  also  involve  intervention,  three  eggs  and  poultrymeat, 
two  sugar,  four  milk  and  milk-products,  one  also  involving 
refunds. 
(7)  This  case  concerns  beef  and  veal. 
(8)  One  case  concerns  fruit  and  vegetables,  two  beef  and  veal  of 
which  one  also  concerns  MCA's. 
(9)  Four  cases  concern  beef  and  veal,  one  fruit  and  vegetables, 
three  pigmeat  and  one  cereals;  five  cases  concern  both  MCA's 
and  ACA's.  The  amount  has  still to  be  determined  in  five 
cases. 
(10)  One  Irish  case  does  not  relate to  a  specific  sector or  measure. TOT~ CASES 
I 
I 
KO  .. 
of  ·  Amo...,t  Recovered 
l 
case•  in u.a. 
. 
,c.,rnls  . 
tt..f.  4  56.220 
lr.t..  72  1.Eo1.6.:o  473-053 
:  'ro":..  76  1.E57 .86c  473-053 
1 BHf  and  ._;,al  Ref.  6  10.614  8.699 
!::~- 2  8.466 
'!'ot.  8  19.0~0  8.699 
Pi!)!M:.J'!  Rd.  1  6.944  6.944 
:1:~- 1  6.1151  &.::n 
':'o~-J  2  13-795  13.795 
!'!ilk products lief.,  2 I 
57-529  1.456 
!!.:.~.  9  432-655  73-519 
'rot.  11  490.1'!4  74-975 
~ I 
wine  Ref.  11.037  11.0,7 
Int.  147.230  73-015 
':"a't ..  10  1  158-317  .84.162 
Hon•MVlex  II  Ref.  2  to be 
proJi.tcts  dtoter-!flined  I 
$U';!!r" 
l  fats  and oils 
; E<;<_;s  and ooultry-
~~a'! 
. Oety~ratrd fodd<!r 
fruit  and  I  ........ ,..,J  .. ·te::s 
., Total 
Ref.  17  1.:2 -3~~ 
Int.  . '  2.u~.o.~2 
Tota-•  10  2.33~~.2;!  654.684 
J  l"'~et  ary  COr."'{.) en-
f -sa:cr f  &~C•-"'!5 
po  ...  2.  'j92.5€!  1.006.949 
A'cess~on  co~pen.- 7  423.03:  2.632 
Slt:::.ry  a-·ca.:r.ts  ...., 
t  G•and total  ~)9  ~ .5w.e~?  l.£64.465 
-
'fable ·,18  --,- . 
MPORTS  ?URSUAHT  TO  ARTIC~ES 3  ~N~ 5  OF  REGU~TION (EEC)  If  283/72 
BY  SEdOR  -. 
BREAKDOWN  IBY  i'IEMBER  STATE  Cn11111ber  of cases  a~cl <IIIIOI.<lt  in u.a.l 
,. 
BRGIUI'I  DEIII'IARK  GER!'IANY  FRANCE  IRELAND  IT~LY  . LUXEMBOURG 
3(  tow  54.420 
1 
~t'""'l"'ed  69  1.597.144  l  1.530 
1  .:,:t~"'in•d  72  1.651-54  1  1.530 
1(  3.7£?  3  1.915(2  1  to be 
1  8..¢66{1  1  determine 
1  8.466  1  3.7£')  3  1.915  2  to o" 
~et~r"if'!., 
1  6.944 
1  6.944  I 
6  364.882  ----
6  364 .ee2 
2  11.037 
7  73o075  74.155  . 
9  84.162  l  74.155 
I 
r 
l 
' 
7  "·'"  J  l.9>5(  )  l  lo"  h  2  8.4~6  82  2.035.10112 
_1!.-.!22._  _.!._  d-~F''!~_o.  1  ----2:.5_.10 
2  8.466  89  2.111.)21  2  ~t.,:,in•"  l  1.530 
4  10.658{3  4  (4) s.m  17  .;f~i3f.7\5; 
1  2.832(11  ' "'·'"'i" 1  '·'~  ...!.laJ .  .{.ll)  r-· 
s  L19.12.:(14)1  2 .832(11  91  2.119.68t•  5  48!.669  In  421.70115  1  1.530 
--- --- t-- -
1 
NETHERLANDS  UU!TED  I:X:IGDCI'i 
l  1.~00 
1  2.9a 
I 
2  4.7!6 
1  4-930  '  I 
I 
1  4-930 
I 
1  6.651  1 
1  6.a51 
2  57-529(  ) 
1  1.721  2  U.C52 
3  59-250  2  ~6-052  I 
; 
2'  ~0 b~ 
dete-~=i~ec 
!  I  I 
I 
3  62.<~55'  !  : .<::: r 
2  3.572  3  t;.c:: 
5  71.0!1  6  7.J.?~  ~ 
3  5-579:1,120  <•,'·•c-:  f 
C"-lrl~Lj 
I 
7  - 76.&.1_  12~ 2_-_432~~7_1 
00  .... 
I - 85  -
Table  18 
(1)  Some  cases  also  involve  MCA's. 
(2)  The  amount  has  still to be  determined  in  two  cases. 
(3)  Two  cases  concern  pigmeat,  two  beef  and  veal  of  which  one 
also  involves  interventions. 
(4)  One  case  concerns  the  milk-products  sector, one  case  con-
cerns  cereals  and  also  refunds  and  two  beef  and  veal  of 
which  one  also  involves  refunds. 
(5)  The  amount  has  still to be  determined  in  13  cases. 
(6)  Five  cases  concern  both  MCA's  and  ACA's. 
(7)  Three  cases  concern  pigmeat,  two  cereals  and  13  beef  and  veal. 
(8)  One  case  concerns  beef  and  veal,  one  pigmeat  and  one  milk-
products,  the  latter also  involving  intervention. 
(9)  Three  cases  concern  eggs  and  poultrymeat,  one  cereals,  two 
sugar,  two  milk  and  milk-products,  five  pigmeat  and  107  beef 
and  veal. 
(10)  The  amount  has  still to  be  determined  in  27  cases. 
(11)  This  case  concerns  beef  and  veal. 
(12)  The  amount  has  still to  be  determined  in  5  cases. 
(13)  Two  cases  concern  beef  and  veal, one  cereals, one  fruit  and 
vegetables  and  three pigmeat. 
(14)  The  amount  has  still to  be  determined  in one  case. 
(15)  One  case  does  not  relate to  a  specific sector or  measure. - 86  -
7.3.3.  1rr~g~1£ri!i~~~io_!b~-§~i9ED£~-~~f!i2n 
Irregularities  reported by  the  Member  States  under  Articles 3 
and  5 of  Regulaion  CEEC)  283/72  since  1971  relate  to  204  cases 
concerning  premiums  for  the non-marketing  of  mil~  and  milk-
products  (Regulation  EEC/1975/69),  130  cases  of  premiums  for 
conversion  to  beef production,  2  cases  concerning  premiums 
for  the  grubbing  of  fruit  trees  (Regulation  EEC/2517/69)  and 
one  case  concerning  aid for  the  modernization  of  farms 
(Directive  EEC/159/72). 
These  irregularities represent,  for  the premiums  for  the  non-
marketing  of  milk  and  milk-products  0.7%  of  the  amounts  paid 
and  0.3%  of  the beneficiaries,  for  premiums  for  conversion to 
beef  production  0.6%  of  the  amounts  paid  and  of  the beneficiaries. 
It  should  be  noted that  the  amounts  in  table  19a  (p.  87) 
represent  the  premiums  paid by  the  Member  States of  which  50% 
are  the  responsibility of  the  EAGGF  (with  the  exception  of 
Directive  (EEC)  159/72:  25%). 
7•4.  Special  Committee  of  Inquiry 
After  its terms'of  reference  had  been  extended  by  the  Commission  Decision 
of  5 March  1975  the  Special  Committee  of  Inquiry  selected the beef  and 
veal  sector  as  a  priority area  because  of  the  sharp  increase  in  expendi-
ture  financed  by  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section  in this sector  Cin  parti-
cular  through  the  introductioh of different  systems  of  premiums)  and 
the number  of  irregularities discovered.  The  report  transmitted to 
the  Council  and  the  Parliament  on  21  July  1976  (Doc.  COM(76)370  final) 
stresses the  need  for  an  improvement  in  the  Community  system  of  rules 
and  implementing  provisions  with  a  vie~ inter alia, to  solving  the 
problem  of  irregularities. 
The  Committee  then  began  work  in  the  wine  sector.  This  work  is 
scheduled  for  completion  in  the  Summer  of  1977.  Apart  from  the  time 
devoted  to  inspection visits  (see  paragraph  6.2)  the  Commission's 
staff  spent  thirty days  taking part  in  on  the  spot  visits undertaken 
by  the  Special  Committee  of  Inquiry  in  the  wine  and  beef  and  veal 
sectors,  the  results  bf  which  are  included  in the  Committee's  reports. SITUATION  OF  IRREGULARITIES  ON  1.7.1977 
· Table  19:  Communications  for  years  1971  to  1976  Cu.a.) 
Cases  registered  Recovered  Cases  closed  without  Cases  pending  Member  State  adjustment 
n"  amount  n"  amount  n"  amount  no  amount 
GERMANY  48  114.623  43  94.920  - - 6*  19.703  BELGIUM  47  128.977  21  32.800  5  11.4  75  24*  84.702 
DENMARK  14  48.087  12  40.164  - - 3*  7.923 
FRANCE  176  586.036  142  412.393  9  39.761  37*  133.882 
IRELAND  2  5.137  2  3.600  - - 1*  1.537 
NETHERLANDS  34  93.825  25  60.553  2  2.975  10*  30.297 
UNITED  KINGDOM  16  135.312  9  58.170  - - 9*  77.142 
TOTAL  337  1.111.997  254  702.600  16  54.211  I  90•  355.186 
-·-·-- I  __  L_ 
* Note:  the  cases  of partial  recovery  are  also  shown  under  "recovered"  as  well  as  under  "cases  pending". 
Table  19a:  Breakdown  of cases  of  irregularities 
Member  State  Non-marketing  Grubbing  of  Conversion of  Directive  TOT~ 
of milk  fruit  trees  beef cattle  72/159/ EEC 
rio  Amount  no  Amount  no  Amount  no  Amount  no  - Amount 
GERMANY  41  95.150  1  2. 504  6  16.969  I 
48  114.623 
BELGIUM  33  89.570  1  5.240  13  34.167  47  "128.977" 
DENMARK  - - - - 14  '  48.087  14  48.087 
FRANCE  96  350.725  - - 80  235.311  176  586.036 
IRELAND  - - - - 2  5.137  2  5.137 
NETHERLANDS  34  93.825 
..  . 
34  93.825  - - - -
UNITED  KINGOO  - - - - 15  132.440  1  2.872  16  135.312 
TOTAL  204  629.270  2  7. 744  130  472.111  1  2.872  337  ~. 111". 997 
co 
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T I  T L E  I  V 
FINANCING  OF  COMMUNITY  FOOD  AID  FOR  PRODUCTS  SUBJECT  TO  COMMON  MARKET 
ORGANIZATION 
8.  Community  food  aid  in the  form  of products  covered  by  common  market 
organizations  is financed  under  the  same  rules  as  those  applying  to 
the  Guarantee  Section of  ~he EAGGF. 
8.1.  Characteristics 
8.1.1.  !~Q1~m~D!2!i2D 
The  implementation  of the  supply  agreemehts(1)  concluded 
by  the  Community  with  the  r~cipient  countries or  agencies 
calls for  a  mobilization procedure  effected within the 
framework  of  the  common  market  organization.  This pro-
cedure  is  implemented  by  the  national  intervention  agencies 
and  is based  on  the principles of the  free  play  of  supply 
and  demand  (tendering procedure).  In  the  case  of  urgent 
deliveries  however,  private  contracts  are  a  more  efficient 
means  for  carrying  out  measures  quickly. 
8. 1 • 2  •  fiD2D.£i2L2D.SL2~99~!2.C.L2.2Q~.£!2 
Community  food  aid expenditure  is  financed  from  the  follow-
ing  appro~riations: 
a)  - chapter  92  (Community  Food  Aid)  of the budget,  which 
covers  all food  aid expenditure  with  the  exception of 
the  amounts  for  refunds, 
• 
b)  - the  Guarantee  Section  chapter  which  covers  the  amounts 
for  refunds  according  to sector  (cereals, milk  ~nd milk-
products,  sugar). 
For  the  commitment  of the  funds  required by  Member  States 
against  Chapter  92,  the  system  of monthly  advances, 
similar to that  used  for  the  Guarantee  Section,  is applied. 
8.2.  The  cash  position 
8.2.1.  ~Q~i!D.£~.§ 
·The  mohthly  advances  (ordinary  and  extraordinary)  requested 
by  the  Member  States and  subject to  Commission  decisions 
totalled 138.82  million u.a.  in .the  1976  financial  year. 
These  advances  were  the  subject of provisional  global  commit-
~ents and  the  amounts  decided  were  paid  by  the  Commission 
into special  accounts  held  by  each  Member  State  in the  name 
of the  Guarantee  Section .for financing  Community  food  aid. 
A breakdown  by  Member  State  is given  in  the  following  table: 
(1)  As  from  ~4.4.1975 these  agreements  are  concluded  in  the  form  of  an 
exchange  of  letters. - 89  -
Table  20:  Breakdown  and  utilization of  the  monthly  advances  in  1976 
Member  State  Advances  Expenditure  as  r. 
u.a.(1)  of  31.12.76  utilized 
u.a.(2) 
Belgium  29  053  629.44  26  437  940.74  91  r. 
Denmark  53  179.80  53  179.80  100  r. 
Germany  29  878  835.47  21  556  945.88  72% 
France  37  586  886.42  32  530  556.08  87  " 
Ireland  5 952  000.- 3  451  874.16  58  r. 
ItaLy  25  351  629.66  15  989  317.38  63  % 
Luxembourg  1  306  838.- 1  292  849.56  99  % 
Net her lands  8  700  804.89  9  506  607.66  100  % 
United  Kingdom  940  102.79  851  723.75  91  r. 
138  823  906.47  111  670  995.01  80% 
(1)  Including  20  638  990.97 u.a., the  balance  available  on  31.12.1975  as 
shown  in the  Financial  Report  for  1975  (page  136  Table  A II). 
(2)· Expenditure  declared  by  the Member  States. 
The  138.8  million  u.a.  of  advances  compares  with  a  total of 
184.52  million  u.a.  in  1975. 
This  decrease  is due  to: 
- delay  in  carrying  out  the  cereals programme; 
considerable  increase  in the  amounts  for  refunds,  in par-
ticular  in  respect  of milk-products; 
-the percentage  utilized dropped  from  87  to  80%  mainly  as  a 
result  of  the extraordinary  advances  decided  in  December 
1975  not  resulting  in expenditure  in the  same  month. 
Table  AI  shows  the  funds  available  on  31.12.1976.  These  funds 
broken  down  by  Member  States total  27  152  911.45  u.a.  for  the 
Community. 
8.3.  Administration  of  appropriations  and  payments 
The  following  appropriations  were  available: 
- appropriations  carried forward  from  1975  because  of delays. 
in the  implementation of  certain programmes; 
- new  appropriations  for  the  1976  Budget; 
- transfer of  appropriations  from  the  Guarantee  Section to 
Food  Aid  as  proposed  in"the  Fifth  Financial  Report.(1) 
(1)  See  Fifth  Financial  Report  paragraph 8.3.1. - 90  -
- second  supplementary  budget(1)  of  40  630  000  u.a. 
Table  21:  Total  appropriations  available  in  1976 
Cereals, milk-products 
and  sugar  conventions 
u.a. 
1975  budget  carry-over  *  64  827  597.54 
Initial  budget  for  1976  205  600  000.00 
Second  supplementary  budget  40  630  000.00 
Transfers  from  the  Guarantee 
Section  42  400  000.00 
TOTAL  353  457  597.54 
*with  the exception  of  1  million  u.a.  from- 9240. 
8.3.2.  E~.k:!!!~.!J!~ 
a)  Table  A2  shows  expenditure  declared by  the  Member  States 
and  effected  in  the  course  of the  financial  year -against 
the  advances  granted. 
The  charging  of  these  amounts  in  the  course  of  the financial 
year  in  no  way  prejudges  the  final  accounts,  as  approved  by 
the  Co~miision in  clearing the  accounts. 
See  TABLE  A2  (Expenditure  declared) 
The  differences  between  the  advances  decided  and  expenditure 
constitute the  balances available  on  31  December  1976  which 
the  Member  States  may  use  for  their expenditure  in  1977. 
b)  Direct  payments 
Apart  from  advances  paid to the  intervention  agencies  of  the 
Member  States the  Commission  made  various direct  payments 
to  certain recipient  countries or  agencies  by  way  of 
financial  contributions for  the  forwarding  and  distribution 
of  food  products  supplied  as gifts.  The  total  amount  of 
these direct  paymehts  was  4  206  470.88 u.a.  The  following 
table  shows  the  breakdown  of this  amount  by  recipient 
country. 
Beneficiary  countries  Amounts  in  u.a.  Amount  in  relevant 
currencies  . .  ... 
Upper  Volta  40  884.45  11  354  000  CFAF 
Mali  .  639  441.37  355  157  861  MF 
Mauritania  1  347  800.00  7  485  937.28  FF 
w.  F.  p.  2  159  703.00  2  735  628.75  us  s 
U.N.R.W.A.  18  642.06  932  103  Bfrs 
(1)  ~J L 322,  22  November  1976 - 91  -
The  appropriations  which  were~committed in  1976  but  did 
not  result  in  payments  by  the  Member  States  were  auto-
. matically  carried  forward  to  1977. 
The  amount  involved  was  172.15 million  u.a.  of  which 
145  million  u.a.  had  been  committed  under  Article  40 
of  the  Financial  Regulation  and  27.15  million  u.a.  in 
accordance  with  Article  111  of  the  same  Regulatior. 
The  amount  committed  under  Article  40  (145  million  u.a.) 
was  based on  the  estimated cost  of  food  aid  measu~es in 
respect  of  which  official exchanges  of  letters  with  a 
view  to  arranging  supplies  have  already  taken place 
between  the  EEC  and  the  beneficiary  countries.  These 
exchanges  of  letters constitute the  legal  basis and  the 
operative event  for  the  advance  commitment  of  expendi-
ture against  the  budget. 
The  sum  of  27.15  million  u.a.  is  the  difference between 
the  advances  granted to  the  Member  States during  1976  and 
the expenditure declared for  the  same  period. 
In  addition  the  Council  will  be  asked to  approve  a  carry-
fior-ward  of  the  appropriations  not  committed  at  31  December 
1976  (17.15  million  u.a.). 
Unused  appropriations totalling  49.09 million  u.a.  were 
cancelled. 
8.4.  Closure  of  the  accounts 
Each  food  aid  measure  is  the  subject  of  a  statement  of expendi-
ture prepared  by  the  intervention  agency  concerned  in  accordance 
with  the  procedures  laid down  by  the  Financial  Regulations. 
On  receipt  this document  is  thoroughly  checked  against  the  infor-
mation  in the  possession  of  the  Commission,  in particular  inter-
vention  prices,  tender prices,  amounts  of  refunds,  Community 
rules and  supply  agreements. 
This  scrutiny  is then  followed  by  inspection visits to the paying 
agencies.  Twenty-six  days  were  spent  on  such  visits. 
The  development  and  diversification of  food  aid  measures  meant 
increased  work  for  the  Commission  Staff  with  the  result  that  the 
clearance  of  accounts  has  proceeded  at  a  slower  pace. 
Priority  was  given  to the  1974  accounts  amounting  to  about 
105.5  million  u.a.;  they  should  be  ready  for  Commission  decision 
towards  the  end  of  1977. 
The  Commission  has  received  requests  from  the Member  States  con-
cerning  the  1975  accounts  and  it should  be  possible  to  commence 
verification  in  1977. ...  92  -
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32.2  26.7  32.4  ?8.- 46,6  22.- 18.- 40.- 28.-
26.9  29.6  24 .B  20.9  35.3  31.4  32.2  4 7.6  28.6 
24 ••  37,2  31,9  32.2  25,9  17.2  24.6  47-5  28.1 
2.9  -7.6  -7.1  -11.3  9.4  14.2  7,6  0·1  Q.5  -
31.- 34,- 36,5  42.- 40.- 47.- 40.5  58.- 36,-
26.6  32.1  29.8  36.5  32,- 41.- 42.5  55.8  32.7 
28.5  38,8  35.3  44.5  38.- 39.- 44.7  55.2  36,-. 
-1,9  -6.7  "5.5  -B.- -6.- 2.- -2.2  0.6  -3,3 
81.6  75.- 61.8  60.- 62.- 88.7  55.3  152.- 71.5 
97.4  107,- 88.9  82,5  79.3  105,9  82.1  160,9  92.9 
65.1.  79,9  66,14  65.2  62.1  79.1  73.1  160.9  73.3 
32.- 27.1  22.5  17.3  17.2  26,8  8.9  P.~l.  19.6  ----------
97.- 100,  ..  127  ...  96,- 15 2.- 90.- 77.- 173.- 115,4 
132,3  124.7  123,7  102.8  159.2  157.8  136.- 223.2  149.6 
107,6  128,- 116.9  95.6  91 ·'·  98.8  85.8  222.7  117,4 
21., 1  .. 3.3  6.8  7.2  67.8  59.- 50.2  0.5  32.2 
·-------!----f.--
1? .- 32.- 27.- 24.- 24.- 14.- 24  -~  24.- 21.-
-15.6  0.5  6.8  12.1  20.9  10.6  19.3  12.3  1 .B 
15.9  20.7  18.7  15.2  24.3  15.3  31.- 11.6  18.8 
-31.5  •20 .2  ·11.9  -3.1  -3.4  -4.7  -11.7  0,7  -17.-
----
96.- 120.- 160,- 81.5  so.- 96.- 1CO,- 100,- 98.8 
116.7  131.6  24 7,5  207.4  161,6  153.5  155.4  142.2  134.3 
105.1  ...  1  121,6  95.8  104,1  100.1  11, .2  '2  .4  87.8 
11.6  87.5  125.9  1, 1.6  57 .s  53.4  42,2  99.8  '·6. s 
1---
0.51  0.38  0,30  1.20  0.  2~  o. 34  1, 32  2 .3(  o.6 a 
o. 53  0.34  0,33  1 .28  1. 2t  0.27  0.28  2.34  0.  7 4 
0.57  0.31  o. 25  0. 2i'  1. 3.  1 .31  0.24  2.25  0.6 7 
-0.04  0.03  0 106  1.01  -o.o  -1.04  O.C4  0,09  0.0 7  --------·--------
33.5  69,- 75,c  75.- 70.2  57.- 33.5  115.- 61.7 
43.4  57.- 70.9  81,1  88.- 80.6  49,8  87.2  64,-
55.4  61.1  64.8  63.3  64.4  64.3  77,6  87.- 63.1 
·12.- -4,1  6.1  17  .B  23.6  16,3  -27.8  0.2  0. 9 
23,- 80.- 52,- 31.5  28.- 1 a.- 23.- 54.- 39,2 
40.9  65.8  57.9  so.- 44.8  32.3  25 .3  42.2  50.6 
55.1  59.9  39,4  33.2  30.5  30.- 37.1  38.- 39.-
.-14 .2  5.9  18,5  16.8  14.3  2.3  .-11,8  4,2  11.6 
411 .a  537.1  572.- 439.2  4 73.1  433 ...  372.6  718.3  4 72,3 
469.2  548,7  650.7  594,6  62?.5  613.4  540,9  773.7  555.3 
457.6  1,70,- 1,95.3  445.2  41.2. 1  ..  5.1  485.5  667.5  464.2 
11,6  78,7  151.4  11o9.4  180.4  168,3  55.4  106,2  91.1 
The  balances  remaining  avallable  at  the  end  of  the  month  represent  th~ 
dHference  between  the  a111ount  available ~.,inninn  of  each  lllOnth 
and  the  e.'<penditure .declared  for  that  month  to. the  C.of'lr.'llssion,  without 
taking  into  account  sums  paid  after  the  20th  of  the  month  in  re:soett  of 
the  following  month. 
lhis procedure  el'\plains  why  negative  balances  are  shown  at  the  end  of  the 
month  for  certatn  Member  States. 
I 
I 
I I  t  e  m  I  Belgiu~:~  Denmark 
CEREALS  64.367  7.5I3 
REFUNDS  5!.468  5-414 
Re fund5  4<;'.076  5-4!4 
Coc~unity food  aid 1976  I.280 
Cor.-."'!t.mity  food  aid under  pr~ced. prog.  I.II2 
INT£JtVENTION  I2 .8?9  I  2.099 
Pre."''iv~s  for  t~e incorpor::tion of 
; 
I 
'oihe<Jt  in  ani~at feed 
Product ion  ref  ends  for potato starch  ' 
0.583 
-
Other  production  refunds  4.6II 
A. i d  for  Ouru~:a  wheat 
Carry-over payoents  I 
Put>tl c  storage  6.452  I.5I6 
"l 
Special  intervention eeasures  t 
1.836 
Other  intervention 
R!CE  .  0,105  o:ooA 
P.EFt;NDS  O,IY-!7  0.008 
Refunds  0,027  O,ooA 
Cor.'l~n  ~Reasure  food  a;d  1976 
co~!"'.on  ~teasure food  aid preced  .. 
oerio(!s 
lnT.RVENTION  0,078 
----~~--------- ---- ~ 
A!lmX·· 0  !II 
h)?enditure  chareyd for the  financial ...,ar !976 
Germany  France  Irelaru:f  Italy 
!3!.1155  200,919  3.36'l  M.~A7 
43.:!81  223.793  3.337  1 26.r?a 
42 .2?8  222 .OI7  3. 337  2?,;1!2 
0.787  3-7~6 
I 
0.()96  I.776 
88.674  I 
67.  !26  I 
O,O}I  j.~ .1!~9 
- 0,022  '  I 
1.756  ! 1.395  '  0.03! 
8.689  9.t03  7,7!4 
!6,205  98.201 
- O.Q5I  O.OIO 
77.333  30.362  67, 73I 
0.969  9.!I3 
0.:!4/)  0,265 
0,052  0.03~  26.~03 
0,04I  0.033  26.~ 
0.041.  o.on  24.463 
I  0.076 
1.469 
O,OI!  I  0.195 
luxembourg  Netherlands 
0.07:'  )!!.  777 
19.!)1 
!9,  I"  A  . 
0.033 
- 0.006 
0.079  I !9.626 
I 
6,746  . 
5-304 
0,070  5-7C9 
0.009  r.e67 
o.s~ 
0,4P.O 
O.t,PO 
0.02$' 
)( 
united 
Kingdor.: 
a.n1 
A.4~4 
8.454 
- 0.<'43 
-0,024 
- 0.019 
0.007 
1- o,cq 
0,007 
I 
EEC  Total 
fc<> ,P76 
!RC.c?f. 
]72,0f2 
5·"06 
2.971' 
22~  .. c~.n 
o.o~6 
I0.5ll 
)6.102 
1!4.406 
- 0.041 
5~-7!I 
.  !3~  7?~ 
o.sn 
26.?02 
26.5~0 
2S.C45 
0,076 
1.46<;> 
o;312 
"'  .... I  t  e  "' 
~I~l(/.~!LI<  ?RO)UCTS 
REFU~DS 
Re-funds 
co~'lOil  neasures  food  aid  1976 
Cooo:-.on  measures  food  a~d ur.Cer 
preceding  prograM  .  .,es 
~  INT~RVE'lT!C~USn~··1'0  ~ILK 
J  Aid  sld::H"led  r.d lk.  powder  - ani mat  '!ee 
r  A~d  U~u~d r.nlk- anime:t  iee1 
j  Ai~  ~;.;~~~"'erJ  l!litk  processeJ  into 
ru=:l.~c  :5-lf.)!'".a~;e  aild  speciat disposal. 
~easur~s 
fo.Jd  aid  fro~ public  stocks cf 
slcir-:-:eC  ::dtJ.:  powd'!r 
Ot ~er  i~t~r·11-ent ic!"'l: 
!~iiE:!''.fE~~T!:)."i/8U!T£R  AND  CREA:'"! 
?r"iva":r.!  stc;a:;'! 
P'ubt-ic  st~ra-;e  ar.d  ~pedal dlsposat 
~easures 
5pec i a l  r.:ea sures  for  absorbing  ~ur­
o lus~s of butt.?r  1a~:; 
Fcod  aid  - pubt i c  stocks of butter 
Other  intervention 
INTEOVEUTIO~~/OiHER M1L!(  PRODUCTS 
Storage of  chi!ese 
Other  intervention 
L~  c.rrr (cont'd) 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  Franct  Ir-:land  Italy  luxtmbourg  I  Netherlands  ~nited  Kingdom  EEC  Total 
I75,067  I?6.8?I  47I.33I  i 
562.661.  87.5!6  5!,037  I 
7.247  417 .5!2  !02.225  2  OSI.t?O 
89 ,26!  ()2.357  51l.r6:.  I 
rs6. 728  53-~-4!  !3.469  2.1.21  2I3.~99  :8,072  I 
€97 .4!I_ 
:I 
64.834  92.357  35.984  I30.6I2 
i 
46,669  !3.469  0,30!  198.344  J7,222 I '::: I 
I  6.534  5-827  2.969  0.~0  14.079 
I  t 
!7.893  I6,352  23.!4?  6.772 
I 
!,480  1.076  o.~so  . 
f 
7!.III  ' 
80.729  329.657  j  35I.920  T  25.44::?  -,  57.29~  I 
3.6'63  IBO.~B4  42 .CQ~  j  I  ,t2.  6?  I 
' 
I2 .56I  I 
i.578  i  9I  .. :,85  I82 .455  I  9,439  I  66.354  I  0.262  I  84 .S:!<: 
I 
d63."?0  i  ! 
9.II9  I  I  I  I  I  I  I£.933  54.276  59. I46  2. !46  C·,?,l4 
I  0.238 
! 
0.6:)7  r::.:' .225  I 
I  I  l 
I  I  I 
' 
4-905 
~.456  !  24-595  25~006  I  n.e.n  i 
I  . 24.437  !  2.53I  I  e9,e42  ;  f  I 
1  2,C.4I  I 
"'·'"  '  ' 
•  I  ""·~'  I  '  .  '  I  - I  T7,4-
9 
,___  I  l  !  ____L_  _  _____,  ' 
"·"'  .  . .  _L._  :  - I  '·"'  I  I 
~~--- 8,63}  i  I  0.059.  I  --.  50.725  1  ' 
L 
I  ~~~  83.502  !  I  0,.!5?1'  I  0,902  - ,  _  ___  - 4-279  1  . 
--r  3.8!5  I  I  I  0.202 
.  6  !4'  !  76.  7f'.')  4  •  •  I  8,!76  I 
- 0,305  f 
9.056  3.!63  7!,02!  25.364  449 .C55 
3.305 
0,338 
3.4Ij 
I 
I  I  I  23.029  I 
42.!50  227.  "cC2 
5,340  3.961  20.C'?? 
I·  I7.639  6,46o  I£.1.294 
3!.  729  43.309 
I 
3.231  I  ,.  19.730  I  I  I 
I- t6.490 
' 
3,231  .  I  I  1- 16.4?0 
I 
- 19.730 
I 
"'  ... I  t  e  11 
OILS  ANO  FATS 
RcfUI;OS/OL IVE  OIL 
INTERVENTION/OLIVE  OIL 
Production  aid 
Storage 
Other"  intervention 
REFUNDS/OIL  SEEDS 
WTERVENTION/OIL  SEEDS 
I 
Production  aiC 
Storage 
.  Other  intervention 
t_  !NTERVE~TlON/COTTON SEED 
I~ 
REFUNDS/SUGAR 
Refunds 
Refunds  Co"'"'unity  food  aid 1976 
I  Refunds  Com!!!Unity  food  aid under 
· preteding  prograr.~Mes 
l'HERVENT! ON/ SUGAP. 
Oenaturing  prer.~iums 
Rt:1V'lds  cl'le"mical  industry 
ReimOurSI!r.'!ent  of  :storage  costs 
Public storage 
Measur~s for  sugar  produced  in the 
french  overseas  departments 
Sugar  import  subsidy 
Oth~r inttrvent ion 
:. 
'. 
I.NliE:X  G,III {eont'd) 
;, B<>Lgh.•n  Denraark  Germany  .Fran;e  IreLand 
0.030  I-944  24.079  53.252 
0.007 
O,OOI  !.476 
0.652 
o.oor  I  I  I  o.824 
Italy 
2!6.  728 
0,167 
210.943 
190.44.<1 
12.793 
7,706 
·tu,;embourg  · Nether Land• 
6.973 
lklited 
Kingdoin 
5.680 
0,002 
EEC  Tot~ls 
308.&.:6 
0.176 
m.42o 
I9I.c<;:6 
12.793 
8,531 
o.oor  1·  0.395  I  i  9.367  9,807  l 
0,023  I  !.549  24.079  i 42.402  P.5,8C2  I 
0,028  l  I .46l  I  2A ,035  .d2 .402 
I 
o.osr  o.OM  1- o.oo2 
.  I 
85.739 
0,123 
I  -~-- -~-~  I  0,42I  0,~21 
463  18.945  I  9.!44  I  36.475  I  85.!20 I 3.o8o  l  24.  I  I .. - I  I  I 
I  7.275  I  3.6d2  I  6,103  i  32,037  .  I  6.765  0,002  55.1i2<1 
7.I27 
O,I48 
II,670 
0,006 
!0,  794 
0,768 
0,!02 
3.€42 
5.502 
5.502 
6,039 
0,064 
30,372 
30,033 
0,296 
0,039 
0.004 
'32.037  I  1  I  I  6.  765 
53.0'13 
47.858 
4.153 
!,072 
3.01lo 
2.  790 
0.290 
24.463  II.004 
0,022  0.004 
24.o88  II,OOO 
0,353 
0,002 
31.~~0 
1).089 
18.391 
55.6!2 
0.145 
0.064 
!70.!5~ 
0.0}2 
I45. !54 
I,O&l 
4.443 
19.855 
O,!C6 
'-0  ...... I  t  e  m 
SE~F AND  VEAL 
REFUNDS 
Refunds 
Q.eft.i.nds  Cor-~munity  food  aid 
H<TEPVENT I ON/ STORAGE 
Private  storage 
Public  storage 
ANNEX  C.III (cbnt'd) 
Belgium  ·o.enrnar"k:  _Germanr  Fr.en~e  Ireland  Italy  ·· LuxerJbourg  Netherlands  ~ited  Kingdom  EEC  Totals 
20,374  45-704  I39 ,063  I5!.9I9  II4 .286  !00,689  0,5I3  I9.406  5I.I98  643.!52  ..  6,813  II.8I5  I4.002  58 ·I94  33.  7I2  0.556  0.044  6.839  3.;22  !35.6;<7 
6,8!3  II.8I5  I4.002  sa. I94  33.712  0-556  0,044  6.839  3.  722  135.697 
II  I  !  I  I  I  I  '  I  l  . - 30.565  I  86,065  ?3.655  68.I96  30,87I  0.03I  I  I  I0.46I  9.208  2I.  741  350,?..;.3 
I 
t7 ,28I  4.132 
5-076 
r,9I3  I  20.570  ,--24.3601  1~~  6.359  ~---o:Oir  I 
28,652  65-495  I  0.275 i  6o.649  I  2<:-5I2  0.020  i 
3.469 
7 .OJ(: 
16.900 
2.1'4T  i  263.532 
3.324  ~u-38.9961  0,0701  I2.37°·  T--$).262  !  I56.&:2  I 
--i---
2,086  0.438  4.353  2). 735  OTl-iER  INTERVENTIO~l 
Aid  to~ scciat  .:>llrposes  .  .  I 
I  o,Cct\ i  l  ! 
I  I  I  I  I 
0.004  1  o.;;r;--J 
I  0  '"4  ·  ' 0  995  I  I  T"  '78  '  ~. ""  ;  JV'  i  j  .<.)  I  I 
t  j  i  f 
Orcerty  G'lar~et1ng  premHJI!I  ar.d  ~ 
sl:Ju·Jfltering  of  bee-!  Cdttle  premit..~  I 
I 
25.607  0.438  2.084  4.353 
!  I  I  0.030 I  !  69,262  !  I  o'~~;-- ---- -- ----- .,  I  l  !  0.0321  I  j  !  o.c)Q2  i  ·  o.m  f 
I  0,9I4  ;  13.347  I  o. 776  I  0.926 i  0.205  L  5.8CJ)  !  0,005  I  5-929  I  0.033  ' 
t--,.,, I TI87  I  '·"'  i  '·'"I  '·"'  I  '·'"  i  o.oo,  I  '·"'  I  '·'"  I 
~!G  .. :~ r 
I  WTER•;:srroN  I  o.2CY.  0.500  0.03!  j  0.!76 i  0.076  I  .L73?  I  1  0.044  I  o.cco  j 
'  2,337  J  2.676  j  3.9561  j  o.oe~  j  I  3.156  1  o.203 
R£  f<..;~;~S 
€GGS/PO!JL HtY~EAT  0,70) 
0,498  ~  "REF:..:~:o::;  0~ EGSS 
I 
~EFU~~DS  c:--;  PQULTRYl"''EAT 
.  0,4IO  j  I.t.80  I  0.7421  I  0,00  :  I  I.995  I  0.!75 
'I  0,207  I  !.927  I  I.I96  3.2!/.1  I  0.020  I  0,028  I.I6I 
F?.:JIT /V!:GETAet ES 
I':EFw~:~s 
Refunds  on  fresh  fruit  and  vegetable 
Refunds  c'l  produ:t:s.  p,..ocessed  from 
fruit  and  vege!ables 
I~H.E~YE~H  ION 
Wlthdra  .... ·at  cof"l)ensation  and buying-i 
Processing  and  distribution  cp~ratior1s 
cc.-;:.ensat ion  for  proi"''It ion  of 
Co,..~unity  citrus  fruits 
Cc-pensation  for  processing  of  orang~s 
Ct "--er  intervention 
r.65I  I  1,777  I  ~-C99 
o.046  I  r.  777  I  o.667 
0,0;1  I.  725  I  o. 633 
0,005  0.052  0.03-1 
r.£05  2.432 
!,60)  2.432 
36. 7I2 
8.455 
8.2591 
0,!96. 
30.257 
j0.233 
0.02I 
0.003 
0.003 
0.003 
0.003 
I93. }66 
44 .!39 
29.245 
!4  .F9~ 
!49 .227 
!28.063 
O.O')I 
1).295 
5.778 
5.567 
I.997 
1.955 
O,CM2 
3-570 
3-570 
0.225 
0,223 
O.OI5 
C ,2CA 
O,C02 
0,002 
87.I.f-O 
69.292 
O.IY, 
27  .. ~dl! 
22  ...  I6~ 
5.776 
B.  I22 
5.11'? 
i;t 753 
2t~  . .co:: 
57. 3J7 
dl.P./3 
I~  ..  1  ~It 
!e?,C'93 
I£5.0 05 
o; II2 
I5.27S 
5,i7S 
·'-" 
"' I  t  e  " 
l~TEqi"ENTIQ~/PROCESSE~ PRODUCTS. 
i.ii~:~ 
REFUt;OS 
INTERVENTION 
Aid  for private  storage 
Aid  for- r-estorage  cf  table  wines 
DhtitlatiO"l  of  wine 
other  intervention 
OTHE~  EXPE~DlTURE 
· A11NEX  O,III . ( «>nt 'd) 
Selgil,(lll  ~n111ark  Gc!rmany  . Prante- Ireland 
I.  72!  I  44.757  I 
o.ora  I.2II 
I  I  1.703  j  4I.~7 l 
Italy  Luxembourg 
!26.248 
I 
0-193 
C.4I7 
125.?49  I 
0.193 
Nether lands 
I  I 
tnit~d 
Kingdom 
I 
I 
1 
l  0.669  I  29,I84  I 
L .  I  I.O~  ::::  ',  I  I!4.6~5  I  I  l  I 
.  o.o.3  1  1 
ro.B 37  I 
0.193 
0.244 
,  ,_  .  I  2.449  r  1  0.~2  ,  , 
1 
1 
CbUga:ory  di~tHlation of ey- i  I  !  ,.  2-449  I  I  O.CI'\2  I[  I  ; 
oroducts  of  w1n~-maldng 
1 
_  !  _  l  I  J  i 
'  i33  I  I  rr.e59  !  6r.?c6  1  i  I5~·~45  !  o.oo7  l  !  I.~ 
RE.Fu~:ns 
!'t?E~V£NTION 
t:tre..,itJ"lS 
Stor  3ge 
~ 
RUU'l~S 
PHE~VE"lT!ON 
'"'itt>d'rawats  and  buying-in 
AiC  for J)rivate  sto~age 
ether  intervention 
~---+!  __  o_mr  i  1  !  ,,;05  i  I  o.oo7  !  I 
I!  .828  j  6I.?C6  /  I  152 .o~o  ,.  I  j  I 
II.!J?  l 6!.906  I .  I  149.662  I  I  '1
1 
0.091  _:__  -~.3~ I  I  .  I 
2.483  ,I-331 ~323  I  ~ . !  1.007  I  I.9IO  i 
1 
I  !,533 
+  1,)33 
I 
Lo~3i5  I 
---
3-099 
0.094  I  2.352  I  I.  0.~02  I  0.060  o. 753  0.()94 
0,22!  0.747 
0,22I  0,706 
0,041  o. 123 
~ 
0,32) 
I 
I  I  0.947  !.)09 
o:3r8  I  I 
0.947  1.352  7 
0.005  I  0.!56 
1 
!.  7)0 
!,607 
EEC  Totals 
!72-9!9  --
!.€46 
--
!6<3.742 
---
40,883 
2.3?7 
125,~<19 
o.on  --
2.53!  i 
I 
2.53I  J 
22;>.1\50  I 
2.543  ! 
227.307  j 
224.838 __  ., 
2.4&: 
~o tt-2  f  •  •  I 
3.755 
l 
--
6.7!3  --
6.}&-3 
0.325 
"'  "' .IJfliEX  O,III  (<>Ont'd) 
1  ~ e  m  Belgi~  Den~nark  ?ermany  r.-;:lee  - -
OT"ER  CC~~UNITY >IAR~ET ORGANIZUIONS  3-I99  I0,87I  !2 ,07"  2R,457 
!IITERVE~TIO~/  flAX  AND  HEM?  r.e5o  0,_006  !6.007 
SEE OS  o.  734  8,543  2.076  3-372 
HOPS  0.583  9.!88  0.4!7 
SILKliO!t~S  I 
0.002 
DEhYDRATED  FODDER  0,032  2.328  0.808  8,348 
SOYA  I  I 
0,3Il 
OT~ER  I  I 
R:dl!f!d::~or.  cer..tain  good::;  cibtain.ed  2.946  9-247  I 
4.516  3.889 
1ro-:.  processing .agric"..  prod<.:c"ts  I 
ACCESS!OII  C~'"PENSATORY AMO!JNTS 
I  27.536  73.~M\  36.38!  I  76.6!6  I 
I 
l!>T<4  I 
'I.II:·.~T-~ctY  C2'·~?E:';S~ rc-qy  A'<!Ot,;:~TS  (MCA) 
TC\ -" ':"0  I  7~.:;""  l  '·"""  I  A a  "ftT 
·:,:"  int;--;,-r..:o....,.-;...;ni~y  tra>::e  (1)  - '- I  ],' .491  70  .. 53b  i - .>:~ .. 02?  i  lo.~7 
~cn.~tJry  cC ...  p~risator:t. a'Ylou.nts~Orl  0.9/li  I 
76.;~0  I  - 141. "124  I 
sn.'J92 
"' .... ocr::s 
~~~~~~~Y ccrr.pensato,.y  Zt!:OtJntS  em.  I3.'iTO  .;.  Cl.(l(M  !"E.2."7  1 - n.105 
!":·:A  tra:=e  -wfth  non.-Co~~unit)'' e6t.-'"1tr1~s  4.9!.\S  o.OOil  J6.6r<:  1  - n.946. 
?o~tic:'! of .MO.s..  on ,i':"()orts  ovr:!r  and 
a::.cv~  bevy  ·  o.ooa  0.024 
;~~1~fP' _  cor-.o~nsator-y  amounts  on  4-988  )6.6!<;>  - !!,:·70 
GRArlC  T'JTAl  337 ,I66  4)2.4!A  ~R0,036  I  A(\Jl. 7'}8 
Of  which:  Ref!Jlds  164.334  142.199  167.515  486.568 
Intervention  1st 
·C:dteg·ory(~inus MCA  91.569  162.594  372.978  617.963 
Int~rvent  ion  2nd  66.77-z  51.085  l - .}74.570  Z87 .98o  category 
-
(1) t.tithout  talti'ng  into  account  corrections  relating  to  the  breakdown  of Member  State txpendi-
ttJre  I.A"1der  the  systeM  .. Exporting  Member  State pays  intra-MCA  f"r  the  importin'3  i-1emter 
State...  Amounts  paid under  this  system are  accounted  for  in  the  heading  "MCA  on 
irro~rtat  ion  fro~ the  Mer-~ber  State 1naking  the payment"..  For  these  correct ions,  se~ 
Table  1b, p.  13. 
Ireland 
0.378 
0,002 
0,!2! 
I 
0.058 
0.197 
I 
I 
IC~OII 
I 
2!.552 
-
T:;_I:..-;J:, 
I  - J"~.o5.::. 
76.06! 
- ~~.  7T3 
).0~6 
3.0)6 
225.!06 
10),bb9 
76,605 
63.484 
Italy  . Luxembourg  Nether lands  United  EEC  Totals  te;ngdom 
2.168  0.020  6.351  9.Id7  72.669 
"0,443  0.0!0  o.-004  19 .;22 
0.299  0.020  4.!82  3-3~3  22.730 
4.207  !~ ·''3 
0.622  O.f.2A 
0.778  I~I59  !,553  I5.2C) 
0,026  0.)37 
i  r.n6  0.029  2!.591  I 
13.'?25  67.lO:G 
I 
i 
8.984  0,052  !U,704  0.<::6;:- I 
:l59.S02 
l  "7'1. ?('~  -
O.f'k:,  I  r."?.~~T  ?/!') .~""'  5(·..!. ?l':> 
1 
{"1.;.04  - o.eo;)  I 
o~  ... [ift ...  ,  :;s.~=-+  I  ;.;;.,t.~---
II3.I~9  - O.I"O  . !  51. 7?5  I63.~6I  ~('(),275 
I  - 35-?
05  0.~7  34-~45  - 67-677  - P-7.2}';'  . 
0.!29  0.018  I0.83I  i 
I4~.0I7  I9!.  ?CO 
0.12)'  !&8,0!7  I5I,2:4 
o.ore  ro.e 31  40,456 
I  053.~35  8.073  756.826  4<?. .I62  5  570.0!8 
115-905  i 
2-517  ~U,j()4  19).101  l  666,112 
926.)32  l •  .¢83  278. 'l53  144.841  2  6;2.  718 
- 65.966  I 
4.156  101.431  I 
34.6;6  918.1~8 
- Q 
Q 
I ANNEX  G IV 
BREAKDOWN  OF  EXPENDITURE  BY  SECTOR  ACCORDING  TO  ECONOMIC  NATURE  OF  MEASURES  - FINANCIAL  YEAR  1976  (a)  M u.a. 
S  E  C  T  0  R 
•• cereals 
Rice 
a 
Milk  products 
Oils  and  fats 
-Olive oil 
-oil  seeds 
-Cotton  seeds 
Sugar 
Beef  and  veal 
Pig  meat 
Eggs  and  poultrymeat 
Fruit  and  vegetables 
Wine 
Tobacco 
Fisheries 
Flax  and  hemp 
Seeds 
Hops 
SilKworms  . _  ..  _ 
Dehydr.£3!~  fg_cld_~ . ___  _ 
Otber  Refundtorocess non-annex  II.  produc  s 
Total  A 
% 
l.Accessioa  comQensatory  amounts-lntra 
:.Monetar~.c~mQensatory  amounts  1n  ra  -ex  ra 
"OTAL  A +  B +  C 
TOTAL 
I  EXPENDITURE 
b 
609.8 
26.9 
2.051.5 
308,7 
212.6  .  95.7  -
. 226.5 
643.2 
27.9 
13.1 
?1.4 .4 
172.9 
229.9 
10.5 
19.3 
22.7 
14.5 
0.6 
15.2 
0.3 
67.4 
4  705.3 
100 
359.9 
313.0 
191.7 
5  570.0 
Breakdown  according  to  economic  nature of operation 
EXPORT  I 
I  N T  E R V E N T  I  0  N 
REFUNDS  Storage  WitRdfawads  from  Compensatory  TOTAL  Tar  e  an  s1m1-
proper  ar  operations  price  subsidies  INTERVENTION 
c  d  e  f  g  = d  +  e  +  f 
380.9  53.7  - 175.2  m- 2zg-.9 
26.6  - - 0.3  0.3 
697.4  (2)  617.8  - 736.3  (3)  1.354.1 
10.0  12.9  - 285.8  298.7 
0.2  12.8  - 199.6  212.4 
9,8  0,1  - 85.7  85.8  - - - 0.4  0,4 
55.8  146.2  - 24.4  170.6 
135.7  350~8 - - 156.6  (4)  507.4 
22.2  - - 5.7  5.7 
13.1  - - - -
57.3  - 165.9  21.2  (5)  187.1 
1.6  40.9  127.8  (6)  2.5  (7)  171.2 
2.5  2  .. 5  - 224.8  227.3 
3.8  0.3  6.4  - 6.7 
- - - 19.3  19.3  - - - 22.7  22.7 
- - - 14.5  14.5  - - - 0.6  0.6 
- - - 15.2  15.2 
- - - 0.3  0.3 
67.4  - - - - -
1  474.3  1  225.1  300.1  1  705.4  3  230.6 
31.3  26.0  6.4  36.2  68.6 
- - - 359.9  359.9 
- - - 313.0  313.0 
191.7  - - - -
1  666.2  1  225.1  300.1  2 378.3  3  903.8 
:r.  -- J:  100  ~-----29.9  ____  I  2;_:o  I  5.4  I  42.7  I  70.1  · 
=============================  ===============d=========~===============~================================~================~====== 
- -- - -
(a)  For  footnotes,  see  next  page  _. 
0  _.  . - 102  -
1.  Aid  for  durum  wheat  (114.406  M  u.a~) + production  refunds  (46.613 M u.a.) 
+ special  intervention  measures  (13.794 M u.a.)  +others. 
2.  Refunds  proper  +refunds  food  aid  1976  (30.049 M u.a.)  and  preceding 
periods  (67.570 M u.a.). 
3.  Skimmed  milk  powder  for  animal  feed  (603.215  M u.a.)  + aid for  casein 
(89.842  M u.a.)  +special measures  for  butteroil  (43.309 M u.a.). 
4.  Aid  for  social  purposes  (0.012 M u.a.)  +premiums  for  orderly marketing 
(87.180  M u.a.)  +premiums  for  the  reconstitution of  herds  (62.292  M u.a.) 
+others  (0.158 M u.a.). 
5.  Processing  and  distribution operations  (0.112 M u.a.)  +  compensation 
for  promotion  of  citrus fruits  (15.298 M u.a.)  +  processing  of  oranges 
(5.778 M u.a.). 
6.  Aid  for  restorage of table  wine  (2.397 M u.a.) +distillation 
(125.449 M u.a.). 
7.  Obligatory distillation of the  by-products  of  wine-making. #< 
ANNEX  GV 
Development  of the expenditure of the Guarantee  Section of the  EAGGF  by  sector  (1) 
in M u.a  -
S  E C T 0  R  1971  1972  2)  1973  2)  1974  1975  1976 
CEREALS  '  472.2  979.0  1~3. 0  399.7  620.8  609.9 
Refunds  288.5  613.5  468.8  76.1  343.6  380.9 
Intervention, of which  183.7  \  365.5  484.2  323.6  277.2  229.0 
- Denaturing  premium  49.;3  76.0  121.1  17.3  0.4  0.5 
.  - Production  refund  93.6  127.- 167.5  189.8  89.4  36.1 
- Aid  Durum  wheat  15.4  106.4  30.- 83.3  130.7  114.4 
RICE  ·  49.8  50.3  11.2  1.2  4.2  26.9 
~funds  48.5  47.8  10.5  0.5  3.6  26.6 
Intervention  1.3  2.5  0.7  0.7  0.7  0.3 
' 
MILK  PRODUCTS  564~2  598.6  458.5  1219.2  1149.7  2051.5 
Refunds  287.5  164.2  328.1  342.0  328.4  697.4 
Intervention, of  which:.  276.7  434,4  1130.4  877.2  769.8  1354.1 
- Aid  for  skimmed  milk  166.9  236.1;  349.3  481.0  511 .4  603.2 
- Aid  for  cas~in  24.1  31.2  57.2  82.0  61.9  89.8 
- Storage  and  special measures  63.3  1~5.1  667;7  228.5  196.1  661.1 
- Food  aid  - - - 85.4  - -
OILS  AND  FATS  71.5  271.7  . 563. 0  141.0  226.9  308.7 
Refunds  1.9  5.5  2.5  0.8  0.7  10.0 
Intervention, of  which:  69.6  266.2  360.5  140.2  226.2  298-7 
-Aid for  olive oil  20.4  166,1  280.6  129.6  199.2  191.1 
-Aid for  oilseeds  49.0  100.0  79.7  10,3  25.4  85.7 
SUGAR  113.1  161.4  27.1  108.8  309.2  226.5 
-wunds  63.9  69.9  51.6  8.0  37.1  55.8 
Intervention, of  which:  49.2  91.5  75.5  100.8  272.1  170.7 
- Reimbursement  storage  costs  - 83.4  70.0  76,8  91.8  145.2 
BEEF  AND  VEAL  7.6  7.9  6':.1  324.4  979.7  643.2 
Refunds  17.5  7.9  2.7  55.5  .144.2  135.7 
Intervention, of  which:  0.1  - 13.4  268.9  835.5  507.5 
- Public  and private  storage  - - -,  250.3  438.2  350.8 
- Orderly  marketing  premiums  - - - 16.:5  273.9  87.2 
TOTAL  TO  BE  CARRIED  FORWARD  ~288.4  2068.9  ?<i2.8.9  2194.3  ~290.5  3866.7 
For  footnotes  see  next  page 
.... ___ 
~ 
0 
~ ANNF:X  .V  .-nnt 'rl  1"1  IJ  <:1  - Sector  1971  1972  1973  1974  1975  1976 
TOTAL  CARRIED  FORWARD:  1288.4  2068.9  2928.9  2194.3  3290.5  3866.7 
PIGMEAT  51.1  56.0  ~0.6  66.5  53.7  27.9 
Refunds  48.0  55.8  90.6  55.5  39.4  22.2 
Intervention  3.1  .  0.2  - 11.0  14.3  5.8  . 
EGGS  AND  POULTRYMEAT  11.9  13.7  21.5  16.9  8.4  13.1 
Refunds 
FRUIT  AND  VEGETABLES  .  52.7  60.1  34.5  66.9  88.3  244.4 
Refunds  6.1  31.8  25.8  17.9  34.8  57.3 
Intervention  46 •  .6  28.3  8.7  49.0  53.5  187.1 
WINE  28.3  43.8  11.7  41.9  138.8  172.9 
--"Refunds  0.1  0.4  0.4  0.1  0.3  1.6 
Intervention, of  which:  28.2  43.4  11.3  41.8  138.5  168.7 
- Private storage  aid  19.5  28.2  6.6  2S.S  36.3  40.9 
- Other  (mainly distillation)  - 14.1  2.1  15.3  102.0  127.8 
TOBACCO  62.5  111.0  118.3  '"3.6  228.5  229.9 
Refunds  - - - 0.1  1.8  2.5 
Intervention  62.5  111.0  118.3  183,5  226.7  227.4 
r-2  ~-2  Q.3  '  FISHERIES  0.2  1".3  10.5 
Refunds  - 0.5  0.6  0.7  2.8  3~8 
Intervention  0.2  0.8  0.6  0,5  6.5  6.7 
INTERVENTIONMISCELLANEOUSPRODS.  0.7  11.9  24.8  p5.s  57.5  72.7 
- Flax  and  hemp  0.7  11.5  s.s  11.8  13.9  19,3 
- Seeds  - 0.4  14.3  15.2  23.8  22.7 
- Hops  - - 4.7  4.4  8.0  14.5 
- Silkworms  - - 0.3  o.s  0.8  0.6 
- Dehydrated  fodder  - - - 3.6  11.1  15.2 
NON-ANNEX  II  PRODUCTS  (Refunds>  18.2  25.- 23.7  2.8  ~2.4  67.4 
--
TOTAL  EXPENDITURE  AGRICULTURE  1514.0 •  2391.7  3255.0  2619.1\  .,RQ7  1\  1.70~ .8 
~ccess1on compensatory  amounts  - - 264.3  332.5  415.0  359 .9  Monetary  compensatory  amounts  - - 140.3  ill.6  406.1  504  7 
TOTAL  EXPENDITURE  EAGGF  GUARANTEE  1514.0  2391.7  3659.6  3097.9  (3)  4718.7  5570  .0 
C1>  The  expenditure is taken  from  the  statements  by  the Member  States  under  the  system  of  advances  and  charged  to  each  financial 
year  in  accordance  with  Article  109  of the  Financial  Regulation.  For  1971  and  1972,  it takes  into  account  the  final  clear-· 
ance of the accounts  for  both  those  financial  years. 
(2)  The  expenditure for  January  1973  is  included under  the  1972  financial  year.  In  terms  of  calendar years  the total  expendi-
ture is about  2,094 M u.a.  for  1972  and  3,9~2 M u.a.  for  1973. 
(3)  Including  6.3 M u.a.  for  Community  measures  to  compensate  tbe  Nether'ands  following  the  rise of  the  c  t  l  t  f  h  Dutch  gu1tder.  en  ra  ra  e  or  t  e 
_. 
0 
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ANNEX  G.VI 
Assessment  of  overall  cost  in  relation to gross domestic  product 
<in  th.  u.a.) 
EAGGF-Guarantee  Community  gross 
EAGGF-Guarantee  expendi-
expenditure  ture  as  percentage of 
domestic  product  at  EEC  gross domestic  prod. 
Year  market  prices  Minus 
Gross  agricultural  gross  net 
levies 
a  b  c  d  e=100  b/d  f=100  c/d 
1973 ( 1)  3  912  3  361  839  0.47  0.40 
1974  3  100  2  743  920  0.34  0.30 
1975  4  719  4  096  1  023  0.46  0.40 
1976  5  570  4  376  1  166  0.47  0.38 
(1)  For  the  sake  of  comparability and  consistency,  this  represents  the  expenditure 
for  12  months  and  not  for the financial  years,  which  consisted of  13  months  in 
1972  and  11  months  in  1973. FROJECTS  SUBMITTED 
_...  ..  .. 
.Total  Number  of  Number  of  Year  projects  unacceptable  number  withdrawn  or  projects 
. no  longer 
needed 
1964  226  19  69 
1965  154  21  23 
1966  495  68  48 
1967  303  31  17 
1968  739  96  26 
1969  894  64  14 
1970  862  33  14 
1971  1  017  59  18 
1972  918  38  43 
1973  1  541  39  153 
1974  1.394  98  95 
1975  1 .122  76  76 
1976  1  161  110 I  87 
-~ 
TOTALS  10.826.  752  .  683 
Annex  O.I. 
Applications  for  aid by  year 
Guidance  Section 
(years  1964  to  1976) 
PROJECTS  DEFINITIVELY  LODGED 
Number  of  . .. 
Number  of  . projects  Total .investment 
projects  not not  included  .  ( • 000  u .a.) 
complying  for  lack  of  Total 
with  con- sufficient 
ditions  funds 
- 81  207  142  057 
7  6  133  131  108 
17  108  427  378  174 
12  91  272  265  358 
23  156  643  724  714 
9  144  830  902  501 
7  260  829  1. 108  585 
'I  216  958  1  062.307 
10  398  880  1'078 638 
~ 
54  658  1.502  2  161  307 
14  421  1  296  2  092  055 
17  261  1. 046  1  849  835 
33  '123  1  051  1  730  410 
204  2 923  10  074  13.627 049 
·-------·-
. PROJECTS  FINANCED 
.. 
Number  Aid  granted (u.a.) 
57  9  056.922 
97  17  134  258 
254  41.586875 
152  26  039  369 
438  94  897  375 
663  160  000  000. 
548  159  999  497 
723  199  943  196 
429  149  998  266 
637  170  000  000 
766  234  999  998 
692  212  599  998 
808  264  194  544 
6  264  1  740  450.298 
~ 
Total  in-
vestment 
(iooo  u.a.) 
115  611 
102  103 
276  266 
143  474 
'480.360 
681.164 
648  035 
806  856 
588  435 
840  576 
1  111  545 
1  031  629 
1  258  358 
8  084.412 
I 
I 
I 
_. 
0  o-(=) 
A.'I!IEX  o  ;n 
Br-eako!ovn by cau.ntrr ot &id  granted by the  Ouidanee  Section for tho  financing ot projeeta {I964  to l976) 
GERa~NY  BELGIUI'I  DENMARK  FRANCE  !~HAND  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG  NETHERLANDS  U~!"rED  KI NGDO..,  EEC  I 
Tear  !<  .. of  l" of  ,. of  N°of Aid  granted 
0  of  Aid  granted 
~0 of. 
Aid granted N"  of  Aid  granted  N° o.f  ·Aid grailted  N° of  ~· of!  Aid granted  Aid  granted  Aid  granted  pro- ro- Aid grantee!  Aid  grant~d  ro- pro- pro- oro- Cu.a.l  ,  Cu.a.l  pro- Cu. a.)  pro- Cu.a.i  Cu.a.)  (u.a.l  (u.a.)  (u.a.)  ·ects  ?ro- Cu.a  .. )  -~~~~  Cv.a.)  oct  ects  ·ects  pect  ·ects  ject  "ects  ject 
1364  9  2  557  635  1  703  75I  - - IO  I  95I 487  - - 27  3 069  464  - - 4  774  585  - - 57  9  056  922 
!955  2I  4  968  916  6  754  985  - - 2I  3  692  070  - - 40  5 665  889  I  275  000  8  I  577  338  - - 97  17134255 
J.>c6  5~,  II 60o  I52  to  3 279  496  - - 33  3 924 'I7  4  - - ,119  13  77I 303  3  899  342  20  3  tl2 4o8  - - 254  n  sec  '375  ! 
!~61  .  3I  1 239  940  9  2 C40  664  - - 34  5  745  5o8  - - 59  8.835 445  2  150  60o  17  2  027  212  - - I52  26C33  369 
I 
1768  ~5  26 569  -94 6  45  7  I54 359  - - 65  20 876 853  - - 188  3I 989  !05  2  813  700  43  7 493  412  - - 438  94 en 375 
I5l9  !52  45  roo  881  69  I  I  ~6  499  - - 132  35  66o  esc  - - 249  54  3o3  638  3  94  550  58  13  013  552  - - 6!3  l€0 coo  coo 
:nc I 148  44  964.169  7!  II 8>5  534  - - I14  35 .443  459  - - !73  54  265  555  2  374  867  40  13  285  9B  - - ~4S  153  999  ~97 
:!?II  t !SI  TZ31199  943  196  . 
57  122  634  96  :X!  525  387  - - 143  45  073 ,&:6  - - 282  67  901.369  7  I  637  790  34  15  682  370  - - ' 
I  :?72  !I5  ~2 ICO  5!3  55  I  2  033  8I2  - - 74  33  254  416  - - 145  50 498  417  6  943  II2  30  II !67 .636  - - 429!  u:~ 9s:e  26-s  I 
!97}  !12  39  219 740  92  IO  032  957  IO  4 .. 697  216  70  30  865  36!  25  6 896  36.6  224  47  055  .398  2  205  000  34  II.027963  68  I9  999  999  €3;  170  ccc  c~c 
f 
I'jj4  I€4  49  e2o ooo  73  I2 .690  000  24  9 .870  000  103  42  770  OOl  31  " ,., "'  ~ '" 
65  095  000  5  940 000  31  14  100  000  84  27  730  034  ,al  234  sss S'o 
1973  17!  45  273  095  62  II 525  5o8  2!  8  964 284  63  38  846  065  37  IO  886 03 7  155  59 .!22  422  I  IS  070  56  I2  806  120  !26  25 .!61  397  €921  2!2  59~  95'~  I 
I9i6  !771  49  001 .953  76  14  309  614  33  IO  36o  037  82  .  43 571  )9I  96  22  699  .287  203  85  258  284  2  159  739  35  I2 .2U 964  I04  26  620.275  act 26..:  :;~ .:;.:.; 
':'C':4Cl  !.: 15,425 539  934  685  no 542  566  88  33  B9L537  944  346  6?5  310  !69  52  4 66  654  . ·ns  547  03! 349  36  6, 5o8  770  4IO  !!8 .282  473  382  99  5II w;  6 z&:(  740_  .;;o  z::e  l  - 0 
--.j 
I . - 108  -
Annex  O.III 
Breakdown  by  category  of projects  financed 
by  the  Guidance  Section  (1964  to  1976) 
Production  structures 
of  which: 
•  land  improvements 
•  hydraulic  works  and  irrigation 
•  afforestation 
•  miscellaneous 
Marketing  structures 
of  which: 
•  cereals 
•  milk  products 
•  meat 
•  fruit  and  vegetables 
•  wine 
•  miscellaneous 
Mixed  production/marketing  structures 
871  million  u.a. 
(50.0 % of  the total) 
226  million  u.a • 
184  million u.a. 
45  million  u.a. 
417  miLlion  u.a. 
757  million u.a. 
(43.5  % of the total) 
44  million  u.a • 
208 million  u.a. 
139  million  u.a • 
114  million u.a. 
118 million  u.a • 
133 mill ion  u.a. 
113  m  i ll  i on  u • a • 
(6.5 % of  the total) - 109  -
ANNEX  O.IV 
Breakdown  by  sector of  aid granted 
by  the  Guidance  Section  (1964-1976) 
Number 
(in th. u.a.) 
S  E C T 0  R  of  TOTAL  1964-1976 
projects 
Aid  granted  % 
- Land  improvements  and  hy-
draulic  works  2  059  560  612  32.2 
-Milk  659  229  856  13.2 
- Wine  671  219  684  12.6 
- Fruit  and  vegetables  626  125  055  7.2 
- Meat  664  179  373  10.3 
- Olives  199  41  839  2.4 
- Cereals  184  51  835  3.0 
- Forestry  186  46  074  2.6 
- Fishing  330  65  789  3.8 
- Animal  feed  100  32  637  1.  9 
- Flowers  and  plants  47  13  890  0.8 
- Eggs  and  poultrymeat  85  15  227  0.9 
- Seeds  and  nurseries  76  13  670  0.8 
- Research  and  advisory 
services  67  18  469  1. 1 
- Sugar  3  4  188  0.2 
- Mi scellanaous  309  122  252  7.0 
. 
6  264  1  740  450  100.0 Regional  breakdown bv  Member  State of projects financed by  the Guidance  Section (1964  to 1976) 
<in "  u.a.> 
Deutschland  France  Italia  Nederland  B~lgique/Belgie 
Luxem-
United Kingdom  Ireland  Danmark 
bourg 
~--------·- --·  I Aid 
Community  Aid  Community  Aid  Community  Aid  Community  Aid  Community  Aid  Aid  Community  Aid  Community  CommunHy  Aid 
Regions  granted  Regions  granted  Regions  granted  Regions  ~::n~ed  Regions  grantee  granted  Regions  granted  Regions  granted  Regions  granted 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17 
Schleswig- 41  528  Region  3  106  Nord-Ovest  25  107  Noord  37  352  Nord  59  357  6  509  Scotland  26  700  Donegal  4  317  list  for  8  292 
Holsteirl  parisienne  StoreBaelt 
Homburg  2  487  Bassin  56  353  Lombardi a  25  939  oost  20  301  Sud  37  764  North  6  446  North-West  2  206  vest  for  22  609 
jparis  ien  Storebae l t  . 
Bremen  8  383  Nord  15  178  Nord-Est  93  894  west  40  035  Brabant  10 441  Northern  20  689  North-East  2  486  Groin land  ~75 
Ireland 
f'!ulti-regiona  Multi-regiona 
Niedersachs-en  85  766  Est  18  843  Emilia- 72  317  zuidwest  3  179  projects  2 981  North-West  6  524  west  1  613  projects  2  615 
Romagna 
1  N~rdrhein- 44  774  Ouest  76  220  Centro  89  975  Zuid  16 608  Yorkshire- 11  269  Midlands  1  146 
ll:estfalen  Humberside 
~ulti-regional 
H~ssen  40  035  Sud-Ouest  43  788'  Lazio  45  045  ~rojects  808  Wales  3  915  East  3  788  - - I  Rr.eir.land- 35  0~~  entre  Est  46  151  . 
Campania  17  275  West- 4  023  Midwest  4  097 
1  Pfalz  Midlands 
0 
I 
~Baden- 59  930  .editerran~e  65  863  Abruzz!- 27  364  East- 4  436  South-East  10  411 
illurttemberg  Mol ise  "idlands 
i  Multi-regiona 
BayP.rn  91  739  projects  21  173  Sud  92  098  East- 3  190  South-West  9  827 
Anglia 
~ulti-regiona 
' Saatland  815  Sicilia  40  645  South-West  z 390  projects  .  12  575 
Berlin  (West)  0  Sardegna  4.892  South-East  1  081 
Y.ut t i-regiona  15  039 
Multi-regiona  12  ~80 
ulti-regiona 
8  848 
projects 
projects  rejects 
,.. 
425  540  346  675  547  031  118  283  110  543  6  509  99  511  52  466  33  891 
'1 EAGGF,  Guidooc-e  Section 
PAYMENTS  MADE  FOR  INDIVIDUAL  PROJECTS  IN  1976  (in  u.a.) 
~OVI 
Year  ~  TCYI't.L  !DEUTSCHI,'..:•D 1  JELGIQ"uE>  1  D;._,;,:.A?.K 
1 
FRJ.;>CE  j  IRELp;;n  IT  ALIA  LUXE:.ffiOOEG  NEDSRLX~D  IL:"'~·r~\  ..  .  KD  G:9C .• 
19.65  i  l6  Zl1 .oo  I  16  zn ~oc l  I 
1966  I  484  581.78  I  5E  329.00  i  179  123.78 l  246  629.00  ,_ 
1567  "  558  47 5.00 
1968  I  ~l  425  950,00  ., 
1968 Thidb  Z{1  028.00 
IT  .il 
1959  I  !  710·644a00 
1959 ft.rl18  9.56  725.00 
1970  ll9  392 496,')0 
210  crn.oo!  320  040.0(
1 
~  281  668.ro 11  226  386.od 
I 
B 961  483.oo! 1  429  591.5C 
I 
1971  hs  sos  1n5,o9  b  104  720-3711  550  502.4~ 
~~~~t:~=2=3=2=1=3=4=2=.3=7=r-p 616  n3.:rr  1  t,  566  519.921 
1972  ~5~93722~3.4l-p.717 2si:9611  ~4o7  99o.s<i 
558 -r!5.0J 
:;2 )05 ;00  1  323  093 .oo  70  :549.-
374  ..;.69.00!  :;,  366  446.00 
2<J7  )11.0()  313  'Y{3.00  10J 000,00 
~. 940 551.00  s  746 n1.oo I  I  761  389.oo 
r  937  e2.s.oo  15.8SS  763.GO I  p  174  839.00 
,,;  533  637 .15  ')  905  79').72!  37  624-7dl  282  330.66 
il5. :;.61  80l.9t  211349  014.721  37  624.7cl5  339  607.66  I  I. 
b 333  463.03  3  709  616.co 1 11  o64.4q1  191  cvt .46 
I 
1973  i21  825  9'i7 .07  p 874  555-89!1 486  422.14  353  284,5~2 802  454.69~l-4CO 403.69)1  381  349.551  11834.015,75 i  5  193  430.25 
1974  1u  725 )os.oo 
1974  .Ll l9  199 5'7!.32 
p  646  059.c1! 1  118  479.5;  734  938.~T 651342.27  1~B62 151,93  2 104  423.93 
~ 061  ?29.46; 1555 218,3'1  25  000.00  170  910,2'1lll 526.79  5  OM,.  630.33 
1974rl?i·1  I  I  ,. 
I  ~  I  I  I  j  I  ctl  I  1975 1 1948.056,11471076.231  103  8Z[.1~l 987  923.33~ 147  976.){!  103  351.1:  14  962.0  594  345-30!1524-104,38 
I  ' 
1975 
1 ~•'12 169  383.59~ ~15~2i73~.2.3J~·- i  I 316  185.081  I  I  I  11401 025.28 
~t  .  I  I  I  6C]{  503.15  I 
-::-r· 
363  S34.9l  1975 1 
711  969.61  r  •oeu.-:7_"_!  --- -_-+ 1  ____  _._ __ 
~~r_.I4!59383-r--:9"8-ps 941  823~~ 10  233  452-721~  >-67  319.;J~21,:313.893.2_·  • .l------L-----L------l'------......_  ____  _  4  962  939.2~30.116 322..'541300  561,j6r,12  983  951.89  115  267  614-17 
-.  .l."r.'Ztt  ~.Vll 
ncar OtddAn~ Sa cHon  Pay?enh  cado  tor  tndivic!.Wl,l  pro1eeta  (I964  to  1976) 
.  (x .....  ) 
YEAR  TOol\ I..  qE RM ANY  Bt:L~IUM  O'NJI.!AR.K  FRANCr;- 1R r:; LltN.f)  ITA.!,'(  ·.  UJxl<f-ti)oVR~  I'I,:.Tii£R.LI\N~  \Jf'o!.  K;NiiOofol 
1964  I  7. 594· 839.00  2 417  ()91.00  700  9.:5.00  -
I  1 239  610.00  - 2 402  6o8,00  - 714.555.00  I  - '  ' 
~ 
1965  l3l507l4.00.  4 425  610,00  754  467.00  - 2.620.963.00  - )  49T  ))0.00  2'15  000.00  1  577  ))6.00  -
I 
7.  996  4l8.72  . 
1966  31  909  96.1.22  9  es9  276.50  3 144.3)0.00  - - 7  020  846.00  ll56  37).00  3.002 700.00  -
1967  I  22.155  295.00  6 610  001,00  1 907  374.00  - 4. 689. 08),00  .  - 6 900  O)l.OO  25  &co,oo  2 023  196.00  -
1~68  ... Inst»ls:ent  I  27  762  020.00.  7  476  915.00  2.429  129.00  - '825.&19.00 
; 
9.022 .)56.00  13 700.00  2 991  971.00  - I  -
I 
1964,  Inst-llDent. ra ..  u  .  ..  44  020  716.00  15  384  486.00  3·179  629,00  - 10  ';4.4  691.00  - lO  031  538.00  800.000.00  4  180.372 .oo  -
1969,  Instab1ent  I  7  121  044,00  2 391  6l!.OO  463  1147.00.  - 2 077  846.00  - 1 413.447.00  - 714  29).00  -
1969  ..  Inu~biO."lts I·r,  III &  lV  1!5 337  405.66  37  474  573.86  ~ 526  861.00  - 27 .lt/6 61),00  - 29  329  095 .00  94  550.00  11.765 71).00  -
1910  97  225  172 ·50  37  604  194.00  7  050  ll5·50  - 24  080.407 .00  - 16 952  480,00  374  867 .oo  11  16}.10'}.00  -
1971  100.20).510.86  39  902  741.07  9 182  570.22  - 23  325.132 ·33  - 16  603. 917 ,)4  212  704.52  10 976  445.38  -
Tot&l  64  t4 71  466  680  681.'4  163  6)6  505.43  37  339  567 ·72  - llQ  1116  439.05  - !OJ  503  650-34  2 652  794-52  •  49  469  724.)8  -
197l  1912  66  124  54·\-93  29  3e8  sen -46  6 475  305-04  - 17  01).7"95.13  - 4.92).866.61  490 6.18.70  7  832  121,79  -
!973  1973  53  101  006.9-l  19  729  724,05  3 421  764.)4  4  081  987.33  I  1. 676  194 o35  1 Bl1451.n  1.541. 226.15  22  308,18  5 996  251-93  8 820  099.0) 
1'f74  I  1974  I  24  404  )14 .2)  6  'l59.912·93  1 )49  575.00  2 468.S,3.&o  ! 
). 914  120,1)  1.0,1.367 ·92  6)1 )42,27  - (  )46.556..DT  (  122  486,)1 
1974  1[  1;!4 II  20 &o2.769,J4  5.061  729-46  1 555  218.)4  1 381.158.66  l  942  184.55  2 .)10 410-95  25.000,00  170 910,26  1 111  526.79 
' 
s 04(  6)0.)3 
- - - '  - .:  - - i  - ' 
H'7S  I  1975  I  7  948  066 •. 11  1.471  C76.2)  103  827.18  1.9i!To92),33  '  1,147. 976.57  103  351.12  - 14 962.00  1 594.845·30  I 
1.!124  104.)8 
~YiS I!  197;  I!  2 869  38M9  !.:.'  '  1  152  17).2)  - I  )16 185.08  - - - - l401:Ctl5.2B  .  I  - - - - - - - I  I 
IY76  I  !976  I  771  s69.6t  408  1)4 ,70  - - - '  - 36)  8)4.91  - - -
~~M{I>  leTAL.  42 502  736.19  226  910  12).50  50·~5·  257.62  9 919  962,92  •J44,086 894.86  s. 68c.416.27  llO 645  085.51  3 351.623.66  I 
70 551  026..26  I 
20  912  345 ·33  I 
- - ~ 
I 
, Year 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
TOI'AL 
1964-1971 
1972 
1973 
lr74 
1975 
1976 
.  TOI'AL 
197 2-1976 
GRAND 
TOTAL 
EAGGF  - Guidance  Section 
Situation_at 31.12.76 of  appropriations  and,payments  for  i~dividual projects 
(1964  to  1976) 
Appropriations.  Appropriations  Net  Appropriations  Payments 
comrtiftt ed  not. used  Commitments  re-committed  mC)de 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 
1  462  083  7  594  839 
r 
7  594  839  9  056  922  -
17  134  258  3  783  544  13  350  714  88  350  13  439  064 
41  586  875  8  664  081.50  32 922  793.50  118  971  32 028.935-22 
26  039  369  3  291  432  22  747  937  689  522  22  719  943.61 
94  897  375  16. 055  301  78  842  074  3  566  781  71 782.736 
160 000  000  14  176  567,14  145.823 .432.86  9  646  082  122 4 58  449.86 
159  999  497  6  212  706  153  786  791  4  732  269  97  225  173 
199  943  145.78  4  959  100,38  194  984  045.40  4  383  715.79  100  203  510.86 
708  657  441.78  58  604  815.02  650  052  626.76  23  225  690.79  467  452  651.55 
149  998  247 .46  1 732  176.09  148  266  071.37  1  105  997-72  66  124  544.93 
169  999  963.05  2  924  413-72  167  CJ7 5  549.33  2  923  645.52  53  101  006. 96 
234  999  997.85  1  469  209.53  233  530  788.32  1  469  209.53  45  OCJ7  083.57 
212  599  998 0  56  - 212  599  998.56  - 10 817  449-70 
235  469  999.62  - 235  469  999.62  - -
1  003  068  206.54  6  125 799.34  996  942  407; 20  5 498  852.77  175 050  085.14 
1 711  7 25  648.32  64  730  614.36  1  646  995  033.96  28  7 24  543 • 56  642  502  736.69 
---------- --- --- - ----------------- - ·- -----
ANNEXE  0  VII I 
Appropriations 
not  disbursed 
-
-
1  012  829.28 
717  515.39 
10 626  119 
33  011  065  - - 61  293  887. 
~ 
I 
99  164  250.3:~ 
205  825  666 
83  247  524.16 
116  898  187.89 
189  992  914,28 
201  782  548.86 
235  469  999.62 
827  391  17 4.81 
1  033  216  840.81 Positibn of nroiects  financed for more  than five 
EAGGF  Guidance  Section 
Number  of projects  I 
Aid  granted 
YEAR 
I 
Finance.d  r-omplet~d  ancellec  In  Total  Paid  Not  used  (1) 
progress 
1964  57  49  8  .  9 056  922  I 
7  594  839  1 462  083  -
1965  97  78  19  - 17  134  258  13  350 714  3· 783.  544 
1966  254  197  48  9  41-556  ~5  31  909.964,22  8 664.081,50 
1967  152  134  15  3  26,039.369  22  155  295  3."'291- 432 
1968  438  340  71  27  94.897  375  71  782 736  16,055-301 
I 
1969  663  494  60  109  160  000  000  l  122.458.449,86  14 .1]6  .. 567.14 
.  343  30  115  159  999  497  '  97  225  173  6 212.706 
1970  548  . 
TorAL  2 209  1 635  251  323  508  714  296  . 366  471  171.08  53' 645.714.64 
of which 
•. 
Germany  515  466  9  40  143  001  699  '  123  735 764.36  9.592 029.64 
Belgium  227  185  13  29  37  425.288  28  156  998  3,, 220.  2C17 
France  409  336  29  '44  112.294 431  86  751.306.72  9 670.329 
Italy  855  460  191  204  172 100.399  86  899  733  29- 277-·876 
Luxembourg  13  12  1  - 2.608 059  2 440  .. 090  167 .• 969 
Net her lands  190  176  8  6  41  284  420  38.493.279  1 717  304 
TOTAL  12  209  l  635  251  l23  508-714- 296  . 366.477-171,08  53.645.714.64 
~----
(1)  Including  appropriations  re-committed 
In  progress 
-
-
1  012.829.28 
592  642 
7-059-338 
23.364  .983 
56  561  618 
88  591  410.28 
9.-673 -905 
6.048 083 
15-~2-795.28 
55  922  190 
-
1-073  837 
88  591  410,28 
Arm ex e  0  IX 
•Appropriations  re-committed 
.  Total  'Of  which 
i  paid 
I  - -
88 _350  88.350 
118  971  118  971 
I  689.522.  564  648.61 
~  3  566  781  -
9.646.082  -
I 
~  4 732  269  -
)18  841  975  771  969.61 
I 
. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
......  - ... 
I (-c)  .. 
. 
~~ 
Pamnte tn !976 for  eom..OJnn  11 eal!lur"f::e  and  ap0cial eeaeuree 
t:AGGF  Gofcf..nt:e  ~c:tfon  11.&  .. 
Gl'r••ny  ll<lgl ...  Denmark  fr~c&  •  i 
Inland  ltoty  Luxe~~~bour-g  Netherlands  United  Kfngdo~  Total 
P.,.  C()."!MON  ME.\ SURES  ' 
i  " 
Directive 72/159  51  600.17  5 
6_460  012.28 .l  &4  720.20 .l .  8TO  528  J.  -
!  8T2  696.3~ A  - 500'r  953  028.27  A  392  o86,J7  A  9 270 171-59 
Dfr  ..  ctiw 721160  ·2,287 ,82  s  ,  22J.)8'  - - 1  367,6~ A  - - 258.17  'f  698.0).  'I'  45  552.29 
(0.717.26 .1. 
lfrectiw 72/161  19'1.193.62 s  - U.984,27 A  1.021 603.87  A  1 34o.sJ A  - - - 222  020,16 J.  1.771  189~31 
)11.046.56 J. 
Directive  7S/268  ,.159 011,70 !  - - 10 296  0)8 .85  L 
1 
2  899, ~0,2~ A  , •  - -·.  -.  17-663 92),61 J.  )6. 018.15-1..\4 
- hop  producers  1,28~.)12.15 
I  ..  i:  285  312.15 
- salt  cod-~ishfng  a6)  )66.22  a6) )66.22 
...  conversion to beef production  317  119.26  66). 21),85  3 095  015,83  51&  060.8i  - 46. 3Bl.o8  656,224.45  9 717  197 ·59  15  Oil 212 ,f'? 
I. 
- surver•far• structures  19(). 617-98  194  004-74  no ns.32  195  427 ·04 
..  3 420 .)26,76  20  610.57  226  656,8o_  126 391.75  5 104  21}.96 
Total  CO&I!"4n  ·~:~usu,.es  (A)  13  455  641.)9  572  680.82  1 539  730.86  16  006  263-09  4  292  012.8:)  3'420 326.76  67  491.65  l. 892  7&7 ,86  28  122  )17 .51  69  )1:9  2)2 .8} 
•  SPECIAL  PlEASU~ES 
I  ...  fr-uft  Md  ve-getable  p-roducen  51  119-26  251.490,00  15 953.83  18  577.84 
I 
-.  1.69()  170·4~  51  656,)7  2 019  567-79 
I  ...  slaught~r ot  c;ows  453  116.3)  .50.541,95  659  964.84  - 818 400.00  4· 716,66  51·)16.09  2 0)8 075-6!  I  -
I  ...  9rubbf"'9  fruit  trees  l  520,00  -
I  191  822 ·10  - - - 19) 342.70 
'  - citrus fruits  16)  ~)9.30  '  - 1 614  229.89  - - - l  778 169.19 
- producers  fishing  fndust.ry  2) 796-02  (  49  m.65  - - -
~  68  629,35  141  665.02  I 
I  I 
'" 
ToUl  sp~chl_  •usures  (B)  528. 0)3.61  302  031-95  15  95).8.1  t!93  259 .6)  '  4 315  223,08  ;  - ' 
4-716.65  51  )16.09  120  285-72  6 2)0 820.57  I. 
(jU~O TOTAl  (A  + 8)  13  98). 675.00  lt/4 712-77  1 555  664.69  16  899  522.72 
I 
4. 292  r .2 .e9  I  7 .7)5.549-84  72 208.)1  l-944 08),95  28 242  60} .2)  75  600  053 .40 
'---£=\U'lHK  nllrtl<1l.••l!<:lo  &r.::l 
I 
Total  G«r.uny  ta.lgtw:t  I 
1- tul  i .1n  flood~  Coe~>"~it,.~nul  lO  ceo  oco 
!. (:06/66  P'.lyll!~nts  1  8!1 206 
2  ..  Olhie  .lt'ld  C)lfvt  C:o~ttt<~enta  8 000  000 
UCCOI"  1\r-t~ 13  ..  Pay111ents' 
8 """000 
R.1;~/5S 
3 ..  rrult  artd  v~e- eo-tunnts;  45  (X)O  000 
t~ttll'  .:li'IJ  ol1~  P.tyliMtS  45  (X)O  (X)O 
o'l  s~cto,..,.  ""~ 
25660o  4.,  ~- HJ/66  l  622.628  4.,.  Structur.ll  sut""'  CoiMttmrnts  & 000  000 
VC')'!l  ft. 70/65.  P.tyzents  1 301.748  1,6.22,628  •56  60: 
S ..  Frt-~h  .tnd  veqe- Coiii.Oiit ..  e-nts  liT  ·~-5)9 
tJt>le  s~c:tor  Pay=ents  87.259 539 
£.  iH~~t
4
~:~~e 
j  152  051  Co:!!nltMent~ 
fC'v<:r  lt.31o?/6S 
P;ry~~l"ltS  .)  l5l 222r94 
r  ..  Pig;  n..:·~t"t'S  $Ur  CouitiDHitS  )  600 000  9)8.160  Ulii!O 
\'lf)i"  R.l~;;/~  f';r.y.o:~ents  3  600  000  • 9)8,160  111,11!0 
'- i~;  ,~~;u~,~:e- ~;:~~~u  15  000  000 
15  000  000 
9~ ~H:~~~-~1}rl; ~=!~;:nts 
7 500  000 
7  500  :>00 
25  467  402,61  3  401  ~G.43  10•  ~~~s:~~r~J  69 
~it~:~~nts  47  473  900.20 
t~:o:~ts  47.473  900.>0  25.4~7 402'.61  l  401  146.4) 
1'il·~~~~;'~z~l 1H~ftcOtWitll\~ts  35 432  195.35  10 4)6 ll5  .04  l  6ot.o)o,oo 
P.ayrents  35  432  199.)5  10  4)6 3l5·"'  ).601.6}0,00 
12·t~?~
1 i~~l~~t:r;,f  Col'l~it~:~ents  9 505  963.)7  . 3  266  8)6.84  251 490.00 
t!'>;b3~~-rz.Ycers  P<~yatnU  9  50S  968.37  ) .•  66.656.84  251.4,0,00 
1l-~~~~;C'f~:tt~~~s- Co'lll"lttlllents.  181\  015.20  44,811,45 
'ncJus;ry  f.ay=rnts  184  015.20  44  911.45 
11:.  21:.2/N  .-· 
14.Cor-.  ..,Uflfty  citrus  Ccn.&iUMh  1 778  169.19 
'fruits  I.ZS11/69  P.tyt:eMts  1 778 169.1? 
Co•:::!. tunts  •B1  925  8.11.31  41 776  '9).94  7. 628 ne.o 
TOTAl.  P.ly,.ents  279  10) 967 .25  .  41  T/6 19).94  7.626 738.43  i 
ANN(Jt  O.XJ  --[-
n~lt  INI.Cie  fCil'  II~ClO.I  l!le&IIIUl'ell  &t  l.IZ.  T'O'?(I  bT  Melll~l' Stat'!'  (K  \!.o!'l .} 
kt'VJI•I"k  I  P'rM,.  lt.aly 
I 
Lux~ourg  twth•rlands 
10 000 000 
1  8(1  206 
; 
e ooo  ooo 
8 000  000 
45  (X)O 000 
45  000  000 
2 012  694  )  1)5 0)0  11896  268  &.16 
2 012  694  )  1)5 0)0  ll 898  268896 
liT  299  5)9 
liT  299  5l9 
ll52 ~1 
3  151  2>2.94 
1  01) 850  1 404  (X)O  >0250  lll 8)0 
1  01)  850  1 404  000.  >0250 
1-
111  870 
15000000 
15000000 
7  500  000 
7-500 000  I  15  359  708.61  816  400 
mm:~  I  2 267  44).97 
15 359 708.61  818  400  2 •67  443.97. 
/' 
a  9El  468.97  7  7~  228.71  ,, 011!.04  4  S61  448.59 
a  96J • .-s.n  7.7~ 228,71  ,, 011!.04  4  561.448.59 
15  953.8)  ' 
524  )OG.36  '  386 491.)8 
15  95).8)  524  )06..)6  '  )86 491,)3 
I 
10 574-'0 
10  574.1,0 
16) 9)9.30  1 614  229 -~ 
16) 9J9,)0  1  614  229.89  '/!--- ·-·  ---
lj. 953.8)  I  26  126  51,1.64  188·567  90.93 I 
·~  95),8)  !  28.126  541,64  186.4)0 347 ·92  1m o)).6.2 ·l  7  009  6J~-S6  1m on.G2: 1  7  009  656-56  I 
lilfttd ICfngdOII 
60  869.96 
60  809.96 
66  629.)5 
68  629.35 
-· 
r 
129  4~.)1 
129  49'].31 
ill' 
Not  use-d 
•  128  750 
692252 
. 
828.06 
2 821  eT4.06  - --
I 
·' 
I 
- ""  I (.l.;:.,,.  c  ..• ~  --- --------- Soecti  ___ ...,-. 
I 
Tout  ,,.....,. 
'·  ,.,.t!>  ~-r-nh.-tiOO'  c.-....... I  10 416 4S8J1  1-366. >86.o& 
lhl'f!•c:t lvor  72.1159  l'~.nts  10-416. ~95.]1  1 ]66. 280.06 
l.  c  .. sutlQrl af  hroin;  C.O."it~nts  5].105.61  "  863.54 
flirectivt'  n11SO  -l'f'YIIMtS  Sl-105.67  ., 865.54 
S..  Soci::~-t-;ono  .. ic Guid-.u  CQ.IIltlft•ents  2 ]61 1.54.48  1 05a. 215-15 
Dir.-.:.thor  7'ZI141  P•:t~S  2.lG1  lt.i-48  1.058 U5-l5 
&,.  LeU-f4~urt!~ Ut.at  Co:-..;u••nta  ]6 01.5  154.44  5.159 <1/1.70 
"'rc;tilr.r  7SI1U  Pa:r~u  ]6 018  154.44 •  5.15:1  <1/1.70 
S.  ~  p .. «:',c:tor$  COCJ•it:aent~  1 5l7l1l·6T  1 235  ]U.15 
k;:  ..  169~111  ..  Pay"nts  l  517  ]7].&1  1 255  3U.15  ..  19~  Strwc:t~oo~r.1l  :ury~  Co-itownta  6  62~ 492-'11  960  ooo.oo 
lu.active  TS/1J.&  P.1y~nts  6 625 492.'11  jGo 00>.00 
1.  Fl"\fit  tre-~S SVI'Vey  .  Coe.itr.ents  129 9(>),00  42'  ooo.oo 
Dirutin nllM  , .. ,.-.nts  121  soo.oo  4l oo.l.OO  ..  c~~f'rs.i.:w\ to buf 1rcdu~fon  Co'"'t  .. mts  l'  95~ 281.72  '  46J  169.94 
1/USln'.l  " 
P'~r...-nts  l9 Sil9 .281.72  4- 46)  169-94 
' t..  l..Jlt  cod-fish  irog  eo-it•cnts  9 552  9'-l-62  2 808  8)2.15 
I.Z72l/72  P•t=~fttS  '  037. ,;o.1s  2 868  852,15 
TQ':'.LL 
eo~··haents  ·  1.07  ]1] 5<15.88  Zl-292-795~ 
'•,.anu  lAI ]6J.9-:Z.Dl  u.  292  195.89 
--- -----
ANNf:kt  O.lll 
Amouhts'committed and  p~yments made  for  common  measures  at ~1.12.1976 
I  .... -.. 
lclgt..- Den••rk  France  lrel.tnd  lt•tt  .......  11'-bou:r-g- Hcthel'l¥'ds  U'li!ed  ~~;~,...,~,. 
£.1,720.20  694  765.00  tr2 696.}0  5QO.OO  1165 ~-4l  t51 ''5-32 
64 120.20  694-165.00  672  696.}0  5QO.OO  1.165 535-43  451  ~!5-32 
zu,J8  1]67 .6)  141-57  9"'--55 
ZU.li  1.]67 .6]  141Sl  9~-~5 
11.9114.27  1 021  603.8J  1 )<:0,83  nl o::o.16 
11,9114.27  1 021 60],8J  7 )<:0.8]  22Z  czo .... S 
10 'l96  0]8.85  2  899  120.28  11"  6C3  ~?).61 
10 296  0]8.~5  2 899- 120,28  •  17  60)  90],61 
na 804.31  l!S  :?)1.21 
1:54  &04.11  l!l 251.2!. 
190 617.98  19-:  001.74  TlO  2)8.)2  521.1]9.23  3 420-)26.76  20  610.~  226  6;6.80  ]61 899.57 
190  617 .!)a  194  001.14  710  2]8.J2  ,.11.1]9.2]  ).420.]26.76  20  610.57  225  656.80  ]61 698.)7 
15  000.00  195  000.00  441 600,00  ]00.00  35  000.00 
15  ooo.oo  196  000.00  441  600,:>o  ,\00.00  J~ 000.00 
'868 988·'11  1428 )65.4]  lO  021  566.69  IIJ8  1]4.22  I67C:M4  1  161  58l.6l  21  0..'0  6!5 ,JO 
868. 988.'11  1. 428  J65,4l  lO 021  ;66,69  878.1]4.22  16 109·:>4  1  1.61  E6l,6l  21  020  665.)0 
6 14 002.47 
3169 096.60 
1 ll9 5;o.51  2 329  119-.:4  29  118  ]14.51  4 '119  795-49  )161 926.76  108  120.11  I 
2 :m  66).4)  39  s;.;  6:.:.12 
1 139. s;o.sJ  2 l29 119.44  •• l1l );o.64  4 919.798.49  ]161 926.16  1oa  120.11  2 ~  665-41  19  694  6:.C.7l 
. 
I 
..., ANNEX~ O.XIII 
Utilisation of  1976  appropriations  onder title 8  !  situation at  31.12.1976 
'Appropdatior~s  1  Available 
~ituation·as at  31  December  1976 
-----
Transfers  Approprfations  Autom-at it carry- Non-autol"'at i c  ro~ro~riaticns 
Art.  lter~  Nomenclature  authorized  in  1976  1ppropriations  Oot~tdtments  Payments  not  committed  forward  carry-fol"'ward  ~0~  US!'ri  in 1976 Budget  col.  1  + 2 
~:~· 
made  col.3-4  col.4-S 
(1)  cz>  (3)  (~)  (6)  (7)  (8)  9 
CNAPTER  80  !!±  ~  ~  h&  ~  .!!..:i.:  ...!!..:.~  ~  ~ 
eoo  ProTects  for  th~  hror2v~-
I 
r.tent  of  aoricultural 
s:ructures t'rovided  for 
ur:Cer  Article  13  of  Regu-
-- --- ! ~r;ir:-:~E~~'·:;)JZl~4 
,1:;::~  ~r.:-·'.!'ds  141 200 000  .. 94  270 000  235 470 000  235  469.999.62  - O.J6  235  469  m.62  0,38  1\),.!.!..  L4iP,c~ 80  -
CH4PTER  81  I 
810 
Co-~·.Jn  :t"~asure~ for the re 
.. L  .. , 
orr. or  a:l!"'1 cu  tura  strut 
!l:!""i!''i  ~o:..srsu~•nt  to die 
Co~..on:n  li:esol"ut1on of 
'25  -.'!.3)'  19/1 J 
8100  Modernization of  fai-.:~5  29.000 000  - 19 1n soo  . 9  827  500  6  964  498.31  2  863  001.69  - 2  863 001.69  - .. 
'  8101  Cess•tion of  farming  and  ...  I  re-allocation of  land for 
strw:tural  il!lprovement  6 ooo  000  -.5939000  61  000  '4 552•29  45  552.29  15  447.71  - 15  447.71  - - -
l  ;9~ 284,98 
8102  Voc!lt ion  a l  guidance  and 
training  6.000  000  - 3  433.700  2  566  300  1  599 284,98  967.015,02  - 967 015,02  -
8103  ~oun:aln and hill farming 
and  hr.,lng  in  c~rtain les  50  000 000  -13 .146 .coo  )6,854 .ooo  36 01:8  154.44  36 018  154-44  835.845,56  - 835 845.56  - favoured regions 
~104  Forestry rrteasures  for  the 
"" 
fi"''roveMent  of  agr;cultura.  - - structures  - - - - - - -
Total  Artlele 810  91 000 000  -41  691  200  49  30!1  800  44  6<7.490;02  44  627 490,02  4  681.309.98  4  681.309-98  -
TOTAt  CH~PTER l!l  9UX>?,OOO  -41 691 .200  49.308 800  44  627 490,02  44  627 490,02  4.681.309,9S  - 4  631  309.98  -
CH~PTER 82 
820  I  Cc·"on "e>sures  concernln2  i  tl'-~  ~ar<.etin~ and oroc'!sS-
i.;  .  .-,  of  .::-::r~c'Jlturat  oro- I 
'  ::uc!s  (~ur::ulnt  to:J  -:-~e 
Co~,.:rH:H  P01s?l.ution  of 
~1971) 
~200  Producer  groups  and asso- ' 
ciations thereof  - - - - - - - - -
0201  Hoo  producer  gro~s  '  500 coo  +  307 300  1  807  300  611  ... 
.270.49  996 029.51  996.029,51  - 811  270.49  '  -
S202  Xarket ing  and  processing o 
agricultural products  - - - - - - - - -
To~al Article 820  1  500 000  ..  307 300  l  807  )CO  8ll 270,49  996 029.51  996 02!?-;51  - 811  270.49  -
T?TAl  CHAPTER  82  1  500 00  ..  307  300  1,807.300  811  270.49  996 .029.51  996 029,51  - 81~  270.49  -
I 
,. .. 
.A.nnexe  0  XIII  (cont 'd) 
Appropriations  TransferS,  AvailabLe 
S  tuaflon  as  et 31  Decemter  1976 
ArL  Item  Nomenclature  authoriz-ed'  in  1976  appropriations  Committnents  Payments  ~ppropdations  Automatic  carry- Non-automatic  Ap;>ropri at-ions 
in 1976 ·e~dgot  col.  1  +  2  ••*  ••de  not  committed  forward  carry-forward  ,ot  u::.ed 
(3) 
col.·J-4  col.C~l- 5  (1)  C2l  1(4)  (5l  (6)  C8l  (9) 
CHAPTER  83  u.A.  ~  !!.*  ~··  ~  ~  !!.*  ~  ~ 
Co"'.-,on  ~easures in parti-
cut.1r- sectors 
Fist'leries 'iector  ! 
8300  ConversiOn  in  the  salt  ..  , 
cod-fhhing sector 
I 
1  300.000  - 700,000  600  000  - - 600.000  - 600  000  -
8301  Conversion  in the  deep-
sea  fishing  sect'or  - - - - - - - - -
3302  Conversion  in the  in-
shore  fisi'l.ing  sector.  - - - - - ...  - - -
Total  Art ide 830  1 )00.000  - 700,000  600.000  - - 600.000  - 600.000  -
Beef  at1d  veal  sector 
8)10  Prel!'liuns  to encourage the 
Cevetopr.'le-ni  of beef  and 
veal  production  16 000  000  10,500.500  26,5Q0.500  15 .Oll.U2,87  15  011.212,87  . 
11,489 .• 287. 13  - 11 ·489 .287 .1)  - .  .c;  . 
8311  Premiu'=IS  for  the  re- .. 
consititution of  livestoc  45  300,000  - 45 .)00 000  - - - - - - - herds 
lotal Article 831  61 .)00,000- - l4 199  500  26.5Q0.500  15.011.212,87  15,011.212,87  11.489 .287.H  - 11.48<)  287.13  -
Fruh  and  Ytaetable  secto 
8)20  Statistical  survey  Of 
.fruit  trees  - - - - - - - - -
8)21  Re--organization  of horti-
oJltural production  under 
glass  3  500.000  - )  500  000  - - - - - - -
Total  Art i<le  832  3.500.000  - 3 .soo .00  - - - - - - -
Priorit:z:  regbns sector 
Developr:~ent operations 
in priority region5  - - - - - - - - -
Tor: at  .Article  833  - --.  - -
8  Fa.rm  structure sector  . 
farn structure  survey  5  200  000  - s··zoo  ooo  2  66~ 4.9Z. 97  2  534  507.03  2  534  507.03  - 2~34 507.03 
I 
.• 
T~tal Article  83~  5.200,000  - 5,200,000  2.665.492;' i  2  665  492.97  2.534.507:03 i  - 2  Sl4 .507 .o:; 
TOTAl  CH~PTER 83  71  300,000  - 38.999 500  )2  300  500  17  676  705.  J4  17  676,705.84  "·"'·""'·" I - 14  623  .79~.16 
'!' 
il I  Appropriations ·  ··  Transfers  Available  I  Art. 
aoJthorized  ip 1976  ·appropriations 
It~:-.  t~~nt:loatur~  in 1976  Budget  col.1+2 
i 
(2}  (3) 
I 
CI·UoPTEP  ae  U:  ~  U,A.  I  e:Jo  Approprhtions  set  adide 
previor..s  financial  years 
I  to  finance  e-x~~nditure in 
I 
Chapters  81  to 83 
TOTAl  CHAPTER  88  - - -
(KA.PTEJl  89 
390  Producer  groups  in the 
fruit  and  vegetable  $ector  2  000,000  - 2  OOO.Ooo 
591.  Prenit.~ms  for  slaughtering 
eows  ..  d  for  non-market-
ing of milk  2.000.000  - 2.000 000 
1692 
Pre~iur.ts  fo,.  grubbing 
frtJit  trees  8.000.000  - 7 8o6 500  193  500 
I c:;3  1:-:provenent  in  c:ttrus 
fruit  sector  7 .ooo 000  - 5  321  Boo  l.  778  200 
694  Producer  gro~s in the 
fisheries  sector  1.000.000  - 858.300  141.700 
TOHL  CH~PTER 89  20 oco.occ  - 13.886  £oo  6 113  400 
I  l 
TOTAL  TITLE  8  325.000 000  - 325 .000 .coo 
I 
Commitments  POl)lments  ...  ~~·  !Wildt 
(4)  (5) 
!!:!.:  ~ 
- -
303,146.37  303  146,37 
1  834  093-49  1.834 .093.49 
193  342.70  193.342.70 
1.778.169,19  1.778·16~.19 
141,665.02  141.665.02 
4.~50 4lC.71  4  250 Al6,  77 
F,~2  ~:;;,  ~~2.  74  b1  :;o5 .ed),l2 
Annex  0  XIII  (cont 'dl 
Situation  as of  ,  31  December  1976 
Appropriations  Automatic  tarry-~· No.n-autoc>tit 
not  committed  forward  .  carry-forward 
col. 3  - 4 ·  coi'.  4  - 5 
(6)  (7)  (8) 
!A..  ~  .!!...6 
- - -
l  696  953.63  - 1.696.853.63 
165  906.51  - 165-906.51 
157.)0  - -
30,81  - -
34.98  - - - . 
l.  862  983,23  - 1  862  ?€0.14 
22  164  111.<5  1  235  409  959-•2  22  le) oj).79 
" 
Approori at ionl 
not  used 
.  (9)  . 
!!L. 
-
-
-
157.)0 
)0.6:0. 
34.98 
22),C5  I 
22.) •.  :; 
' 
" 
- ""  =  I .. 
AhNEXE  O.XIV 
Utilisation  o""  appropriations :o·f  financial-years pri-or  to  1976 
- • .....,!'. 
- T·l-1 
klor®rl  ~t lons  \'~l"nr:od  torwJrd  I  .slt,.,.tton  '  Jot  31,ftc!U"91bt"l'  1976 
j  le  ~n:,~~!;~!r!~j;c!~  nn aoJ 
'  1971\ 
Approorhtlons to br  Ul'rt•d forw.Jrd to 1977 
~---;,.1  ··- m- ·-.  :=11! 
I 
- (·]·, - :  """r••ntt  ........  Auto....,tic:  ,.,.,_ftttOIUtfc;  Tot~ol  c  ...  ·rlc:d 
~t-:t~C-:·  ~-lluto-iltfc  co-tt;nts •_•l!f _ 9
_.f  1  •~lk tn  ~976  orht;OI,. to  :.  .......  fO'I'IIIIrtJ  •  04.::,. 
:·:- - l·:t.  -
1M  auoencod  . 
to re-sc:r,..s 
Ml  rn  ()J  f  UJ  "' 
w  m  "'  C•rrftd forwilrd  to  j: '·;· 89J  l'ftl.57  J197t (1915  tnst.  IU  """.6QI '".24  to.t  6ot ,&s .eo  1.<4  101 T:U  ,81.21  ·~  1Dl1J.S 58l.U 
,1915  (197S  lnst.  IJ  1.07  795 o:n .. t6  101  ~  c:U-'T& 
I 
7 ,,s oe&:.u  100 o.t' ,61 .6}  - 100 0.16. 9Cl .&j 
(1974  fnst.  IU  1J7  16.t .cr25,.2'2:  1)& t.:1  ec:.u  1~  199  517·3-2 
I 
117  !.41  Ul.J12  . - 117  £.11  ~ll.<~ 
;  U9T4  l"r-aUoc.~ttd to 1976)  9:::3  ~:&..cs  - 92l  ~1&.43  - 923 010..48 
! 1974  C1914  fn&t,  U  8),151 1$'4..35  82  6oT  U>1.))  I 
1l 1:s )04  TOe~  ~l·ll  - 10 e3l Z'}).)) 
(1974  F'ro'ltlOC.!!Ud  to  1976) 
~.!6  lS';..O)  I  ~& l')J,.U"j  - 5-tS  w~..os 
(197.3)  llt.T24,'F.Jl.liJ  135. Eoo  5!.'1~6  I  21  ,..s m.qc 
' 
l]J 974  'j..$2.19  - 1ll 91.:  5-:-.?.)9 
C1973  ..  ~~•Uo~ud to 1971$)  Z  ~Z} &!! •52  - I  2 7ll  6-;j.~  - 2 921  £4].5~ 
~,,n <19n)  ,a Cia Tt'J.es  i  1S  Cl!J. !"2)..41 
I 
~  141  526.44  99  575 -<JBrC>  - 82'  141  5?0.<t4 
I  (1972:  t'r'.tt\OC.tU'Cf to  1974)  110) 911-12  I  18 ,,;  1<5.<>;1 
I 
1  10';  991.1~  - ttO": m.12 
!1tn 097t>  us ar~ 8:2!..16  11),2·::  ~-~ 
j 
,.. 100 ~-54  - ,_.  7il0  5"-54 
(1971  ,.....,.uouud to  197&>  4.le...).7i.: -~~  '  - "  36l 715.,  - •  )8) 715-77 
' ,, '12·49'7  11971  (197'0)  Cl,.0~.9GJ  15. 95-t  11~ .oo  - ~  '"' .,.  't:  'i&l  6!8 
(1970 "-alloe•t•d to  t976J  •.7:1>-••:·.oo I  - '  - 4 7J> ,., 
• n> ''"' 
'  lB  '!o.":'l~ 
I 
.1970 (69,  tnst.  11,  n~  IV)  518-t'ffl  42  '7:7  'SCi  - 231:oe;;,  :). 120 Sli2 
!  (69, Jl,IIr.,.r.•.tllouu•dto 1976  '.,.. 17> 
~  !  - ',.., 172  7 ).>a  172 
1969 (69,  tnn.  n  1.092  ~~~~  ,~nl  '!JO  &.14  - 144  121  244  1.11  I 
..-
t  C69,  1  n~alloutc-d to  1976}  137  ~u  - 1J7  ,10  ll"''  910  ""  (6&, tnu:.  b  ...-.d  lU  l1 47'1 ,213  a l9l u,.  ...  r:Yt~S  - '  121 .l'J)  '  lll 195  -
C15.&,.  lb, 11  rr•lloco~~t/l'dto 1976  2 n' l=~  - - . 2 77&.32&  :  n6 }.26 
I  -
p968  (6!1.,  inst.  U  )  15l ,..a  2.)6).4')  J.~~  -
,)7 5<)  m  54l  I  (65,  lnst.lrt•al\o.utt"dto 1976  -.  190  455J 
558.4'!5  - 170 455  19om 
(1%1J  1.91S.C01  1  1,1  1\l  - 592 .&12  5'3'2  6t2 
(67.,  re-•lto~attd to 1976J  &01  S>2  ·''1.649,&1.  - 124  B!l-3,  124  8B,3' 
1967  (19(..6) 
I  <66,  n-.atloc.atv-lf to 1976). 
1  616}02.~  1.497 .-4ll.Mi 
118 'fll 
""' 581.13  - lliJ 711 
J 012  009,28  1  012  S29.28 
!t9M  (1965)  ,,_,  1!  .2'jf  I  .l~ l11  i  l  -
I  (6), u•allouud to  1';176)  ~!L!..~  I  ~~ l~O.  -
[  ·~--- -~·:.  T~  l25 cey.t::  115 e1z  ~0')..30  ,4.0 Y,j  1~,,19  I  la  59S  8..."7-93  f  1~- - _,  01  (:$~ 42.5·54  I  lo6. 661  415~67  I  11r  740:  e.u,.21 
11 ..  .1\pprc.prh.tlon~ for  thoc> 
I 
fi,..llr'!.d"'9  of  coNIO"'  .....  nure.,. 
IKid  sp~chl •o::.nurots  !  I 
C.trrh·d for  .. ard to  191S 
l 
ltoNJ~  8100  •  305 67),20  2  30:5  &:•l.z~  2'  3Y.I  6':3.28 
I 
StlJZ  111  9Q1.))  111~.)}  lfl SO.l.Jl 
I  3100  (7.(,)  1 .., 6>; ••  - t.:;s .i;.a  16').~"'l·"l'  ~ 
~97Q-.6l  I 
959  762.61  I 
S)OO  (15)  2  te8.l~0.1  -
:168l'NtA1  "' 5.Z).l}  5  (.16.)5  1  98$ 201.26  '"'] 
8101  /f14  GIJ,85  474  6,!.66  I  ·1140.:1,66  %.1, 
3310 
I 
26  137.91.  ~ .t}l! ;i!0.99  I  - 28  1.37.91 
ti1340  2  416  1eo.s9  z na 1e.o.'Y.I 
..  00  % 9?0 186.41  117''"·" !  1  t'J(i  .¢21.1;!  21.4.)64.9'9 
0910  20) 982.}5  20) ,.!2.)8  !  ,..Jl S62,)13 
- I 
~- l  Sl) 116...,_  8 6ll vn.tS  11  1171?.-t.l,  !  t ,., 110.?8  ?~1 9;)1.1A  2  94-1  96l·e"1  2 9.\4. 96'l.tr  I 
-- -· 
(1) YouL-J •lL• IU  770 !)8 6-'i)-5  16.1  -<-tS  , l e  ~4 5  ?51  ~·1 ~61.)4  1:o  J1l o:,s.z6  (-!!  s~.ss  i  G?4  o}O  1e9.41  :o6 66:.  415.61  eoo  6!11  EC5 .oe 
I 
I 
F;J  =~~~:;:;:::: ;~::~::~ ~r;; ~;:~c::1~~.':~1c•ttr urrhd forw•rd  far  11vot  yu''• 
P:J)  :";~  ..  :"';~:!:~!~~.,:-o~  .. ~~:!~t~o~c  ~~~ :::t:~~ ;::
5
lndlwM,_.l  proJrcts Cash  position  at  31.12.1976 
Advanc~s granted  Availability  at  Expenditure  from 
A:'ailabil_i~ty ·at  31.1?~1976  from  1.01.1976 to  .  -- 31.1~,]~- --- - 1 ,01.19_76  to  31~12.  76  ---- 3-1~-fz:-1976  -
~---·- ---- -- ---- - ~  ----·  ---·------- --- -·  -----
a  b  c  a  +  b  - c 
BELG1UM  FB  1  349  500  000.00  103  181  472,00  1  321  897.00  130  784  435.00 
ua  26  990  000.00  -
2  063  629,44  26  437  940,.74  2  615  688.70 
DENMARK  DKr  - 3-585  633.72  3  984  482.24  398  848.52  0 
ua  - 478  084 .. 50  531  264..,30  53  179.80  0 
GERMANY  DM  96  184  800.00  13  171  737 •. 83  78  898  421.92  30  458  115.91 
ua  26-280  000_,00  3  598  835 .. 47  2' .556  945.88  8  321  889.59 
FRANCE  ·FF  174  956  985.00  33  807  723.70  180  680  889.::-;  23  083  819 .S9 -
.ua  31  500. 000.00  6  086  886A2  32  530  556.ud  5  056  330.34  . 
IRELAND  ·  t  2  480  001.98  - 1  438.  282 .OS  1  041  719.93 
ua  5  952  000.00 (1)  - 3  451  874.05  2  500  125.83 
ITALY  Lit.  11  625  000  000,00  4  219  768  538.00  9  993  323  365.::J  851  445  173.00 
u·a  18.600  000.00  - 6  751  629.66  15  989  317.38  9  362  312  .oo 
LUXEMBOURG  flux  60  550  000.00  4  791  900.00  64  642  478,00  699  422.00 
ua  1  211  000.00  95  838.00  1  292  849,56  13  988.44 
NETHERLANDS  Fl  29  430  600.00  2  066  313.69  34  413  919.73  - 2  917  006,04 
ua  s 130. 000.00  570  804,89  9  506  607.66  - 805  802.77 
UNITED  KINGDOM  t  - 391  709.81  354  885.18  36  824~63 
ua  - 940  102.79  851  723.75  88  379.04 
ua  118184  915.50  20  638  990.97  111  670  995.01  27  152  911.45 
-~~=====================-=======================-=====================-=======================-================================= 
(1)  Amount  rounded  up  to  0.01  u.a. 
4 
_. 
N 
N 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'  : 
I 
! 
I 
i 
i 
! 
I 
I TABLE  A2 
EXPENDITURE  DECLARED  BY  MEMBER  STATES 
,- I  Declared  Expenditure  in  u.a. 
Cereals 
I  TOTAL  Member  State  Milk  prod_ucts  Sugar  (a  +  b  +  c)  = d  (a)  (b)  (c) 
~E.L_GIUM - 7  986  614.30  16  731  166,.48  1  720  159.96  26  437  940,74 
DENMARK  - - 53  179.80  53  179.80 
GERM. ANY  3  758  417.15  17  267  154.65  531  374 .. 08  21  556  945.88 
FRANtE  15  818  883 .. 98  16  711  672.10  - 32  530  556.08 
IRELAND  - 3  451  874.16  - 3  451  874.16 
ITALY  15  989  317.38  - 15  989  317.38 
LUXEMBOURG  - 1  292  849.56  - 1  292. 849.56 
NETHERLANDS  ·  1  037.807.22  a·  t.68  l300A4  - 9  506  607.66 
Uf>liTED  KINGDOM  - 851  723.75  - 851  723,75 
EEC  44  591  040.03  64  775  241.14  2  304  713,84  111  670  995.01 
-· 
(1)  Including  balan.ce  ava5lable  at  31  De.cember_1975  .  -
. '  Advances 
granted 
!e)(1) 
29.053  629.44 
5~  179~80 
29  878  835.47 
37  586  886,42 
5  952  000 
25  351  629,66 
1  306  838 
8  700  804.89 
940  102.79 
138  823  906.47 
...  "' 
- 'D1fference  or 
·Member  States 
availabilities  in 
casb  Ce-d). 
2  615  688,70 
0 
··a 321  889.59 
5  056  330.34 
2  500.  125,84 
9  362  312.28 
13  988.44 
- 805  802.77 
88  379.04 
27  152  911.46 
__. 
N  w  . Table  A.3 
APPROPRIATIONS  CARRIED  FORWARD  TO  THE  FINANCIAL  YEAR  1977 
,---, 
COMMITMENTS  Expenditure  com- Carried forward 
..  mitted  and  Regular- ~PPROPRIATI  TOTAL  1976  Advances  to  ~--.charged as- ~ 
Member  States  Article  40  Direct  ization  CANCELLEr  APPROPRIATIONS  of  Financial  payments  Automatically  Not 
Article  115  of  payments  Automatically  Financial  Regulation 
Regulation  ' 
a  b  c  d  e  f  9  h  i 
i  : 
: 
354  457  597.54  138  823  906.36  145  000  000  4  278  090.06  111  670  995.48  107  414.90  172  152  910.88  !._17  150  OO.Q7  (:._49 098 186. 
(1)  (2)  (3) 
L_. ___  --
a  =  d  +  e  +  f  +  g  +  h  +  i 
(1)  Including  item  9240  for  1  000  000  u.a. 
<2>  Including  71  619.18 u.a.  for  item  9240. 
(3)  Including  292  800  u.a.  for  item  9240. 
' 
(2)  (3)  (4) 
(4)  Indonesia,  Bangladesh  and  India  affairs  regularized in  1976  (the  expenditure  had  been  declared before  1976  but  it had 
only  been  accepted  as  chargeable to the  Community  budget 
in  1976). 
(5)  Including  635  580.82 of  item  9240. 
d$  .. 
(5)  - ""  ... 
I - 125-
TA9L E  A  4 
.  Co~Munity  Food  Aid 
Financ•d  frc- th(t  Co:r,unity  Bu-:.!.,et 
( Foo:i  Aid  Chapter> 
:••:cs:::sr:zz::t:c::c:::s:'li:I:CZ::t:::csa~ra~:::a::s:•:ta:•a=•=••=============•llaz:u::z::::tc::::ac::::~a:ca:::oz:::::c:&:az:::aa•az::.:z=::~wz:&::a:::z::::::.cz:a::•t=••: 
z Financial~  Products  Quant hies  •  ·  Amount  ·:.  TOTALS 
;~~:_  ___ :___________  ~n.t.  -----~~--------·  u!•: -----
1 
z  1972  Cereals  and  rice 
1968169  Scheme 
1  Bengali  refugees  301  000.000  18 8'2 681.00  (1) 
: ____  :_"!!.~!'!.Scheme  50  000,000  =--~-~~~-==~~~~--~~:--~~-~~~----= 
Cereals  and. rico  _____ ---- -----:  Z  : 
I. 1973 
'  1  1969170  Scheme 
1  1971/72  Schemt! 
:  1972173  Scheme 
~ 
:  1st  Convent ion 
I  "Ilk products 
(Bought  on  a~arket) 
s  £ag  products 
KH  k  products 
!  ____  :~~~~-<.2.~:::.~'!.~"_':1 lon)  ~ 
:  1974  Cer ..  ls  and  rice 
I  1970/71  Scheme 
1971/72  Scheme 
1972173  Schome 
1973174  Schene 
"Ilk products 
:. 
335  500.000 
180  234 .coo 
26' 900,000 
8.212.000 
3· 020.000 
soo.ooo 
34.580,875 
'-----=-~~-=~~-----~-
4  5oo.ooo 
103  765 .coo 
168 612.000 
448 soo,ooo 
2Z  H8.-041,85  (1) 
20  392  530.63  (2) 
34.915 656,66  (2) 
1-398.374.25  (2) 
2  145.266,96  (2) 
1  485· 831.61  (1) 
21  178 366,23  (1) 
052  111.09 
(2) 
I. 
,I 
I  _
:::}_ '105 572 966.09 
~-~~~'.:':~~-::~:_:~-=-~~~o  m  67U7  m  1o6 225  641.66 
_1_9_7_5__  Corrals  and  rice  1  ----'-·  -------=-----
: 
1968/69  Schem~ 
1970/71  Schefll~ 
1971172  SchC!'Me 
1972/73  Scheme 
1973174  Schr,.,t 
1974/75  Sel-l~""!' 
.I 
Skimmed  111lk  powder  I 
I  Program~~tes prior  to  1975 
197$  Progr..,."'* 
8utteroH 
PrOgramrnes  prior to 1975 
1975  Progrommt 
!!!i!.!:. 
•  1st  Convent I on 
£!!.!.!!! 
1970/71  Sche"'* 
:  .. 
I 
I 
401.000 
469.500 
20  001,000 
25  888.000 
126  637~000 
509  081,000 
26  668.000 
24  106,000 
Z5  437.000 
6  411,000 
4  094,000 
2.000.000 
348. 070,500 
I 
~·  -i 
163 979  335.46  (2) 
2119  730,65  (3) 
'  I 
I 
748 000,00  (4) 
25  135  288,68  (1)  191  152.354.79 
.. 
z 
.• 
: 
1__:__ __  , ________  _;._~~--·-----------'----------....;...__ 1 _____  9_a_,_z1_._o2_,:_<s_>_. 
1  1976  ~  Cereals  and  r1 ce  I  1  1 
1  197Zf73  Scheme  1  S  000.000  1 
· 1973/74  Scheme  1  4  863.000 
1 
1974175  Scheme  :·  120 419.000 
1975/75  Scheme  160  620.000 
1.  Butttroll 
S  19"7'4'Tr~  ram me 
1..  ·1975  Programme 
I  1976 Programme 
Sklomed  ~Ilk powder 
1974  Pr09ramme 
1975  Progr..,me 
1976  Progr...,o 
3!!. 
400.000 
31  994,000 
.I  7  110,000 
9  630.000 
24  544,000 
:n .. o2a.ooo 
111  670 995.01  (2) 
4  206 470,88  c:n  ., 
115 877.465.89  t  I  1975  Programme  1  6  153.000  ======  ·---:·--------:----- ----=- ...  ----=------------------------:  I  I 
I 
..l.----. '-··- ~ -·----·-·~--------
:. 
I 
II 
!.,.  .. _,. __________  !---- ••·•- ___ .._  .-'!w - 126  -
EXPLANATORY  NOTES  TO  TALBE  A 4 
(1)  Fina1  figures  corresponding  to  aid decisions  or  Commission 
decisions  on  the  clearance of  accounts. 
(2)  Provisional  figures  corresponding to the monthly  statements 
of  the  Member  States. 
(3)  Direct  payments  to  certain  countries or  agencies  receiving 
lump-sum  contributions towards  the  cost  of  forwarding  or dis-
tributing  goods. 
(4)  Equivalent  of  2000  tons  of  sugar paid for  in  cash. 
(5)  Correction  of  the  figures  shown  under  (2)  following  the 
clearance of  accounts  for  the  financial  year  1973. 
Table  A I  gives  an  overall  view  of  food  aid granted by  the  Community 
in each  financial  year  since the  beginning  of  the  scheme. 
This  table  covers  only  aid entered under  the  "food  aid"  heading  of 
the  Community  budget,  and  excludes  Community  food  aid  in  milk  products 
financed  up  to  31.12.1974 by  the  EAGGF,  Guarantee  Section. 
Up  to  and  including  the  1974  financial  year  .. the  amounts  correspond  to 
the  value  of the goods  in  the  case  of  milk  products,  sugar  and  egg 
products,  while  the  figures  given for  cereals are net  of  refunds.  From 
1975  onwards,  all figures  excluded  refunds. Art.  Items  Programme 
CEkEALS 
920  9200  Bef.1976 
9201  1976 
l'!l!LK  PRODUCT 
-
9210  Bd. 1976 
921  9211  LEP  1976 
9212  Butteroil 
1976 
SUGAR 
9220  Be f.  1976 
922  9221  1976 
923  OTHER 
PRODUCTS 
·-
924  OTHER 
EXPENDITURE 
TOTAL 
,_  __ 
TABLE  A 5 
· t6~~D~it~-~666"At6c~-A~~~6~~fAti6~s-~'i¢t6'§06~~t. 
Appropria- 1976  Appropriatiori~ 
ti.ons  carried  Entries  Amending  Transfers  forward  from 
1975  budget 
a  b  c  d 
25.401.171,68  p.m.  - +  9.  713.~22,  70 
- 97.970.000  - 1- 4.083.822,  70 
37.073.246,06  p.m.  - +  36.962. 65 8,  30 
- 36.500.000  40.630.000  192.658,30 
- 68.950.000  - -
2.353.179,80  p.m.  - +  34.399 
- 2.330.000  - 34.399 
- p.m.  - -
- 1.000.000  - -
64.827.597,54  206.600.000  40.630.000  42.400.000 
,.. 
<in  u.a.) 
- 1  1 Advances  to 
r~ember States 
TOTAL  (including  ba-
lance  on 
31.12.1975) 
e  = a+b+c+d  f 
35.114.994,38 
93.886.177,30 
74.035:904,36 
i 
76.787.341,70 
68.950.000 
2.387.578,80 
2.295.601 
-
1.000.000 
:>54.457.597,54  138.823.906,: 6 
""  -~ SOMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITI~S 
ADDENDUM  to Doo • 
COM(77)  591  final. 
SIX  FillAm  IAL  REPORT 
on  the 
EUROPEAN  AGRICULTURAL  GUIDJJOE 
AND  GU.ARJ.N'l'EE  FUJD 
YEAR  1976 
C<l4(77)  591  fina:J./2. 
0(1((77)  591  tinal./2.  ... 
Bru.aula,  29  November  1977. ...  I  ... 
SUMMARY  OF  THE  SIXTH  FINANCIAL  REPORT 
Title I:  The  Guarantee  Section 
1.  The  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section is  responsible  for  financing  expen• 
diture arising  from  the  common  policy on  agricultural  markets  and 
prices,  including  expenditure  resulting  from  currency  fluctuations. 
The  year  1976  was  marked  by  adjustments  in  certain financially 
important  sectors.  In  the milk  and  milk  products  sector, in parti-
cular, increased expenditure  in  1976  (over  2 milliard u.a.)  compared 
with  1975  (1150 M u.a.)  and  the  accumulation  of  stocks  of  skimmed  milk 
powder  led the  Community  to  ~ntroduce short-term measures  for  the dis-
posal  of  skimmed  milk  powder  and  to put  forward  a  programme  for  the 
period  1977-80  with  a  view  to  the progressive  achievement  of  a  balance 
in this market.  The  rules governing  the  wine  sector were  substantially 
revised  in  order to bring the  intervention measures'(especially as 
regards distillation)  more  into  line· with market  needs. 
2.  In  the other sectors, there  was  a  considerable  increase  in 
expenditure on  fruit  and  vegetables  (244.4 M u.a.  in  1976  compared  with 
88.3 M u.a.  in  1975). as  the  result  of  a  heavy  crop  of  apples  and  tomatoes, 
and  in  monetary  compensatory  amounts  (505  compared  with  406  M u.a.) 
arising  from  the downward  movement  of the pound  and  the  lira.  On  the 
other  hand,  expenditure fell in the sugar,  beef  and  veal  and  pigmeat 
sectors  because  of  an  improvement  in the  markets  in these products. 
Expenditure  was  also  affected by  the  d~cision to increase agri-
cultural prices for  the  1976/77 marketing  year  by  an  average  of  7.7X. 
3.  Total. provisional expenditure  in  1976  was,  at  5  570  M u.a.,  higher 
than  in  1975  (4  718.7 M u.a.).  The  o~ginal appropriations  (5  160.3 M u.a.) 
were  increased by  711.4 M u.a.  in a  supplementary  budget  adopted  in 
September  1976.  Howe·ver,  265.3 M u.a.  was  still available  at  the end  of 
the financial  year  because 'of  delays  in  execution or  in the  payments  for 
certain operations;  148.6 M u.a. ·were  carried forward to  1977  and 
116.7 M u~a.  cancelled. - II -
4.  In  spitt o1  the efforts made  there  is stH l  a  considerable back• 
log  in the  clearance of  accounts.  Prio~ity has  b~en given to dealing 
with  the periods preceding  the definitive system  (1967/68 - 70)  and 
then  to 1973,  the first year  after the entry of  the new  Member·  States. 
The  work  should  be  completed  in  1977  or  1978. 
Title II: The  Guidance  section 
5.  The  Guidance  Section is  concerned 'with  financing  the  Community 
policy of  improvement  of- ag'ri cultural  structures.  for  this purpose it 
finances: 
a)  common  measures  (Article  6 of  Regulation  No  729/70>  and  certain special 
measures  which  are  intended,  among  other things, to  improve  the 
functioning  of  certain  common  market  organizations  and  whose  financial 
characteristics  resemble  those of  common  measures; 
b)  · in'dividual  projeats  for  improving  agricultural  structures  (Regulation 
No  17/64)  through  the granting  of  capital  subsidies. 
The  available  appropriations, 325M  u.a.  per  year, go  in the first 
: instance to the  financing  of  common  and  special  measures.  The  remainder 
is used  to 'finance  individu~l projects  and  in  1976  this still formed  the 
bulk  of  the  work  of the  Guidance  Section. 
6.  Expenditure  in. 1976  on  common  measures,  at  69.4 M u.a., was  well 
up  on  1975  (33.8 M u.a.);  It  w~nt  ~ainly on  hill farming  and  farming  in 
certain  less-favoured  areas  (36M  u.a.), conver·sion  in the beef  and  veal 
sector  (15M  u.a.) ·and  the modernization  of  farms  (9·;.3·M  u.a.).  On  the 
other  hand,  experiditure  on  special ~easures fell  (6.2 M u.a.  against 
11.5 M u.a; in  1975). 
7.  For·  individual  projects  the  Commission  de.ci ded  to grant  aid in  1976 
as  follows: 
· a)  on  30  April  1976  in  respect  of the  second  instalment  for  1975:  a  total 
of  692  projects obt'airied  aid  amouriting  to  212.6 ·M  u.a.  from  the  Fund 
in  1975. 
b)  · in  respect of .the· two  instalments  for  1976  the  Commission  decided on 
29  July and  30  Decem~er 1976 to grant  a iotal of 264.2 M u.a.  for  808 
·projects. 
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For  the first  time  the  Commi~sion was  able  to take  its decisions 
in  due  time  and  thus  make  good  the  lag~ in the grariting of  ~id; this 
process  necessitated all the greater effort  on  the part  of the  Commission 
staff  in  that the amounts  granted were  espe'cially  high • 
8.  With  regard to payments  fo~ iridiVidual  projects,  the  time  lag 
after a  decision  is  taken to  gr~rt aid is of  necessity  long,  but  varies 
according  to Member  State.  The  longest  time  lag  is found  in  Italy, which 
is also the  country  with  the  largest  number  of projects  which  are not 
executed. 
With  the development  of  common  measures,  ther~ is increased 
activity to prrivide  Community  financing  for  these measures. 
Title  III:  Verifications  and  irregularities 
9.  The  Guarantee  Seition  was  engaged  mainly  on  the  systematic veri-
rications  r~quired in preparation for  the  clearance of  the  accounts  for 
the periods  1967/68  - 70  and  1973.  It also  made  various  inspection visits. 
Selective  controls  wer~ also  carried out ·on  problems  specific to beef  and 
veal  and  on  refunds  v~~yirig  acco~ding to destination. 
In  the  Guidance  Section; inspectiori ~\sits were  made  in  respect  of 
10  individual  ~rojects.  Other'~isits were  made  in  respect of  two  special 
measures  and ·one  common  measure  in  several Member  States. 
10.  In  1976  there  was  improved  co-operation  between  Member  States  in 
the  campaign  a~ainst irregularities.  ·Th~ effort  undertaken  in this field 
included the preparation  by  the  EAGGF  of  a  'compendium  of  irregularities' 
distributed tQ the  departments  responsible  in the  Member  States to alert 
them  to fraudulent  practices  ~ith  w~ich they  might  be  confronted.  The 
terms  of  reference of  the  Special  Committee  of  Inquiry  were  extended;  it 
devoted  itself to the  ~ine  sector~  The  measures  taken  and  the  results 
obtained  so  far  in this  campaign  were  communicated  to the  Council  and  the 
European  Parliament  by  the  Commission  on  31  December  1976. 
Irregul~rities affecting  the  Guarantee  Section  in  1976  related 
mainly  to  the ·c~reals  ~nd beef  and  veal  sectors,  and  mainly  to monetary 
compensatory  amounts.  A total of 5.6 M u.ao, of which  1.7 M u.a.  have 
so  far  been  recovered,  was  involved in the  258 ·cases. •  IV  • 
Irregularities affecting  the  Guidance  Section  related mainly.to 
premium~ for the non-marketing  of milk  and  for  the  conversion of dairy 
herds.  One  hundred  of the  337  cases  reported for  the years  1971  to 
1976  are  still pendins  and  represent  a total of  0.4 M u.a. still to be  , 
recovered. 
Title  IV:  Financing  of  food  aid 
11.  The  system  for  the  Community  finaricing  of expenditure  arising from 
the  supply  of  agricultural  products  as  food  aid,  as  laid down  in  Council 
Regulation  No  2681/74,  provides that all expenditure shall  be  entered ·: 
under  the  chapter  on  food  aid,  with  the exception of  the portion  corres-
ponding  to  refunds,  which  continues to be  financed  by  the  EAGGF,  Guarantee 
Section. 
The  monthly  advances  which  were  the  subject of  Commission  decisions 
totalled 138.8 M u.a.  in  1976,  incl~ding 20.6 M u.a.  carried forward  from 
1975.  Of  this total, 111.7 ·M  u.a. ·were  committed  in  1976  and  charged  as 
expenditure, mainly  for  aid in the  form  of milk  products  from  public stocks 
(64.8 M u.a.>,  cereals  (44.6 M u.a.>  and  sugar  <2.3 M u.a.>.  The  per-
centage  utilization of  appropriations  was  sox  compared  with  87%  in  1975 
due  to the  advances  decided  in December  1975  not  giving  rise to expendi-
ture in the  same  month. 
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